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INTRODUCTION 

BY THE COMMITTEE ON RECENT ECONOMIC 

CHANGES 

IN 1921, in the miast of the early post-War depres
sion, the President of the United States called a na
tional Conference on Unemployment to deal with 
urgent emergency problems. Out of this Conference 
'came a series of important investigations, each spon
sored by committees set up by the Conference. 

In 1927 a continuing committee. of that Confer
ence was brought together under the chairmanship 
of Herbert Hoover, then Secretary of Commerce, 
designated as "The Committee on Recent Economic 
Changes of the President's Conference on Unem
ployment." Its purpose was to make a comprehen
sive fact-and-figure picture of the results of the work
ing of economic forces during a major business cycle, 
assembled in the form of a descriptive record with 
statistical measurements, which should reveal the 
developing pattern of our economic evolution. 

In order that this project might be carried out in 
a \horoughly scientific spirit, and be utterly free 
from partisan bias, the National Bureau of Eco
nomic Research, Inc. was enlisted by the Committee 
to assemble, assimilate and organize the factual and 
statistical material for study and interpretation. For 
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STRATEGIC FACTORS IN BUSINESS CYCLES 

this undertaking a group of fifteen of the most com
petent economists in the country was assembled by 
the National Bureau of Economic Research. To the 
broad background knowledge of this collaborating 
group the National Bureau added its wealth of sta
tistical data and its facilities for progressively meas
uring the operation of economic forces, reflecting 
the actions of millions of human beings engaged in 
the normal/processes of living. 

In 1928 Arch W. Shaw succeeded Mr. Hoover as 
Chairman of the Committee on Recent Economic 
Changes, and early in 1929 the Committee's first 
report was brought out, a two-volume work covering 
the period from 1922 to 1928, entitled Recent Eco
nomic Changes in the United States, intended as a 
record, partly statistical and partly descriptive, of 
the ascending curve of the cycle which started after 
the depression of 192 1 and carried through 1928. 

When, a year later, the country entered upon the 
descending curve of the major cycle under observa
tion, the part that public works might be expected 
to play in stabilizing our national economy was en
gaging the attention of thinking men. Inasmuch as 
this represented a field where a statistical picture 
couk! be made with reasonable promptness, and one 
which would fit into its broad program, the Com
mittee sponsored a study, which was prepared at the 
National Bureau of Economic Research under the 
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INTRODUCTION 

direction of Dr. Leo Wolman, and published as Plan
ning and Control 0/ Public Works. 

In 1932 the developing pattern of our economic 
experience was further disclosed by the publication 
,of a work by Dr. Frederick C. Mills entitled, Eco
nomic Tendencies in the United States. This book, 
published cooperatively by the Committee on Re
cent Economic ,Changes and the National Bureau of 
Economic Research, summarized and extended the 
record covered by the two-volume report already 
described. In this work Dr. Mills essayed the im
portant task of bringing out the characteristics of 
the tendencies prevailing during the period preced

'ing the current economic depression, in comparison 
with the tendencies prevailing during the period 
preceding the World War. This served to clarify 
many economic relationships whlch had previously 
been little understood. 

In this program the Committee and its collabora
tor, the National Bureau of Economic Research, 
have been concerned chiefly with making a quanti
tative analysis by means of facts and statistics, pic
turing as they do the movement of commerce and 
industry-ships crossing the seas with cargoes of 
imports and exports. freight and passenger trains 
rumbling across the continent, the daily transactions 
in banking houses. stock and produce exchanges. 
wholesale establishments and retail stores-all repre
senting the reality of life and the relation of industry 
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to industry and individual to individual. Without 
such a statistical and descriptive record as had been 
undertaken, representing the 'measurables' of our 
economic life, little progress could be made in the 
analysis or understanding of the motives and opera
tions that underlie and affect the movement of eco
nomic forces. 

All statistical measurements must of necessity be 
on a common ,baJiYis_~_l!l'pa!~~o}!...i.~_!2_~~_possible. 
In the statistical record compiled over the whole 
period covered by the Committee's program, what
ever monetary units have been used have been in 
terms of dollars based on a constant relationship to 
gold. Early in 1933 the United States went off the 
gold basis. The Committee recognized this as a 
nat~ral stopping point for its undertaking, and it 
determined to bring to a head as rapidly as possible 
all of the separate studies which formed its program 
of publication, thus fulfilling its mission at a time 
when the results would be of the most timely inter
est and service. 

In line with this decision, there will follow as 
rapidly as they can be completed and prepared for 
the press, a ~!udy of "Profits" by Dr. Ralph C. Ep
ss~in; a study of "Prices" by J?r. Frederick C. Mills; 
a report on "Wages and Consumption," by Dr. Leo 
Wolman; a report on "Industrial Trends" by Dr. 
Willard L. Thorp; and possibly one or more addi
tional reports or surveys. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Meanwhile, ~the Committee .sponsored a special 
study, from the descriptive and statistical record 
which had been assembled, to endeavor to disclose, 
so far as might be possible, what factors play an ac
tive role in throwing the economic mechanism out 
Ofbalancf!_and what factors adapt themselves pas
sively to the c!t:~n.ges produced by the active factors. 
It IS thlS-pnase of the Committee's exploration which 
explains the present volume. 'While the statistical 
and factual record of the cycle was being made by 
the collaborating group of economists, Dr. Clark 
was a regular attendant at the meetings of the group. 
He participated in the discussions, studied the 
wealth of factual and statistical material which had 
been assembled, and assimilated much of the picture 
of our economic life which it reflected. Then, view
ing the whole picture objectively, he essayed to 
make an appraisal and draw certain conclusions. 

The present volume is the result. Intended to 
achieve a perspective on the pattern of our recent 
economic experience, it shows something of the evolv
ing design and, in careful fashion as becomes a work 
by so eminent a student of economic theory, exam
ines into the general direction the pattern is taking. 

'While Dr. Clark is responsible for the conclusions 
herein set forth, the Committee on Recent Economic 
Changes is pleased to offer this report of his findings 
as a valuable and timely contribution to current 
economic thought. Indeed, the Committee hopes 
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that it 2!!.'lypr9.Y_~_tQb~helpful in relating yester
~ay'L~(oqo1I.lk~~perience to tomorrQ}u~onomic 
n~e.ds~For out of his intensive study of the pattern 
of our recent economic life Dr. Clark has endeavored 
to isolate what he terms the "strategic busiriess fac
~s" -strategic because they ~~em_!..o-.!t_,!ve a causal 
illfluence upon the bu~iness cycle and are possibly 
s~s~ep!_~!>le. of wnsciouLcoptrol by the cotp.t:nu~ity. 
Highly suggestive, also, is his analysis of the charac
ter of and requirements for national economic bal
ance, and the discussion of the means and possibilities 
of attaining and maintaining it. 

The Committee is glad .to have the opportunity of 
presenting an analysis of this character. ~lso 
glad to add its emphasis to Dr. Clark's call for an 
improv~ment in the quality ami quantity of the 
country's statistical services. But it realizes that effec
tive results can be achieved 'only by putting to work 
the results of scientific analysis and continued statis
tical investigation in the realm of practical affairs. 
What is perhaps more needed at the present time 
than anything else is the development of means of 
coordinating and utilizing the experience of men of 
affairs and the results of economic research. . 

It is the Committee's belief that economic re
search itself is made more fruitful through contact 
between economists and men who are more familiar 
with business than with text books, for whatever 
scientific analysis has to contribute to human wel-
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INTR.ODUCTION 

. fare must be done through the channel of practical 
application. Among the things which the Committee 
views with most satisfaction is that its work has made 
at least a modest contribution toward the achieve
ment of some such union. In the carrying out of this 
work it has had the generous support of the Rocke
feller Foundation, the Economic Club of Chicago, 
the Carnegie Corporation, and various socially
minded groups and individuals, whose support it 
here gratefully acknowledges. 

Recognizing the timeliness of pro Clark's report, 
the Committee has been led to hasten its publica
tion that it may serve the immediate need of clearer 
perspective. It is presented, not as a full and matured 
expression ot the Committee's own collective view
point, but as the findings of an able thinker upon 
a broad problem of great significance at th~ present 
juncture in our social-political-economic life. It leads 
up to the great question that we face as a. nation: 
which facton are and which are not amenable to 
purposive control by public or private agencies? 

ARCH 'V. SHAW, Chairman 
RENICK 'V. DUNLAP 
WILUAM GREEN 

Juuus KLEIN 

JOHN S. LA WJlENCE 

MAX MASON 

ADoLPH C. MILLER 
LEwIS E. PIERSON 

Novt:mber~ 19JJ 

JOHN J. RAsKOB 

SAMUEL 'V. REYBURN 

LoUIS J. T ABEL 

DANIEL WlU.ARD 
CLAIlENa M. WOOLLEY 
OWEN D. YOUNG 

EDWAJlD E. HUNT, 

Secreta,., 
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RELATION OF THE DIRECTORS 

TO T-!JE WORK OF THE NATIONAL BUREAU 

OF ECONOMIC RESEARCH 

1. The object of the National Bureau of Economic Research is to as· 
certain and to present to the public important economic facti and their 
interpretation in a scientific and impartial manner. The Board of Directon 
is charged with the responsibility of ensuring that the work of the Bureau 
is carried on in strict conformity with this object. 
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mitted to each member of the Board. If publication is approved each member 
is entitled to have published also a memorandum of any dissent or reservation 
he may express, together with a brief statement of his reasons. The publication 
of a volume does not, however, imply that each member of the Board of 
Directors has read the manuscript and passed upon its validity in every-detail. 

6. The results of an inquiry shall not be published except with the ap· 
proval of at least a majority of the entire Board and a two-thirds majority 
of all those members of the Board who shall have voted on the proposal 
within the time fixed for the receipt of votes on the publication proposal. 
The limit shall be 'forty-five days from the date of the submission of the 
synopsis and manuscript of the proposed publication unless the Board ex
tends the limit; upon the request of any member the limit maybe extended 
for not more than thirty days. 
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PAR.T ONE 

THEORETICAL APPROACH 

The Nature 0/ the Study 

THE reader should be warned at the start that this 
study is not exclusively or mainly devoted to the' 
current depression, but is a study of business cycles 
in general~ as they have been experienced during the 
period for which fairly comprehensive and organ
ized statistical records have been gathered. The 
special features of the present catastrophe are rather 
briefly dealt with in Part IV, and the trends of the 
post-War period leading up to it in Pan III. By set
ting the crisis against the background of experience 
some well-founded idea may be gained of the extent 
to which it resembles other depressions, the extent 
to which its extraordinary severity and persistence 
are due to unique causes that may not reappear, and 
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the extent to which they are due to changes in the 
economic system that introduce new elements with 
which we shall have to reckon in the future, and 
which may make future cycles more serious than 
those of the recent past. The peculiarly grave and 
threatening character of the present emergency 
needs no proof. As to how close it has brought us to 
a complete collapse of our economic system econo
mists, like others, can only conjecture. When suc~ 
questions can be definitely ans.wered, it is always too 
late to make use of the answer. 

The origin and !purpose of this stud~ have been 
explained in the introduction.rrhe special objective 
assigned was the attempt to select, among the many 
factors involved in business cycles, ,!liwited number 
which have especial strategic importil!1Ce? The task is 
not primarily one of statistical description nor of 
statistical analysis in the usual sense. ,It is perhaRs 
better described as an application of theoretic;' 

.analysis to an unusually comprehensive array of con-
crete data. Thus, while the study deals with statisti
cal materials, it makes no attempt to present a com
plete or voluminous statistical picture of the history 
of business cycles. Other studies of the latter charac
ter are under way; and it would be neither useful 
nor proper to attempt to duplicate or anticipate 
them. 
~In trying to pick out factors of special significance, 

the question arists on what basis significance is to be 
[4 -. 



THEORETICAL APPROACH 

judged. It may be judged from the standpoint of an 
OTijective dia osis seek in to learn what brin ~ 
a out the conditions we obseiye, and suffer from; or 
It"may be judged withlt.t.I1 .. ore pras.T~~~.;x.~Q"S2.n
!rolling these results,\The two approaches are not 
wliolly distinct, since results can often best be con
trolled indirectly, via their ~auses, and can never be 
controlled without taking these causes into the 
reckoning.cBut the ultimate purpose justifying such 
an investigation'1S- to help toward doing something 
to improve conditions; and toward this eno, Causes 
we' can~;'"7;ntrol do not have the same giadeof 
.si~~§Ci!nf~ as those_ whose~actlon .~~-_ ~aIl m-()di£y:' 
They still have to be reckoned with, but in a difIe~
~~fa~~~~~e -HiriIte(n~~iiion.) --
(. Let us say that variations of weather, acting on 
agriculture, cause changes in supplies of raw prod
ucts; and that in our economic system t~e' cause 
changes in prices and in <;lemands for other products, 
and so playa part in the general business cycle. The 
weather itself we shall not, in the present state of 
our meteorological knowledge, attempt to control; 
but we. may searCh the ecoAomie-system--fm=-factors 
responsible for the economic disturbances that come 
about, changes in weathel'_be~_nK.takell Jor anted. 
§d aving found factors about-whicftsomethin.g 
can be done, we shall focu ttenti n on them. The 
weat er, if we could learn enough about it, might 
tell us how to time som(! of our safeguarding meas-
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ures; but not what measures to take. Thus we may 
fairly say that the weather has only a secondary 
grade of significance.(The possibili~y_ ,of control. 
then.!.j§.J?n~,Q.( the keys ,:p~rh_ap~nl!()t...!h.e "p!!lyonc:.
~(),~he_~urn~!! sig!!ifi~~nce of causes:>For- this reason 
It will be kept in mind throughout our study. On the 
other hand, details as to ways and means of control 
are not our present concern. They constitute the 
next step.) 
(The special purpose this study may serve can be 

~xpressed in another way. Theoretical!~l!dies give 
, us cause&that- aretoo-£ew and too simple) such as 
QV~oli~5-tiQ!!., und~r-consu~ption, over-saving, or 
f~iJ:u:re to distribute to laborers their whole product 
.or enough of the whole product of industry to enable 
them to buy the things they have produced,Qnduc
live st!:ldies, on the other hand, reveal so many factors 
at ~2!kl s()~~plete1y interrelat~cl,J:~at we are likely 
to -come tq ~e..59Ilc1:usiontQ.~t everything is both 
~au-~~~'~i~ff~c~J ~~~~veryt~ing ist~~ ,re~_'!~t!!~Ilearly 
e.ve!Yth,IDg.dse~\)r that all features of modern indus
trialistri are jointly responsible for the business cycle) 
~he attempt in the present study is to steer a course 
between these two extremes, including anything 
which a well:X:ounded surVey oT the facts can suggest, 
but selecting those factors which seem to have the 
gre~t strategic impo .. rtance, if any can be picked 
out~Jactor ~y be said to have strategic impor
tance if it has real power to control other factors, and 
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to determine the eneral character of the result· and 
it as pecu lar strate . c im ortance If, in addition, 
we ave ower to control if . f it is not like the 
weather, beyond the reach of anything we ~an nolY 

~e field of study will be construed somewhat 
broadly. )The most clearly marked cycles are rua: 
tively short wave-like moy,ene.nts of general business, 
~Tiich in this cou~rv vary fromt;o 't~-fi~~ 'y' ~ars in 

------~- . 
l~~~ith an average length of abo1.!~Jo!:tY!!1ont4s. 
But it would be arbitrary to limit our study to these 
short cycles and still more arbitrary to focus atcen
tion on their usual course. Differences between suc
cessive short cycles are important, and may yield 
evidence of the existence of longer cycles, or at least 
of longer movements. And any movements are sig
nificant which manifest phenomena similar to those 
that ma~e jlle problem of business cycles such a seri
ous one flack or equilibrium, unemployment an~ 
inability to use all of our existing powers of produc. 
tion, or even a reasonably large proportion of them 
-these are all properly parts of our study, in what
ever· forms we find them) 

The materials upon which this essay is based are, 
for the most part, those collected by the _ N atiQ~] 
Bureau of Economic Research, together with studies 
made by a special staff consisting of members of this 
Bureau and others, engaged in an investigation of 
the cycle ending with· the current great depression. 
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and working in collaboration with the Committee 
on Recent Economic Changes. These studies have 
been discussed in joint meetings of the special staff 
and the Committee. Among the materials of the 
National Bureau of Economic Research, the most 
extensive use has been made of a set of series especi
ally prepared on a common pattern devised by Dr. 
Mitchell for the purpose of affording comparable 
pjetures of cycles of different lengths. A brief de
scription is here given of the essential features of the 
sc;:heme on which these series were prepared. It is 
necessarily somewhat difficult and technical, but the 
reader is asked to be patient with it, since it is neces
sary to an understanding of the nature of the evi
dence underlying the main findings of this study. 

More specifically, the object of these specially pre
pared series was to make possible a composite picture 
of the average cyclical pattern of each single series
pig iron production, car-loadings, etc.-in the face 
of two outstanding difficulties. The first arose from 
the very different lengths of the successive cycles of 
general business, and the second from the further 
f~ct that the single series have their own cycles which 
do not agree exactly with the cycles of general busi
ness, and are also of different lengths.1 

1 For a brief description of these specially prepared series see the article 
on "Business Cycles" by W. C. Mitchell in the Encyclopedia of the Social 
Sciences. A fuller development will appear in Dr. Mitchell's forthcoming 
second volume on Business Cycles, which will also be published by 
the National Bureau of Economic Research. It would be clearly in-
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The problem of differing le~gtbs _Qfdij!erent 
9'cIes IS met by dividing.each cycle up into t~e_ same 
n~~l>_eiof~. \()ne of three months represents 
the point at w ic the trough is reached and expan
sion begins, another of three months represents the 
point at which the peak is reached and recession be
gins, while each individual expansion and recession 
is arbitrarily divided into three equal parts, which 
will of course be longer in a cycle of four years than 
in one of two. Thus each cycle is divided into eight 
stages, or nine if we include the revival which markS 
the end of that 9'cle and the beginning of the next. 
This is done both for the cycles of general business 
and for the ·speci~~.£y~~s' which appear in the par
ticular series, and which do not have the same tim
ing as the general business curve, though some of 

,them follow it very closely) 
,},he movem~~ts of each series~for example, P!g 

iron production _~.r~~hen tabulated in two w.ays. 
First, ihi-average rates of pig iron production in the 
SUCC;sive stages of the general business cycles a;e 
recorded (in terms of percentages of the average 

appropriate to publish these same tables and charts in the present 
essay. and this may serve to explain why the evidence on which this 
study rests is not presented in full. Short of this. the writer has en
deavored to "indicate the basis of his statements by describing the be
havior of the series. And in order that such descriptions may be 
understood. the character of these special series must be explained. 
The reader who wishes fuller verification is referred to Dr. Mitchell', 
forthcominl!' book. --
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value for the cycle) and second, a similar record is 
made of the rates of pig iron production in the suc
cessive stages of the cycles marked off by the high 
and low points of pig iron production itself, which 
may not come at exactly the same times as the high 
and low points of general business. The second table 
gives the 'specific cycles' of pig iron production it-' 
self, while the first table gives the behavior of pig 
iron production during the successive phases of the 
'reference cycle' or cycle of general business .. finally, 
the successive cyclical curves, Doth reference and 
specific, are averaged into a composite picture of 
average behavior for a series of cycles .. .; 
¢s a matter of interest we reproduce Dr. Mitchell's 

tjlble of standard reference dates for the United 
States.2 The dates, based upon a study of business 
annals and the best statistical indicators of business 
activity available, purport to show the month and 
year of successive revivals and recessions in general 
business activity. As Dr. Mitchell says: 

it cannot be claimed that the reference dates are 
more than fair approximations to the central 
points in a long succession of turns that occur in 
the economic activities of a nation. 
. . . . Quite apart from doubts whether we have 
made the best choices of reference dates, we recog-

2 Recent Economic Changes, II. Sgll (National Bureau of Economic 
R.esearch. 1929). 
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STANDAJU) llEFERENCE DATES Foa BUSINESS Cva.t:s, UNITED STATES 
Duration in Months 

Expansion Conu-action Ex- Con- Fun 
Revival High Recession ,Low pansion traction Cycle 

January 1855 to June 1857 July 1857 to December 1858 30 18 48 
January 1859 to October 1860 November 1860 to June 1861 22 8 30 ~ 
July 1861 to April 1865 May 1865 to December 1867 46 32 78 ::c 
January 1868 to June 1869 July 1869 to December 1870 18 18 36 ~ 

0 
January 1871 to October 1875 November 1875 to March 1879 34 65 99 :0 
April 1879 to March 188a April 1882 to May 1885 36 38 74 ~ 
June 1885 to March 1887 April 1887 to April 1888 22 15 55 ~ 
May 1888 to July ISgo August 1890 to May 1891 

~ 

27 10 57 n 
Junl! 1891 to January 18g5 February 1895 to June 1894 20 17 57 > 
July 1894 to December 18g5 January 18g6 to June 18g7 18 18 36 t'" 
July 1897 to June 1899 July 1899 to-December 1900 24 18 42 > January 1901 to September 1901 October 1902 to August 1904 21 23 44 IU 
September 1904 to May 1907 June 1907 to June IgoS 33 15 46 IU 
July 1908 to January 1910 February 1910 to January 191a 19 14 43 :0 
February 1911 to January 1915 February 1915 to December 1914 12 23 35 0 
January 1915 to August 1918 September 1918 to April 1919 44 8 52 > 
May 1919 to January 1920 February 1920 to September 1921 9 20 29 n 

::c 
October 1921 to May 1925 June 1923 to July 1924 20 14 34 

... August 1924 to October 1926 November 1926 to December 1927 17 14 41 
..=..January 1928 to June 1929 18 



STRATEGIC FACTORS IN BUSINESS CYCLES 

ni~liliat recession and revival are changes in the 
condition of business which take much more than , 

(a,month. They are not turning points, but turning 
e.~iod_;{It is· probable that on the average more 
than a ~r elapses £tom the time when the activi
tief,-Which respond most promptly to changes in 
business prospects turn up:ward or downward, to 
the time when the most sluggish activities respond 
to the changes which have already taken place in 
other parts of the economic system~ To date one 
of these turns by a single month is therefore arbi: 
trary. But we need some set of _bench-marks in 
time by which to record the sequence in which the 
specific ,cycles of different business factors make 
their cyclical turns. The reference dates serve that 
purpose) 

The specific cycles of pig iron production, for ex
ample, approximate so closely in respect of timing 
the cycles of general business that there is little dif
ference in that respect between the two curves. But 
there are large discrepancies between the specific 
cycles of c2nstruction contracts or volume of stock 
exchange transactions and general 'business cycles. 
The former sh~w large leads with peaks occurring, 
on the average, w~l ahead of the peaks of general 
business; And the fact that the peaks of the reference 
cycle curves for these series are considerably lower 
than the peaks of their own specific cycles registers 
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THEORETICAL APPROACH 

the fact that their peaks occur at different stages of 
successive general business cycles. If there were a 
consistent and uniform lead, the amplitudes of the 
specific and reference cycles would be the same. 

,I' ~en such discrepancies appear, it is a signal to 
the student to turn from the composite pictures ot 
,average cycle patterns to a study of the behavior of 
the series cycle by cycle. Indeed, the writer has found 
it desirable to do this wherever it was a question of 
comparing the behavior of different factors which 
bear a vital relation to one another. For this purpose 
the writer has used the device of~hartin.g the be
havior of one factor through .a serIes of cycles, and 
~ero~ it the behavior of reIateafacfors through th<i 
same series of cycles. These charts themselves are not 
presented in this study, largely because the transition 
from one cycle to the next makes this type of chart 
confusing to the eye. The conclusions drawn from 
them are used, since they serve especially to show 
whether resemblances in the average cycle. patterns 
of different series. represent truly consistent behavior 
in which each single cycle exhibits the same resem
blance. In what follows, attention is thus paid not 
merely to the average patterns but also to the varia
tions from cycle to cycle. 

Framework of a Theory 

(It may be worth while at the start to outline in 
the most general terms the form which the results of 
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STRATEGIC FACTORS IN BUSINESS CYCLES 

this study are to take, leaving it to later sections to 
put material into this framework. £l:il$, we shoul~ 
understand that ~there are no causes that ar<;, ab~igl
nal in the sense that the have not themselves cau~~s; 
but there are some that rna be treate as originating 
orcesor our purpose_,There are, on the other and, 

the responses of the business system)in the form of 
ri@.. o.!.J~!rrIfg.'pri£e~ the reaction of profits to 
Changes in volume of production and of volume of 
production to changes in profits, the ordering of in
creased capital equipment to satisfy an increasing 
demand, etc.~Some !.hs.Drie~ of business cycles run 
~ainly in term:=of ;;riginating forces, ~s in terml 
of the responses of the business system~ It appears, 
howevet, that cycles cannot be regarded as results d£ 
'one or the other of these groups of forces exclusively; 
lthey are joint results of the two groups and of their 

knteract,io~"P . . 
(J"he ongmaung forceo/ are taken to' ,l,nclude such 

things 'is w~rs, the effect of the weather on crop's, 
certain ele1'llents in the pro~esses of change in con
sumers' wants and, with some qualifications, inven-

- ~ 
tions and the discovery of· new goods. Secular 
changes in !price-Ievels would be included, and 
especially deflections or changes in the direction or 
rate of change; together with the causes which bring 
them about. 

It is necessary, however, to avoid confusing 
changes m co.nsumers' wants, of an 'originating' 
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THEORETICAL APPROACH 

character, with changes in effective demand in the 
market, or the development of invention of proc
esses or goods with the rate at which these are actu
ally installed, applied or exploited in industry_ 
Changes in effective demand are mainly the results 
of the fact that in prosperous times people have 
more income to spend on new goods and more COIf. 
fide nee to expand purchases on credit, and so buy 

• more. These conditions result in tum from changes 
in the rate of productive activity. They are thus, in\ 
the main, part of the system of business responses. 
In the same way the rate at which new capital is· 
actually invested in installing new types of equip
ment to utilize new inventions, and the rate at which 
new goods are marketed. or even the times when 
they are placed on the market, are all the rer:ults f I 
the prospects of business profits, which vary th 
the varying phases of the business cycle itself "_-

The originating forces underlying these fa ors do 
not appear directl and unmodified in the statistical 
r~ ut they· are nevert eless important. If they 
were acting on an economic structure with radically 
~fferent types of respqnse from those of the present 
fOTm of business or1mnization with its pseudo-inai
';idualism and its partial freedom of enterprise and 
liI}!ited competition, they would presumably Eo
~ce results bearing little r~semblance to those we 
np'" whoeS§.. 

Even steadily prsressi~n~s may be sources 
. I~ 



STRATEGIC FACTORS IN BUSINESS CYCLES 

of disturbance if the adjustments they make neces
sary are sluggish or encounter resistance, allowing 
pressures to accumulate until there is a more or less 
sudden giving way} It is possible that the great col
lapse of prices in the last three years is a case in point, 
representing the final breaking-down of resistances 
to the forces of post-War deflation, which may have 
been gathering strength progressively for seven or 
eight years previous to 1929. The resistances have 
\taken various forms. There were measures for the 
val~zation of specific commodities. Currencies 
were restored to a gold basis by the 'gold exchange' 
system, whereby multiple burdens were placed on 
the gold reserves of those countries whose exchange 
were used as means of stabilization of the currenci( 
of other countries; Systems of trade barriers and e,.
change restrictions have multiplied in a warfare of 
mutual defeat, ultimately ending in a general crip
pling of export markets for basic commodities en
tering into international trade. 
( Another possible case is the development of labo~

saving machinery and processes) This has almost cer
tainly made necessary larger adjustments than actu
ally occurred in wages, in the length of the working 
day, in consumption and in the development of new 
goods. Such situations may give rise to recurrent 
disturbances of an equilibrium which was only ap
parent, and under cover of which tension had been 
increasing. This appears to have been happening, 
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for example, throughout the period from 1922 to 
1929. As another exampl~, the great increase in dur
able goods used has, as we shall see, aggravated one 
of the most powerful elements of instability in our 
system, and may be responsible for a lasting change 
in the length and severity of business cycles. 

The term 'originating' does not mean that the 
forces so described are necess~ly of superior im
portance for the purposes of our study to the othej 
group described as ·busin_e~,,!f~E~ses'. Of the 
'originating causes' some may be unavoidable, like 
the uncertainties bfthewea:~Iier, or-ev~n desirable 
in the sense that it .would not be desirable to take 
the steps which would in practice be necessary in:, 
order to remove them, like the irregularities in-i 
separable from invention. On the other .hand •. the; 
factors concerned with the-responses of the busine;s 
system may be the factors .ll/:~n change, and so 
utilize as wC?rkin[ ca':lses in the attempt to improve 
conditions. 
~ ~u_~thermore, it seems almost certain at the sta~ 

that the factors which account for the effects of dis· 
. . 

turbances taking the particular forms they do, and 
producing cycles .with their fairly th~hmi~'~ings, 
will be factors .conce~ed with. the ~~~pons~L?!.!?e 
b.usiness system~ We have apparently had cycles just 
as long as we have had this type of business system.' 

• See Wesley C. Mitchell, Bwiness Cycles: The Problem and Its 
Setting (National Bureau of Economic Research, 1917) Chapter II. 
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~ Moreover, some of the originating causes, such as 
. ~ 

wars and crops, clearly do not follow the same 
rhythm as the shorter business cycles~ as to the 
others, there is no sufficient reason for thinking that 
they do, and every reason for thinking that they do 
not. Some new inventions mature very quickly, 
others slowly, while major developments in the way 
of new wants may rtquire from a decade to a gener
ation to reach their full potentialities. I! these forces 
~produce the familiar business cycles, or playa pa;t 

~
. n producing th. em, it is because th. ey are acting on 

p~rticulat.:_ k.-~nd of !?us~ness~ys!em, which reacts 
o them in particular ways: ~s ~lready remarked, on 

a different system they would have different effects. 
Our examination of the detailed statistical materiali 
affords no reason for modifying this conclusion. 
vAs revealed by these studies, ,~e responses of the 

business system seem to form a closely-knit sequence 
of cJuse and effect, in whic4 a state of over-contrac
tion appears to set in motion forces leading to over
expansion, and this in turn to over-contraction once 
morel In these swings, movements tend to be self
~rci!lg rather than self:limiting, unt~l t~ey hay'e 
'gone so far- that a.marked reversal be~omes i~evi
t~s is so true tttat it ha~ prov~d possi~le to 
c~s/ruct theories of the self-~neration. of business 
:9'cles by the business machinery itself, which have 
more v~imilitude and have gained wider accep
tance than those theories which interpret the timing 
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of the' cy<;le as wholly governed by outside originat-

.' ing causes, such as weather( And in any case these 
latter theories; granting their. truth, cannot explaitt 
the particular characteristics of the cycle without 
reference to tlie system of business responses:. Su~
spots might affect human affairs in a variety of ways, 
but only in collaboration with a particular business 
system could they conceivably bring about stock 
exchange booms or widespread unemployment 
among construction workers. 
- Whether the theories of self-generation are t~ 
or not it is not necessary at this time to discover. 
;there are always independent disturbing influen~~s 
at 'work and they modify the resulting course ot 
events.~ut i~~i~ifica~t. ~~at ther~ is much le~ 
va!~ation in bus mess cycles than in the outside in
fluences -wnidi act upon them.) Major or minor 
wars, in which'the country in question is either a 
belligerent or a neutral, expanding or contracting 
domestic farm production coordinated with li~e or 
unlike movements of foreign production, upward 
or downward secular price trends-all these occur 
in an indefinite variety of combinations, while the 
new goods and new processes which form the foci 
of successive waves of expansion change from decade 
to decade. tBut at whatever varied points and i!.l 
whatever varied forms such 'outside' factors have 
their first impact on the business system, the result
ant is to initiate or modify expansions and contrac-
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tions which spread rapidly through the system as a 
whole, and which produce very similar symptoms. 
Cyclical movements of prices go on-through rising 
or falling secular trends, though the relative lengths 
of the upward and downward cyclical movements 
lare affected. Basic industries, factory employment, 
general retail and wholesale trade, credit and securi
ties markets-all show essentially similar movement~. 
~ll this argues that the responses of the business . 
Isystem are more important in determining the re
sults than the particular character of the original 
disturbances, even if one grants provisionally that 
without some kind of outside dist.urbance business 
cycles would not be initiated in the first place, or 
would not continue their more or less regular suc
cession of ups and downs. 
((~ indi~ted proE'!..1?ility is that the ~~e~ 
12hio of these upward and downward swings is 
determined by the character of business respons~s~ 
for example, the time required to finance capital 
expansions and to construct new factory units or 
new apartment buildings. " Jbe variations in the, 
timing of these movements ;Ppeai"to -arise parity 
from changes in the conditions governing these re.' 
sponses directly, and partly from the random be-. 
havior of the outside or originating causes. 'We must 
·also not forget the possibility that certain types of 
response may have different periods from others, 
with the result that changes in the timing and 
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severity of cycles may be in part due to the varying 
conju~t~Jes of responses with different normal 
periods. ~ example, among the more mechanical 
features having todo with the construction of capi
tal equipment and the using up of stocks of goods, 
some of the more important may have periods the 
combination of which tends naturally to produce a 
cycle of about 40 months, while the more violent 
psychological brainstorms represented by the stock 
market mania of 1929 and the 'new era' delusion 
which went with it, and similar waves in the past, 
may require more time to work up their full 
momentum-perhaps something like ten years. Th~y 
are, of course, subject to interruption by such out
~e disturbances as wars:-- ---.-. 
lIn general, t~~_.~o.riKinating' cau~~_E!aLl>~ pr~, 
Visionally aS~I!lec! . .!p_h~~e_ two effects. vt~rst !s 
to keep the responses of the business system· from 
dwindling away to zero, in case they would naturally 
do so in time if left tCl themselves. Whether they 
would do so or not is impossible to prove and is in 
any case non-essential, since it is not allowed to 
happen. There are continually-renewed disturbing 
impulse~:V'f~e _second pre~u~ptive .sffect of thtse 

I
-'originating' causes is eta induceVariatio.!l~.l~ _tTte 
ti~~nlt~~d~e~ity!>f the t:~ult4tg q£l~~ 

Within this -fraIllework of theory" itseU subject 
to modification as w'e -proceed •. we may search for 
£.ausal factors of peculiar significance. They may be 
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defined as those which, by variations in their 
ciillracteristic behavior,· can bring about significant 
differences in the course of business prosperity and 
depression: The ones most worthy of study are those 
which....actually do vary,-or which could be made to 
vary-in other words, are subject to control) The 
most useful thing to find would be an element which 

-- t 
'Yas. alwcrys_ .Er:~s~nt, wh~..-behaViOr made a vital 
differenc,e to the resulting course of busmess: and 
Whi~~~~d be controlled.) But ~f a factor is alw~~s 
present, and-regularly behaves m the same way, It 
oecomes impossible to determine its significance by 
the inductive method of observing the difference 
that is made according as it is present or absent or 
varies in its behavior. As a result, the more abstract 
theoretical method may become necessary. And 
among factors that are not always present, or that 
vary their behavior from cycle to cycle, the multi
tude of factors and variations is so great, and the 
number of systematically observed cycles so small, 
that the methods commonly characterized as induc
tive face almost i~superable difficulties in attempt
ing to isolate the significance of particular factors 
by correlating their variations with variations in 
the course of business. The data appear to be just 
approaching the state in which such methods, 
handled with the utmost care, may yield some useful 
results with respect to a few among the many ques-
tions which the business cycle raises. . 
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PART TWO 

TYPICAL CYCLE PATTERNS 

Introduction 

~HE st~istical record of business cycles, voluminous 
as it is, is still too incomplete to afford a systematic 
test of all the ~ al theories and the princip~l 
causal factors suggested by them If we wish to test 
the theory of !?ye~o~~on In a literal form, the 
figures for stocks of goods are not sufficiently com
plete or systematic for the purpose; they merely 
afford suggestions. If we shift to the theory of under-

~ 

c~nsumption, figures of consumers' purchases are 
;.." ------- -- -~. , 

even more fragmentary.l If we go on to theories of 
~K_Q!.E~_~.Q!-t4.~tQiscrtp-

1 An adequate test of this theory would lequire other data also. But 
figures of consumers· purchases, if not alone sufficient for the purpose. 
are clearly necessary. 
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a'ncies betwe~n saving and investment. we find that 
r~al figures of savings are almost non-existent. since 
the data on savings bank deposits represent too 
small and too special a fraction of this flow to have 
great significance. and issues of new securities af
ford only indirect evidence. Data on the spending 
of savings for actual goods are also not. sufficiently 
complete and detailed to be useful in checking any 
theory that rests upon a discrepancy between this 
very large flow and another about equally large . 
. ¥!gur~s of production are far I!lore satisfactory. as 
,!-re those on international trade and on banking. 
~hough in the latter the difficulty is one of inter
pretation. since credit issued for different purposes 
~~s very different meanings: It may be 'supporting 
a boom, or extending first aid to victims of a crisis. 
~~.e, arw, s~ggestions~s-tothe more significapt 
causal factors derived -from the statistical i'ecor~s 
must not be regarded ~s exhaustive; one must ex
pect rather that other factors will be added by the 
development of more complete records. if this de
velopment can outrunJhe impatience of industrial 
nations to do something decisive to remove. or con
trol the phenomenon under examination. 

A.!lother diffic,ulty is that of estaJ:>Ushing _causal 
i~.£~r.tance in a bare record of a sequence of even~s 
such as the one before us.n~ot only are no two 
cycles exactly alike; no two are alike in all but one 
probable causal factor; so that it is 'impossible to 
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es~ish the_ causal effect of anyone factor exactly 
bt., the, method of formal inducti~n,'And if it~"m 
possible, we should have ~nly a record""01'iliiS ~ctOrj 

Qr;t connection with a particular combination 0'£1 
Qther factors; with a different combin io' ffecq 
would in. all ,. ba it be different, Hence the 

~~"jllJ!iw~~~ 
~o~!~1l.~r~ 
I Perhaps the chief evidence as to which are the 

disturbing factors in the record is presented by two 
characteristics of the series: their timiOg and their 
reTa,dve am~UNd,of tluctuation(S~ries whose up
and dotii-turns consistently ~e those in other 
series are suspect as having some causal significance, 
if they are of such a character as to JIlake this inter
pretation rational. And series that consistently 1hl.c
tuate much more violently than the rest are similarly 
r~'-""""'-"'---~""""",-~,~,--"",,-~ 

s':lspect. on the same terms~ In addition, factors 
whose behavior is ~~r are not to be ignor~d, 
if there is any basis for judging tlteir effect. 

Indeed, a study of business cycles Illay be divide~ 
into two inquiries:la search for the universal factors 
and ano"tIler'-'~' the occasional ones,~'pr we 
may search forthe -~'&_~~. ~plicable to all ~s 
and then search se aratel for the, factors res nSl
ble or t e mil ness of some and e seventy of 
othe~:I';advance, it is impossible to tell which 
inquiry is the more significant; but at any rate, the 
second is not to be ignored. 
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The Factor of Timing: Introduction a 

(In studying ~ and ~, it is almost inevitable 
to use the general 'reference cycle') or period ~f 
expansion and contraction of general business con
ditions, as a common standard in terms of which to 
report the relative timing of the various series. But 
it is also necessary to remember that this('reference 

"cycle' is after all onl a com osite picture; and that 
in all strictness the significant factor is the re atlOn 
of the timmg ot each serIes to that of all the Other 
specific series with which it rna have some faii-ly 
direct connection. series with an unusually large 

~
ead' however, w1t respect to the reference cycle, V 

by that fact must have a lead over most of the spe
ific series that go to make it up" 
-In. this ~t~dy of ti~ing one ~esult which stands 

olit IS that, of the serIes presentmg the movements 
in various forms of production; those whose timiii 
agree most closely with" that of the 'general business 
cycle are, for the most part, the so-called 'basic in 
dustries' :,Eig iron, steel ingots, coke, mac me-toq! 
~ents and producers' goods in general. ~r~duc
t}on of consumers' goods shows more variation from 

2 In dealing with leads and lags, the writer has, with one exception, 
based his conclusions on the three-month periods marking the stages 
of recession and of recovery already referred to (see pp. Sff. above). 
This was done in preference to using the highest and lowest single 
months, chiefly because the latter procedure involves difficulties with 
double peaks, and does not do justice to the difference between ahort, 
sharp peaks and lower but longer ones. 
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I
~e genera! CYfle, while the movements of agricl!.l
tural production. show little or no relation to it.) 
This may, of course, be a comment on the impor-. 
tance attached to these 'basic industries' in fixing the I 
dates of the general business cycld but even so, the : 
conclusion is, not that these ba~ic industries are 
given undue weight, but rather that their fluctua
tions are so much more pronounced than the av~r
age that they, with other series moving in sympathy 
with them, tend to dominate those series whose tiql
in is radicall different' This conclusion is strength
ened by the fact that th move in close agreement 
with each_ other than do Ollier series) They seem 
justly to assume a place of central importance in the 
general business cycle. 

l Timing: Construction 
I' 

I' 'trhe largest and some of the most clearly prevail-
ing lead~ are found in the const u . on ind st , ~s 
exhl ite in building permits issued and contracts 
let. Their movements are followed, with minor dis
crepancies,. by the production of ~Jr_uctUral steel, 
Portland cement, oak flooring, baths and lavatories
in short, materi~ls and products serving the con-
struction indust!Y.: . 
;j he average cycle pattern for construction .lcof]
tr cts awarded(shows a· clear lead of a uarter cle 
~ down-turns and a larger lead at up-turns. here 
are, however, marked dif£erences of behavi r be-
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tween different cycles, and between different sec
tions of the indu~Y-'1ndustrial constructio!l.-S.h~ 

• the m~t regu,lar timing. most n~y.sYt;E~!Qnous 
with the general business cycle, and the largest 
a~plitudes of fluctuation. It manifests a tendency 
to lead on the up-turn but not on the down-turn) 
C,QIDmercial constIuction also manifests no tendency 
to lead on the do;vn-turn but shows a-ri-average lead 
of rii"ore than a quarter-cycle at the up-turn, of the 
three general business cycles in which commercial 
construction manifests a definite trough. In the last 
two cycles there is no trough deserving the name, 
one exhibiting almost co~inuous rise and the other 
almost continuous decline.Ccommercial construction 

,is thus more irregular than industrial, showing less 
conformityto the general busin~ cycle, and also 
has milder cyclical fluctuations:) J>ublic works and 

:llltilitie!. (recorded for two cycle~ only) manifest no 
; ~endency to lead or lag . 

.i ~~!g:~_ constr~~~ has the 2.rgest irre5 

'

laritles, particuTailfin the last two cycles. combi~ 
with a large average le~~. In residential contracts 
~warded (value, recorded for five cycles, 1915-31) 

" there seems to be a clear tendency to an ave~ead 
or...a guart~-cycle, though with a considerable dis
persion around this averaget ~t is this tendency which 
is mainly responsible for the tendency of total con
,struction to lead general business, and entirely re
sponsible for the tendency to lead at the peak. In 
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the last cycle the curve of residential construction 
"has no real peak, only a brief and slight interruption 
of its downward slVing. It shares with commercial 
construction the responsibility for the peculiar be
havior of the combined construction series in the 
last two cycles, the first showing an almost uninter
rupted rise and the second an almo¥ uninterrupted 
decline. 
I '(The and resultant is a com osite curve char-' 
~ctenzed by consi erable irregulanty.)The behavior 
~f total contracts awarded during the general busi-
ness cycles of 1912-14 and 1915-19 is fairly regular, 
'leading the curve oft general business by a few 
months, and showing a rise in the final years which 
appears to re.cord mainly the effect of the War on 
money valu~s, rather than an increased physical 
volume. In the next cycle, that Of'1919-21, c<pIstruc
tion has a double peak, better described as a 'plateau 
occupying the entire expansion and the down-tum 
stage of general business," the subsequent up-turns 
occurring mid-way of the' general business contrac
tion. T~e cycle of 1921-24 shows a mild peak or 
plateau occupying the latter part of the general 
business expansion, and a higher, briefer peak mid
way of the general business contraction. Of the last 
two cycles. 1924-27 and 1927-32, the former shows 
a rise throughout and the latter a decline through
out, both interrupted by a mild peak occurring at 
the same time as die down-tum of general business. 
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In the latter cycle, of course, these series do not show 
a definitive end of the phase of contraction. 

l!LS,YPJ,.Jlg: in two cycles construction reac;bes its 
6~eeak some time be~~j~_thel>e~k jn ge~eJ:'~l ~usi~ss 
, I activity; in one there is a do~eak _or plateau 

extending over the entire business expansion; in 
one a mild peak somewhat before the peak in gen
eral business activity and a higher peall mid-w<!y of 
gener~l business contraction;and i~ 'the last two' 
there are mild construction peaks at the peak of 
general business activity, superimposed upon a 
larger movement upward throughout the 1924-27 
cycle and downward throughout the succeeding 
cycle. Thus construction reached a major peak dur
ing the very mild depression of general business 
that separated the last two cycles. The peak of Co!!
struction and the trough of general business both 
appeared in mid-winter of 1927-28 (it must be re
membered that these cyclical movements are reck
oned after the seasonal fluctuation, with its pro
nounced winter decline in construction, has been 
eliminated). The unusual behavior of construction 
at this time may have been responsibfe for the fatt 
that this depression of general business was so un
usually mild. The' typical pattern, barring the ex
ceptional features of the last two cycles, shows a peak 
or plateau somewhere in the expansion phase of 
general business, and a lead of about a quarter-cycle 
on the subsequent up-tum) 
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/ In the total figures twQ.. features st,!nd outf One 

is the tendeI'l:cy to lead)which would be more plainly 
evident if cyclical movements were measured as de-

"pattures from secular trends. (The other is the ten,-, 
year wave which .dwarfs the three short-cycle move
ments from 1921 to 1931yrhis wave manifests itself 
in the fact that the various series of all.sorts quite 
typically have a descending trend in this present 
cycle: a slight rise and a large drop; whereas they 
typically showed the reverse in the two preceding 

CYcles,: a large rise and a slight dro,p, ., I~u.s~~ial CO!!-I 
struction, however, appears to be dominated by the 
mart-cYcle movements rather than -by this ten-year 
wiv~\Th~-irr~guiar ~r. random forces (from ths 
standpoin,t of the short-cycle) would ap~arJQ..b..aye 
ac~ed ,!riainly .. Qn branches .. of construction other 
than industrial. 

"The b~havior of production and sales of struc
tural steel, Portland cement, oak flooring, baths and 
lavatories is consistent. with that of building con
tracts, ~howing in general a considerable lead, and 
larger activity on the up-swing of the general cycle 
than on the down-swing.M tabulation of leads and 
lags as compared with what seems in each case the 
most rel~vant construction-series indicates a fairly 
normal .distribution, (with more r than one-third of 
the down-turns and up-turns synckronous with those 
~f the relevant construction series, and lags very 
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slightly more numerous ,than leads.s A similar tabu
lation of leads and lags.. as compared with the gen
eral business cycle' (omitting the two last cycles as 
abnormal) again shows more than one-third of the, 
cases synchronous while in nearly all the rest the 
construction material leads/Again the tendency to 
lead is clear.} Incidentally, tliese construction mate
rials suggest the ramified effects of building activity. 
v To sum up, "the large lead in construction activity 
sgggests strongfy that this industry has a peculi.fr 
causal significance .. The .i.IJegularitie~ of its behavior 
indicate that there' are 'originating causes' at work, 

• 
~ainly outside the field of industrial constructionj 
This last follows the timing of the general business 
curve more closely and regularly, but the great in
tensity of its fluctuations still indicates a peculiar 
causal importance) (to be discussed in the following 
s~tion). The lead it exhibitsoq the up-turn, though 
Yiot on the down-turn, is also highly significant. And 
the peculiarities of the behavior of construction dur
ing the last three cycles, taken together, suggest that 
jt may be one of the industries which, at times at 
least, follows 10!$,er cycles than those of general busi
ness and is only slightly modified by these shoner 
business cycles; and that in any case the variations 

3 For ell3mple. Portland cement was correlated with public worKs 
and utilities, also with industrial construction; baths and lavatorie!l 
were correlated with residential construction; structural steel with 
total construction. 
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in its behavior from one -general business cycle to 
another -may be one of the important influences 
determining the differences betWeen"these cydes 
themsdves) It is worth noting also that residenti!~' 
~onstruction-which is in the class of consumptio~ 
goods-shows the largest and most ~r~uen~ 1ea~as! 
~l as the greatest irregularitY'~Q.!.hat the eviden<:~' 
.of an originating causal ro.!:-so far as we can speak 
of such a matter in this connection-is strongest for 
this section of the industry. I . 

~his ,eattern of behaviorls not difficult to ration
~li~~ on theoretical grounds:" It is a phase of t€e 
general principle of intensified fluctuations of de
rived demand. for duUbJeggOOs,..That is, demal!.d 
for new supphes of durable goods fluctuates more 
intensely than demand for the current services these 
'd~urable goods rende~. This principle we shall en
counter at several points in the following discussion 
and it is therefore worth stating with some fullness. 

The basic force at work can best be seen in a 
simplified example.' If there is a stock of 100,000 

units of some durable commodity with a life of 
twenty years and a secular rate of increase of 4 per 

. 'The writer bas developed'tbis principle in _Business Acceleration 
and the Law of Demand, JoumtJl of Political Economy, XXV, 11'-55-
Prlarch, 1917: also in Econol'J'liCl of Overhead Costs (University. of 
Chicago Press, 1915), pp. 58!1"94" Cf. also aiticism by Ragnar Frisch, 
Capital Production and Consumer-Taking and subsequent discussion 
with the writer: Journal of Political Economy, October,Dea:mber, 
1931, April, 1931. 
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cent per year (figured in compound-interest fash
ion), then to maintain that rate of increase for the 
current year will require about 7,360 new units: 

. about 3,360 for replacing those built twenty years 
previous and 4,000 to furnish the current year's in
crease. The previous year's output, on the same 
basis, would have been 7,077 units. Now if in the 
current year the stock increases by 8 instead of 4 per 
cent, current output will have to be 11,360, which 
is 54 per cent above the 7,360 which we may call 
'normal' for the year, and 60 per cent a\>ove the 
previous year's output. On the other hand, if in the 
current year the stock increases, but by 3.717 per 
cent instead of 4 per cent, current output will not 
increase over that of the previous year. If the stock 
increases by a less amount, current output will de
cline. If the stock is barely maintained, current out
put will shrink to 3,360, which is 54 per cent below 
normal and 52 Y2 per tent below that of the previou, 
year. If the stock is allowed to decrease 3.36 per cent 
by failure to make replacements, current output 

f
ill shrink to zero. Evidently a change in the growth 
f the stock, representing a change in the growtt 
f the rate of use, calls for a much more intense 
hange in the current production of the commodity. 
(If t!!e commodity is shorter-lived~ like an automo

bile, and the element of replacement is correspond
ingly larger,);~eprinciple remains the same, buttne 
quanlities are different, If we have a stock of 100,000 
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automobiles in the hands of users, with a life of seven 
years and increasing at an amiual rate of 10 per cent, 
then normal production for the current year is 
about :w,500; about 10,500 to replace those made 
seven years previous, and 10,000 to provide for 
normal increase. The previous year's normal produc
tion would have been something over 18,600. Then 
if the rate of increase of the stock rose to 20 per cent, 
the current output would rise to 30,500, which is 
49 per cent above normal and 64 per cent above the 
previous year's output. If the rate of increase of the 
stock declines from 10 to 8. 1 per cent, increase of 
current output will cease entirely. If the stock ceases 
to increase, current output will fall to 10,500 which 
is 49 per cent below normal and 44 per cent below 
the previous year's output. If tile stock decreases 
10.5 per'cent through ~he cessation of all replace
ments, current output shrinks to zero. Here again1 

1I.uctuations in the movement of the stock give rise 
'to intensified fluctuations of current output, thou h 
t e intensification is less marke 

One of the most significant features of this rela
t" onshi e is that it is not necessar for the stock ~ 
~ods to d.ecrease in or er to bring about a decrease 
o current output. A moderate aecrease In the rate 
of growth is sufficient.) 
Th~~l behavior of production.as.afIected by 

this rinci Ie-is ~licated by several other--fac:. 
tors. One thin which is likel to ha n is a tem--- 35] 
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porary reduction in the rate of scrapping, because 
old units are kept in service longer. \ This means 
that the existing stock of goods sufIe!s a decline in 
average quality because the average age of the units 
has increased. p'o the extent that retirements are 
postponed in dull times or speeded up in activ~ 
times, the result is an even greater intensification 
in the movements of current output corresponding 
to given fluctuations in the number of units in 
servic9 

By way of illustrating the operation of these fac
tors, the prod.l!..ction of automobiles decreased from 
5,621,7 15 in 1929 tO~94 in 1932. while the 
nU.,!!lber of registrations. taken as an indication of 
ch~s in Dl1mheF-O~<arsi~Dlic;e (though slightly 
overstating the absolute numbers) declined from 
26,545,281 to 24,136,879,& Thus a decline of nearly 
75 per cent in annual production corresponded to 
a deCline of only a little over 9 per cent in total 
Inumber in use. If figures were available showing 
the number of cars which merely stood unlicensed 
in the owners' garages or backyards, the total num
ber might show no decrease at all, although produc
tion. had gone on at a rate far below a normal re
placement basis in 1931 and 1932. 

Furthermore, while retirements of cars from .use, 
as deduced from licenses taken out, did not actually 

5 See Facts and Figures of the Automobile Indwtry, 19JJ, published 
by the National Automobile Chamber of Commerce. 
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decline during the depression years, they did fall far 
behind the rates of production recorded seven years 
previous, when the cars were being produced which 
would normally have been retired during 1930 -32 • 

Duri~g 1928 and 1929 the reverse was the case, re
tirements exceeding the production of seven years 
previous. Thus during the boom the average age of 
':,ars decre~ed somewhat through a relative speed
ing-up of retirements,. while during the, depression 
average age increased through an opposite move
IE!!!!. J'he same effect appears to a less extent in 
comparing retirenfents for 1924 and 1925. The es
sential figures are shown in the accompanying 
table.a 

(Another complication arises because fluctuations 
in demand for' proaucts or services are not instantl}r 
followed by the precisely appropriate 'fluctuations 
in stocks and current output of the durable goods 
required as means to make the products or render 
the services. There are lags, . errors of estimate a~~ 

• competitive duplications of apE.,rent deman<i: which 
p'!ay a role In the actual outcome, and the chan~s 
in demand are th,emselv9( complex. partly c~uses 
a~rtlYi'esnt!s. They are partly matters of chang-

aFact:'anct-Figu~s of the Automobile Industry. 19JJ. An accurate 
estimate of normal retirements should. of oourse. be based on a 
distributed lag. rather than on produ~ion in one year only. This 
would not. however. change the essential showing on the point at 
issue. the chief effect being to make the oomparison of retirements 
in 1924 and 1925 less striking. 
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PRODUcnON AND SCRAPPING OF AUTOMOBILES 

1917 .......•.... 
1918 ........... : 
1919 ............ 
1920 ............ 
1921 ............ 
1922 ............ 
1923 ............ 
1924 ............ 
1925 ............ 
1926 ............ 
1927 ............ 
1928 ............ 
1929 ............ 

193°··········· . 
l!IJI ............. 
1932 ............ 

Production 
for domestic 

market 
1.793-7911 
1.123.515 
1.85°.982 

2.°5 1•164 
1.555.984 
2417.587 
3-799>788 

3.310•018 

3.837.841 

3.908•854 
2.935.577 
3-776.583 
4.625.354 
2.95°.980 

2.148.917 
1.251•205 

Total 
scrapped or 
replacements 

1.151.381 

1.67°.337 
1.824.23° 
2.110.21 4 
2.516•868 
20772•838 

2.884.2lI8 -
2.9°4.2611 -
2.900.000 -

Excess or deficiency 
of scrappings. 
Cf. production 

of 7th fear previous 

-642411 

+546•8111 
-26.75-
+59.°5° 

+960.884 
+355.251 

-915.560 

-405.756 

-937.841 

ing taste, but their cyclical fluctuations are mainly 
dependent on fluctuations in income.s ich in lru:.n 
re ect fluctuations in roductive activity, thus com
pIe tin a vicious circle. The sensitiveness 0 Iffer-... 
ent commodities to suc changes in. income depends 
partly on their urability and artly on the. degree 
to which they r~esent t!ecessitie~l.l2turies. 
BUildmg construction, for example, is both a 

necessity and a luxury; but as there are always suf
ficient buildings to house the population in some 
fashion, current additions are concerned mainly with 

- The compilers note that these figures may include can merely 
stored. 
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the relativtUU:lf:ury element of' more adequate and 
modern accommodations. And for the same reason 
the time when any given house-dweller enlarges his' 
a.ccommodations is peculia~ional, liable to ePi~ 
demics of postponement, or to concentrations which 
bring about particularly active seasons of building~ 
A dwelling is also customarily rented or bought on 
credit; consequently the ability to pay an additional 
'l501or rent this month, together with confidence 
in the continuation of this happy state, can give rise 
to a' demand involving an immediate expenditure 
of, let us say, $6,000 i~ construction. In fact, the 
increase in construction may be more than this, 'if 
we take into account the possibility of building in 
excess of demand, causing some of the older accom
modations to stand vacant and making the total 
amount of additional investment in housing.s.Q!}
struc_tiO!! perhaps materially larger than the increase 
in capital cost or value of accommodations which 
tenants are actually 'Occupying and paying rent on. 

( On the other hand, if there is at the moment an 
over-supply lefth-om a recession immediately pre-
~ _ ... 

cedmg, the first increase in demand may not ab-
solute.!!.. necessitate any new building in order to 
sa!~f.Yit~However, even in such an event, the exist
ing buildings will not be entirely up to date, and 
the demand for housing of this character will call 
for some new construction. It will also stimulate 
work orrep~i;-a~d 're~o~elling as well as specula-

r-'- -- -. -' 39] 
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tiveEuilding in advance of demand, both of which 
tend to fall behind their normal condition in a de
pression(Moreoy~r.~he~ea~ in wh}~h the recovery 
of demand i~ sJrongest are iiOflikely to coincide 
exactly with those in which previouLactivity has 
left the-largest over-supplies)Thus a revival of de
mand is likely to produce a considerable immediate 
effect on construction work, even though there may 
be in the aggregate a considerable amount of vacant 
space, and even though the full effect of the revival 
may not be felt until this over~supply has been con
siderably reduced. ~ 

Thus a given increase or decrease in consumer
demand for housing, measured by the income the 
consumer stands ready to devote currently to this 
purpose, naturally results under ordinary conditions 
in a much larger increase or decrease in volume of 
expenditures on the production of the goods that 
are to satisfy that demand. This outcome may, of 
course, be modified if reviving demand finds a col1-
siderableS"urplus already on hand. It naturally re
quires, further, that the construction industry shall 
have sources of hlnds to carry on the work; funds 
whose increase or decrease is not limited by the 
movements. of consumers' income. Thjs requi~s 
s~plied . by an gstic credit system. Easy credit, 
combined with an optimistic and!&;'Peculative s.Pirit, 
may tend to push expansion beyond its logical pro
portIOns as dictated by actual demand. j 
~40 ' 
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(Fin;l!y, as parlial explanation of the lead in con
struction work, we should note that the demaJ)d for 
construction in excess of replacements is logkairy 
t e eaviest, not when consumers' incomes are the_ 
largest, but .somewhere near the time when they are 
mc;reasmg fastest~ )Thus a Iei'd of approximately a 
quarter-cycle in construction work, as compared 
with the general course of consumers' incomes, is 
logical even if construction does not anticipate the 
growth of demand but merely synchronizes with it. 
Even if it really lags 'a trifle behind its logical tim
ing, it can still show a substantial'lead in its actual 
peaks and troughs. ~hus a boom' in construction 
may be at one and the same time a result of reco'V
"«;,ry in consumirs' .incomes from a lowpoint and a 
cause of further recovery through the increased 
s~ding power arising from the increased volume 
o!... work done.:.)This does not preclude, of course, the 
possibility -of increased construction work being 
undertaken as a result of optimism and a general 
s~!!la~ive spirit, giving rise to a greater readiness 
to build ahead of current requirements. The same 
considerations a~ply, in the reverse direction, to the 
process of receSSlOn. 

~p:.!!s_ P!"inciple, as already:r:t0ted, is a ~ne~l on~ 
a I In mutatis tandis to all durable 
and to ca ital e ui ment. In the atter case, how

ever, anotller step is involved. An increase in output 
o~sumer:( goods ~as, in addition to the work of 

41 ] 
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making them, a further effect in_ th~~h~Ee of a de
mand for more capital equipment, if exis~i~~<J.ll!'p
ment is not in every way adequate.TThis demand 
for capital equipment fluctuates moreinten~ely than 
the output of the goods it serves to produce;.ibut the 
t~tal amount involved is likely to be much smaller; 
the average annual expenditures for replacement 
and extension of capital equipment are likely to be 
not more than, for example, 10 to 20 per cent 0if;te 
annual output 'of the goods they serve to mak . A 
change from a 3 to a 6 per cent annual increas in 
the output of the commodity might cause as much 
as a 40 or 50 pet cent increase in the smaller figure 
representing the requirements for production of 
capital equipment, and a change from a 6 to a 3 p~r 
cent annual increase in the commodity might cause 
a corresponding decline in the require~ents for out
put of durable means of production.),n. the qse of 
ca,Pital equipment, also, the ~~istenc:~. of excess 
capacify ifine moment when ~evival begins IS lik.e1y 
toliave_ Iil~f~ __ e~ect in retarding the revivai of the 
~ demand than in the case of residential con
struction: iEquipment can often produce up-to-date 
goods even though it is not itself completely up to 
date, or can do so with minor changes. { Production --, of goods en~ering into general caEital_equipmen~ -- --

T The precise figure is not essential. The ratio between total output 
of capital goods and consumers'· goods clearly falls between these 
limits. 
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w~ shall see. show~ th;--phenomenon of intensified 
fluctuation but not the large le~4Jhat. characteriz~s 
construction wOrk.) 

fr;..~ further anUU¥-5ignificant .feature of tbi, prin
clple is that it does not require, to bring it into 
OJ5Ciation, that the original movements of ultimate 
consumers'· demand shaU be actual alternations of 
rise and faU: Fluctuations in the rate of growth are 
~ufficient to start the process of intensificatio!!JThe!e 
may then cause absolute rises and falls )in tt(e work 
of supplying the dexnand, or of supplying the dur
able equipment needed. And these in turn natu
rally bring about absolute rises. and falls in total con
sumers'· purchasi!!K-P9wer .. ~ith resulting rises and 
falls in tHe ~ual observed demand for commodities 
in generallrhu~ this p~inciple is of peculiar strategic 
importance in explaining how alternate rises ana 
falls can be generated out of tendencies whose 
original form and character need--Jiot contain· any 
p.2~itiv~ shift from 'upward to downward movementS'. 
It m<ty also be of some help in explaining the dura

~ tion of the swings, in view_of the timereq1,liredf~ - ---I equ}pment to catch u with owing demand, or for 
, emand to catch up with e ui ment This matter 
~f duration will be left for·further study, when we 
shall be in a position to build this principle, as one 
element, into a more rounded theory. It does not 
in itself suffice to explain all the observed move-
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ments, and its action is clearly modified by other 
factors. 

:.. Timing: Durable Luxury Goods 

(Another class of goods exhibiting some lead as 
compared to the ~eneral business c cle is that ;f 
dUrable luxu oods For the purpose in hand this 
group may be broadened to include goods which 
may not in themselves be clearly luxuries, but which 
are of such a character that the buying of a new one 
at a given time to replace an old one which could 
be made to serve longer might fairly be classed as a 
luxury purchase in a considerable proportion of 
cases~he dominant commodity of this class i~ 
senger automobiks) for the production of wTilcll
monthly data are' available. Some slight indications, 
however, point to the conclusion that fur coats and 
some other goods of this class behave in a somewhat 
similar way~ However, not all these other commodi
ties are bo.Eiilii: on ~~_ installment plan. to the ex
tent that aUtomobIles ~nd hence· effective de
mand is not so free to expand beyond present 
realized incom~ A given increase in consumers' cur
rent willingness to pay does ~ot have the opportunity 
to cause to the same degree an in~ensified increase 
in gross production and sales of the g06gs them-
selves. \~, 

\. Passenger automobiles, like houses, are both a 
-luxury and a necessity, though the luxury element 
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is presumably larg~ The high-priced car is clearly 
a luxury; but so also· are many replacements of 
moderate-priced cars, when m~de earlier than neces
sary. One would normally expect hard times to bring' 
about a shift of demand from higher-priced to 
cheaper cars, coupled with a gene!al postponing of 
replacements and new purchases. ,-he purchase of a 
car is postponable;', probably to a greater degree even 
than the prQvision of housing space. Most new cars 
are bought to replace used cars which still have a con
siderable amount of wear left in them. And if the car 

-~ 
is a first purchase, the owner could usually get on a 
while longer as he had previously, without a car. 
~ Furthermore, ,the .q~dit system of gurchase rna)' 
bringit about that a given increase 10 consumers' 
monthly income devoted to this purpose can furnish 
the basis for a muc;h lar er .immediate increase in 
effective demand for the produCJ This may ramify 
iiito a further increase in consumers' incomes before 
the original purchaser has liquidated his original 
obligation. If demand were steady, of course, the 
monthly flow of income into the payment of install
ments due would balance the monthly volume of 
new sales; but any fluctuation brings about a dis
crepancYJand the ~sence of th}_s .pr.~blem is fiuct~a
tions,~ ~sp~iaUythe ~y i~ which initial fluctuations 
-which may" arj~~ ~JrQ~.!l.!l indefinite variety of 
causes-produce cumulative effe~ts~ which may 'bring 
about consistently reoeated CYcles of ~neral busi-
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ness activity.: If the volume of installment credit is 
mcreasing, purchases are exceeding the....volume 9f 
income currently absorbed by''"them; and vice versa, 
when outstanding installment credit is being liqui
dated. And either condition tends to give rise to a 
.!.elf-reinforcing movement.I'Purchases ill excess of 
iincome tend to increase income somewhere in the 
economic system/.. via increasIng roduction, while 
if purchases fall short of income, this tends to re uce 
Income somewliere in ffie system by reducing pro
~ctiQ9. 

In any case, production and sales of. passenger 
automobiles show not only fluctuations decidedly 
more intense than the average, but -also a decided 
lead· as compared witli the general business cycle. 
The average leacf is 3.8 m()nths at the peak and 3.3 
months at the trough, but in one cycle out of four 
recorded there is a lag of 7 months at the peak. 
~cks show still more violent fluctuations and a 
~e7idedly smaller lead, especially at the peak. Here 
vIle prior impulse seems to come from consumers' 
go()ds. 

(:!he principle of a derived demand dependent on 
d.he rate of growth of the primary-demand aypli;s 
~here as in nou~ing,) though to a less extentJ since 
the stabilizing element of need for replacements is 
a larger part of the picture. {Automobiles, being 
shorter-lived than houses, come that much nearer 
the type of currently consumed goods, and the ele-
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ments of Iead,-and-ut-tITIenSification of fluctuations, 
w~~~mfore..bat.lLlogkC!Uy_b_e. J~s~ marked. 

:s Timing: Consumers' Goods in General 

. ( Ev~dences of leads and Ja~_ ~s betwee~ consumers 
ancf producers' goods in general are probably t~o 
slIght to support conclusions as to definitely estab
lished patterns of behavior; but they do point in 
rertain- direcirops.~The Standard Statistics Corpora
tion's index of gerteral industrial production sho~ 
a lead at the down-turn in two out of five cycl~~ 
as' compare~ with the g~neral business cycle. and a: 
lead at the up-turn, also in two cycles out of five, 
while ,the various samples of ~c;tail sales point, oR. 
the whole, -to a slight tendency to ~. \Wholesale 
t~ with some irregularities, seems 011 the who'~ 
to move a trifle more prompt!y than retail trade; 
while..the volume of production of consumers' goo&' 
shows some indications of movin~ more promptly 
than either wholesale -trade-or the roduction of 
producers' oods. - t exhibits -a clear lead of several 
months in the senes compiled by Dr. Leong and 
this is quite consistent from cycle to cycle .. ) To re
peat, these indications are too slight and character
ized by too many-irregularities to afford a basis for 
definitive conclusions. 

-See "A Companltive Study of the Indexes of-PrOduction,- ]oumtJI 
of the Americall Statistical .4.ssociatioll, September, 19511, pp. IS6-6g. 
for a published version of this study, which version is not, however, 
put, into the form of 'reference cycles' and 'specific cycles'. 
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~These observations, as far as they go, tend to the 
" -onclusion that general consumer demand does not 

lead, but follows the movements III production 01 
onsumers' oods-that it moves up or down mainly 
ecause changes in the rate of production have ir~: 
reased or decreased the current urchasin ower 

/of the workers, This would leave the causes of the:: 
movements 0 production still to be explained. 

~
There is also cl~ar indic;ation t~at the relations of 
etail to wholesale trade, and of wholesale trade to 

~roduction of the goods 'dealt in, are affected by 
fluctuations in ~(!alers' stocks, and that jealers begin 
to go cautiousiYhclOre'tlle actual d()wn-ttfr~~. 
sumers' buying. Tliis is adequate to explain the lead 
SIiown by production of consllmers' g()o~; and 
would also tend logically to make production fluc
tuate somewhat more than retail sales~ But in view 
of the irregularities in the series, the inference ~t 
this happens in every cycle would be, to say the least, 
premature. 

(Production of producers' goods might 10gicaIJy 
show a similar lead but does not.iThis may be taken 
to indicate that the tendency to lead is neutraliz~ 
by the lag due to the time required to finance and 
arry'through capital expansions, and to carry out
ut to completion.) 
.It seems clear that we have at least two fo~~e~.!t 

l
:vork at the same time,...playing into each other's 
ttands, so to sp,eak, and,!D.9difying ~r .. ~e~I].to_l!~i~ach 
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other's action.(Consumers' = buyin[.power depends 
,.on ),h«:._!a~~ of producti0l!:, this is an ever:present a?d 
aominant factor from JVhich there is no escaee. 
Movements of laealers'. stocks are less certain and 
'regular. They may strengthen this major force or 
~rtly neutralize it, but on the whole it seems 
probable(that their effect tends to increase dis
'l:urbances. )When' dealers buy faster than they s~~. 
,froduction tends to! move faster than retail sales, 
and this is likely to mean that people are receiving 
more income than they are spending,. and can 
promptly increase their expenditures, with mmula-_ 
tive effects. '\ 

.:x:~ , 

N either the records of consumers' income nor • 
those of retail purchases are sufficiently complete to 
make possible a ,fonclusion as (Nl.. whether either 
leads the other. ¥ovements of i~dustrial payrolls 
seem to s\,nchronize quite closely with those of re
tail sales. ~!ndustrial payrolls may be presumed to 
be more prompt in their movements than salaries 
or interest and dividend disbursements; ,I and on this 
groun(it might be presumed that total consumers' 
income ~ somewhat behind the .. movements of 
retail saleS. rather than leading them:. But ,this would 
be conjecture, rather than a definitely indicated con
clusion.(Expenditure of income from spe~ulative 

dealings in securities might well reverse i~ Verifica
tion must await more complete figures. Of the fig-
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ures available, many cover too few cycles to be very 
significant. 
I 
Timing: Industrial Production and Prices, Employ

/ 
ment and Payrolls 

Physical production of consumers' goods appears 
, - , 

to reach its eaks and troughs ahead of the corre-
sponding movements of prIces. Producers' goods do 
n09 exhibit this phenomenon m Ullrrilitakable form, 
out they have another characteristic which bears a 
close family relationship to a lead. ,Physical produc
tion has its most rapid increase in \ the first par~~ 
the up-swing, the rate slowing down b~fore tl!e 
peak is reached, while the financial volume oi£ro
duct ion is swollen by rising pr!ces at ~_fai!"lLu!.li
form rate throughout the rise., Not all producers' 
goods show this phenomenon; bituminous coal pro
duction increases more rapidly in the final phases of 
the up-swing, anthracite coal shows an even rate of 
increase throughout,-~d coke shows only a mildly 
greater rise in the early pliases of the up-tum than 
in the later. Zinc shows an even rate of increase, lead 
behaves rather -ambiguously, while oak flooring, 
lavatories and baths show a lead at peak and trough 
rather thap. any changes in the rates of increase or 
decrease during expansion or contraction. Pig iron 
prodllction (observed for 13 cycles), steel ingots (3 
cycles), copper (8 cycles), Portland cement (3 cy
cles), and machine-tool shipments (4 specific cycles 
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covering 5 reference cycles) all show a more rapid 
increase in the earlier stages of the expansion period. 
Fabricated structural steel shows both a lead and 
a more rapid increase in the early stages of the ex
pansion period~he general curve of industrial pro
duction also snows a definite tendency toward a 
greater rise in the early stages of the expansion 
period) 
(Figures of factory employment seem to show Jl 

o si'riiriar tendency toward greater increase in the early 
phases of the expansion in the average cycle pattern) 
except for the Federal Reserve Board's series, cover:
ing only three cycles. But this l?ehavior is not con
sistent from cycle to cycle, an(hence cannot beJ:e
garded as a well-established feature of the tyeical 
cycle.\One might anticipate a less marked tendency 
~ -
in this direction in these employment series, pre-
sumably because they include consumers' goods. 
~ayrolls, on the other hand, show on the whole tge· 
\ opposite tendency; that is, thet, increase sJigh.1ly 
_ more rapidly in the later stag~s of expansion, and 
decrease sli htl more ra idl in the later stages of 
contraction. hese tendencies do not appear in all 
cases. But in the New York State factory employment 
and payroll indexes, where the figures are presum
ably comparable, covering die same four cycles~m
ployment shows a large and definite tendency to rise 
more rapidly in the early phases of exeansion, and 
payrolls a small but definite tendency to rise"'iiiOre 
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rapidly i~ the_ l~~r Pllases of expansion~ indicating 
probably a considerable lag in the response of wage 
rates. This is complicated, however, by the factor 
of part-time and over-tim~~ I A more widespread 
policy of splitting up e~E!~}'m~1'!~ _by Sh..Qrt~ed 
w~k-days in gtill-timeU!tight al!er the character of 
this curve. Numbers employed would be prevented 
from falling so low· in mid-depression; and. hence 
would naturally not rise so steeply in the early stages 
of expansion. Thus the shape of the curve might be 
reversed. But this policy does not seem to have been 
carried far enough to transform the ~llrv~!-!!!.. the 
re,corded cycles. ---- . -~--

(rhis behavior of payrolls sheds some light on the 
theory that depressions are due to a failure of indPs
try to increase its distributio1!9fincomes as_Jast as 
its output of consumers' oods. _Apparently there is 
suc a Iscrepancy during the up-swing of the busi
ness cycle, but it is on the whole slightly greater 
du~~~_e~y.~t of the rise than during/the 
later part. If this is an important factor in bringing 
on the recession\it must be del'!Y.ed in its ~tion, 
be~mporarili neutralize~haps by ex~~n 
oU!Q!:k~:~mtperh~I>y expansion of credit, 50 that 
its effect comes to a head when these neutraITZing 
factors h~ve _ ~~~u~t~a themselves.) • .---

The question anses: 00 tnese facts mdlcate that 
producers' goods have greater initiat<>'!y_~J!lE.Ortan<;~ 
tpan cons~mer5~s, since it is in producerS' goods 
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contributin to its unusual violence and ersistence. 
Stocks which show a negative correlation would see 
to have the opposite effect: that is, they would seem 
to be used to make ultimate production more stable 
than volume of consumers' purchases~ They would 
indicate that producers work to stock <Vhen demand 
is slack and so maintain employment. In few In

stances do stock~ appear to be so handled as to pr~ 
quce a genuine stabilizing effect of this sort for an 
industry as a whole, whatever single enterprises may 
dc{qhe movements of stocks thus seem to have. onl 
the whole. an unsfabilizing influence, tending t;'/ ~ 
intensify fluctuations of business activity,#his is an ';; 
Influen~e res .onding to business moods and susce ti~ 
ble of control y business policy, not wholly gov
erned by physical forces)1But the total volume 0 

stocks, at those points where they show a positive· 
correlation with' production, is typically not lar~e; 
so that there may well be doubt whether their fluc- \ 
tuations, when compared with the annual output. 
produce a decided effect on the typical business 
cycle] 

Some effect there probably is, but the data do not 
suffice for an esti,mate of its importance in quaDu
tative terms. Statistics on stocks need to be fuller and 
especially' to be more differentiated, so as to show 
separately stocks of materials in the hands of those 
who are waiting to sell them, and in the hands of 
those who have bought them and are waiting to use 
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stocks follow a more complicated pattern. Cotton in 
warehouses fluctuates far more than cotton at mills. 
and as compared with the latter may abo';1t equally 
well be regarded as an inverse cycle with a large lead 
or a positive cycle with an equally large lag. As com
pared with cotton consumption. cotton in ware
houses shows an iDverse cycle with a definite lead. 
The inverse cycle is natural. since the growing of 
cotton does not follow the cycles of manufacturing 
activity that govern its consumption; hence afti~e 
manufacturinK.,. tends to ~down _ th~ ~t9_(;:k...s~ The 
apparent lead may point to a delayed _reac~ion of 
manufacturing activity on cotton growiIig~ A depres
sion may lead to reduced cotton-planting which 
would not take effect on the crop until near the pea .... 
of the next expansion. 

In the cy~le culminating in 1929. stocks of goods 
seemed on the whole to show positive cycles. indi
cating a behavior tending- to intensifY fluctuations 
of consumers' demand in the process of passi g them 
on to the roducers of oods and materials hat is, 
in the boom, producers were workin[.. not only to 
su ly an acti nsumer demand. but to increase 
stocks also. This may further indicate an -uniisu""il 
piling-up o. unsalable stocks in the prosperity Pha1e 
of the cycle: in other words, literal 'over-production' 
suCh as IS not commonly found. If this behavior w~e 
~ore marked ~ this most recent cycle than in pre
vious cycles, this fact would constitute one fac.tor 
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contributin to its unusual violence and ersistence':' 
Stocks which show a negative correlation would see 
to have the opposite effect: that is, they would seem 
to be used to make ultimate production more stable 
than volume of consumers' purchases::> They would 
indicate that producers work to stock <Vhen demand 
is slack and so maintain employment. In few m
stances do stocks appear to be so handled as to pro
quce a genuine stabilizing effect of this sort for a!! 
industry as a whole, whatever single enterprises may 
d~he movements of stocks thus seem to have, onl 
the whole. an unstabilizing influence, tending t;'/ 
intensify fluctuations of business activity£,his is an 
lnfluence responding to business moods and suscePti~ 
ble of control by business policy, not wholly gov
erned by physical forces))But the total volume 0 

stocks, at those points where they show a positive 
correlation with' production, is typically not lar~e; 
so that there may well be doubt whether their fluc
tuations, when compared with the annual output. 
produce a decided effect on the typical business 
cycle] 

Some effect there probably is, but the data do not 
suffice for an esti,mate of its importance in quanu
tative terms. Statistics on stocks need to be fuller and 
especially' to be more differentiated, so as to show 
separately stocks of materials in the hands of those 
who are waiting to sell them, and in the hands of 
those who have bought them and are waiting to use 
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them in further production; also stocks of inter
mediate products and finished g<!~~s-d~s~~ifiedOD 
s~milar principles, distinguishing,~o~ar as EossibJ$, 
finished roducts in the hands of manufacturers, 
wholesalers and retailers; I possible, a line should 

~
be drawn between stocks whose amount registers.jl 

illingness to buy and those whose amount refle,tts 
nability to sell,; The 'consume;'s inventory' of dur
ble goods is not to be ignored but will be difficult 

to reach statistically. • 

Timing: Dealings in Securities 

C:rhe stock market is generally credited with being 
one of die leap.ing forces of disturbance, and if priQ,r
ity of movementls the criterion the evidence of its 
complicity is stron&"\ In this field data are available 
for systematic analysis of a larger number of cycles 
than IS possible for many oth~r classes of data, and 
the type of behavior indicated may be regarded as 
correspondingly well established-lIt is a pattern with 
c.?nsider~ble diversities of timing;"""but not sufficient 
to de.stroy the wen-marked type-form.J1 
'Volume--oHates of stocks exhibits, on the average, 

about a quarter-cycleOlead as comearect-with tfte 
generalbusiriessCycTe-,'"iiiiS=1IleanJ-that on the aver
age sales reach their maximum mid-way in t~ 
s~ing of the general cycle) but in point of £act,~his 
peak sometimes occurs near the beginnin-K...9f the 
general up-swing, sometimes near the end, and in" 
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they flow into the market for securities already out
standing-first favoring the least speculative issue,s, 
as befits the .mood of the momentJ"Money at such 
times is che~E. !,his condition implies that savings 
ere in excess of investment, in the Keynes termi
bolo . This is not because savings have increased, 
but because investment' as a en off so muc more' 

v 

sharplyu J 

(The upward movement of securities tends, o! ,V 
course, toward revival of business confidence, and is 
~n turn stimulated further by such a revivay As it 
continues, it produces seve:ral effects. The strength
ening market makes the issuance of new securities 
more attractive, at the same time that reviving con
fidence and business activity increases the desire and 
need of cor orations to obtain increased ca ital b 
new issues. Possibly the time this process requires ,\ 
may_ be one reason why the forces of supply and de
mand in this case,· instead of working toward an . 
equilibrium, operate with an initIal inertia and a ~ 
final momentum that regularly bring about over-) 

swinS"!).. .'~, 
,The growmg speculative demand for seCUrItIes • 

operates with borrowed funds to a far larger extent 
than the original conservative demand for the less 
speculative securities. CIt is the stock-speculator who 
deals on margin more than the bond-investor.'\Thus 
~~ demand for securities is one of the growing group 
of demands which tends to outrun the volume of 
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pared to the general business cycle. In both cases the 
peak regularly comes at some time during the ~ 
swing of general business, but at different times m 
~fferent cycles, with the result that the composite 
picture (the average cycle pattern) shows a plateau 

,instead of a peak. Ip. .both cases the t~o.~gh com~ 
on the average, about midway of the down-swing of 
geheraf busmess. And in both cases there is one cyCle 
showing an exceptional behavior. In the 1921-24 
cycle fabricated'structural steel shows a double peak, 
the higher one occurring midway of the down-swing 
of general business. The inference is that special. 
conditions during our immediate post-War recon
struction lent greater persistence to the upward 
movement, much as special conditions in 1927-29 
prolonged the stock market boom past the peak of 
general business, co~trarx to t~e . usual behavior ~f 

~
sto. ck exc. h. ange tradmg~ Ifpnonty of sequence l.s 
~id evidence of causal responsibility, the case 
. gainst stock speculation is strong:' 
... (The rationale of the connection between stock 
speculation and the general business cycle may seem 
self-evident, but it is not utterly sime.Ie. Stock specu
, lation, like other things, may appear as both cause 
and effect=-->And for at least one essential feature of 
the story factual evjdence is badly needed. (A revival 
lin the securities markets has been construed as a 
direct result of business depression~ in that business 
has so little need or productive uSe for funds that 
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they flow into the market for securities already out': 
standing-first favoring the least speculative issue~, 
as befits the .mood of the momentfMoney at such 
times is che~p. !!Iis condition implies that savings 
ere in excess of investment, in the Keynes termi-

'holo . This is not because savings have increased, 
but because investment as a en off so muc morC' 
sharply:) 
~The upward movement of securities tends, o! 

course, toward revival of business confidence, and is 
in turn stimulated further by such a reviva As it 
contmues, It produces severa effects. The strength
ening market makes the issuance of new securities 
more attractive. at the same time that reviving con
fidence and business activity increases the desire and 
need of cor orations to obtain increased ca ital b 
new issues. Possibly the time this process requires 
may. be one reason why the forces of supply and de
mand in this case,' instead of working toward an 

(equilibrium, operate with an imtIal inertia and a 
final momentum that regularly bring about over-( 

swin~).. ,~~, ~ 
. The growmg speculatIve demand for secuntIes 

operates with borrowed funds to a far larger extent 
than the original conservative demand for the less 
speculative securities. CIt is the stock-speculator who 
?eals on margin more than the bond-investor.'1Thus 
t~ demand for securities is one of the growing group 
of demands which tends to outrun the volume of 
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funds taken currently for the pureose from th£..l?Sr
sonal incomes of the purchase.,.rs.' Business and the 
stock market are now competing for funds,) and 
money rates rise, but the profits of a rising stock 
market are so attractive that the rising money rates 
do. not promptly· check the spec~lative demand,~ 
though ultimately they may help to do so if the 
movement is of the ordinary sort and has not gone 
beyond the control of the forces of reason as did the 
boom of 1928-29. Call money ratt!s seem to be high
est typically after the peak of stock prices and on the 
decline, and often register the urgency of threatened 
speculators struggling to hold on. 

To use the concepts employed by Keynes, a rising 
stock market is initiated in a eriod in which savi~gs 
almost certainly exceed investmen.t: tpe same con 1-

tion that, in his theory, brings about a low general 
price levepo And the reaction occurs a't a ~ime wh.!n 
investments presumably exceed savin _: ___ Jhe condi-
IOn w Ie , according to t e eynes theory, brings 

about high general prices. This latter discrepancy is 
probably intensified by the use of some part of the 
nock market profits to purchase consumers' goods; 
though there are no data to test whether such a 
movement exists, or how great it may be. 

The behavior of the stock market in the last cycle 
10 See pp. 88, 91 for discussion of the probabilities as to the relative 

behavior of savings and investment. The writer', cxmclusion on this 
point does not rest on statistical evidences, for he has found no adequate 
evidence bearing on the question. 
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was out of the ordinary in that the stock market 
boom went to fantastic and irratio~al heights ip 
J 929, apd continued extraordinarily long. Instead of 
beginning to subside well before the geneI'~I_ busi
ness peak, it continued upward, tending presumab!y 
to reinforce the peak of general business, and. did 
not reach its peak .. until several months after sigps 
~f a down-turn !n general business were recorded. 
i,Thus, so far as speculation is a causal factor, it did 
its utmost to make the last cycle unusually violent. 

G Timing: Agricultural Production and Prices "

IThe timing of agricultural activity is markedly. 
different from that of industry and trade; and white 
» i • 

it shows no regular leads or lags it should, be treated 
in connection with the general subject of timing, 
es eciall as various theories have traced the ori ° ns 
Q the business cycle to agricultural fluctuations:! 
Agriculture appears to have its own cycles, whose 
timing has no clear or regular relation to the cycles 
of general business. This is true whether we con
sider physical prod'iIction, prices at the farm. or the 
product of the two, which may be taken to measure 
the total purchasing power which 'agricultu~ gen:,. 

, erates and has to offer in the general market. Agx:i
culture sometimes moves in harmony with tSe 
general business cycle. sometimes in the reverse di
rection and sometimes in quite an unrelated waYoJ 
One writer has added a third element to the analysis 
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by calculatin the total urchasing power of agri
culture m terms of non-agricultura products; and 
with the help of this quantity has attempted to estab
lish an Agricultural Theory of Business Cycles.u . 

But the correlations remain fragmentary and un-
t convincing. 

This does not me.an th~ agriculture has no ef[eer
on the business cycle, or no responsibility for its oc
currence; far from it. ~~simply means that agr:ic~l
ture is not a regularly acting force, tending typically 
ah<IregurarIy to help initiate the recovery, or stimu
i'ite the revival) or in any other way to play habit
ually tlie Same role in at leaSt a predominant numbt:r 
of cycles ... 

But a theory of business cycles must be concerned" 
not merely with forces arising within the cycle !!.self, 
or in regular timing with it, but also with forces 
\arising outsidel.the repular course of the general 
business cycle and of a.,.random character in respect 
of timing)relative to the phenomenon we are study~ 
ing at present. ~c: live in an economy expos~d to 
such 'ran ' forces; and one in which many kiiids 
of isturbance tend not to be self-limitil1gat once, 
Diit to act in a cumulative and self-reinfor.citlg way 
f~erable time and until the movement has 
g~ne-so£ar tpat a return swin&...!!~~~;iliJ911m~i.; 
Wuhoutihis~har~cteristic of our economic system, 

I 11 See an article under that title by M. D. Andenon, American ~!iJP. 
ramiC Review, September, 1931, pp. 427-49' 
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would ilt all but 

mic s stem which transmits their effects' 
here may also be forces which do not 

t well in this twofold classification; but in any 
ase, both the 'random' and the strictly cyclical for~es 
r& to be regarded as of the essence of the actual I 
.ne~enOJl(the random forces are not to be d,t;-' 
Fgarded merely because there is'no discernible cor .. 
elation between their timing and that of the bu~ij
less cycle itself. ) 
rThey rna , indeed, include those causes whicJ1 
lave the most obvious claim to be re rded as orig
rtatlve in characterryhough this means .little more 
§-n(lhat they originat~ outside the endless circle of 
auses and effects set in motion by the busi~~~ cy~le 
ts~!!lTher are presumably origi~ativ~ onl~ ~om 
nestandpomt of our somewhat arbItranly delImited 
Iroblem. In their own nature they are no more ab
liTgInafthan any other forces we can discover-they 
n turn ha hei uses. 

There are perhaps two main ways in which agri
u tural fluctuations may logically be supposed to 
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influence the general course of business.:" One is that 
f- \_.~ 

plentiful and chea raw roducts are a stimulus ~ 
t e activ!!:y~or at least to the profitableness, of the 
industries using them. Among the relationships of 
this sort which could be ~raced are those between 
'!heat and flour milling,. weat animal~ and slaughter
ing and meat packing, wool and woolen manufac
turing, hides and leather products, cotton and cot
ton textiles,'Howeve:, the cy<1,ical fluctuatiQ!l~ 
factory employment 10 food products are so very 
sl,ight that apparently the tot!l disturbing influence 
tl].at can be traced to agriculture in this branch of 
manufacturing;at least, is of superficially negligib.l~ 
magnitude:' t is, of course, conceivable that outside 
- ~sturband!s of ~iny magnitud~. are all that is reo 
quire(f'py the type of business cycle theory indicated 
above.-i 

{The oth~r way in which agriculture would loi
cally be exp~ to influence general industrial ~d 
commercial activity is by means of the greater or le~! 

.. '" ~~!,.chasing power that it thro~s into the market £01 

/' consumerrt-goods and farm. equipment~ The effect! 
~"of this element in the total flow of purchasing poweJ 
{'~re. not easy to isolate. Production and sales of farm 
~ .,;...1quipment might be segregated, and general retail 
~ ~ales in rural districts would throw light on the mat
~. ter. Mail-order sales. supposed to go largely to farm-

ers, are apparently more influenced by the general 
business cycle than by agricultural conditions, 

rEi .... 



o~ agncultural purchasing power is somewhat diS~ 
£ounted by the possibility that the increase in falJIl 
ers' pUfCIlasing power is partly at the expense of 
that of other groupsiThis is especially probable so 
far as farmers gain t!.trough increased prices o!.!.~~ir 
products. Agricultural prosperity is likely, however, 
to incre~se the power of farmers to buy equipment 

: on credit without subtracting an equal amount from 
. the corresponding power of other groups. And we 
must remember that small impulses of this sort may 
still be important. To sum ~ the influence of agr:i-~ 

.£.ulture on general "business: not traced in the dat~ j 
so far analyzed but may be susceptible of some de
gree of tracing by additionai studies. . - 7 Timing: Foreign Trade 

~_~i&!LlIade.Jn...Iclation to Ameriean .. busine!s_ 
cycles contains elements of both cause and effect. 
Our imports respond quite closely to our domestic 
business cycles. Increased industrial activity here 
augments demand for raw materials from abroad. 
while the resulting prosperity enhances our buying 
power. part of whiCh flows to imported products. 
Capital funds might naturally be expected to flow 
increasingly to this country when it is in a business 
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boom, thus balanc}ng and making possible an in
crease of commodity imports, relative to exports. 
(Expor~s are subject to a complex of forces arising 

bt.0th here and abroad and affecting different prod
ucts differently~ However, as might be expected, 

~
ere is a considerable degree of general correspond

nce between the movements of our exports and the 
, ourse of general business cycles in the importing 
Icountries.lThese cycles are, as is well kno~n, ~ger 
than ours a"lliraifferently timed.)Though rna j~r._ dis

,turbances affect-the eritifelndUstrial world to a con
siderahle extent,still~ seldom or never are all the 
~ain countries to which we-export ~imiIltaneously 
in the samCi,. stage of their business cycles as we are 
in ours. And some of our largest exports are of a 

,Somo be affected by our own agricultural produc
tiveness as well as by changes in foreign demand. 

lHence it is natural that exports, while showing some 
slig~t c~rrespondence with our business cycles, show 
a still larg~t: measure of independent action) 
f'. £u~~!!-ations.. in eXe?rt demand, as disti~ct from 
fluctuations due to larger or smaller supplIes of ex
portable products in this country, are an element in 
stimula~ing or depressing domestic production and 
trade. An~~~~ _ to a considerable extent. .among 
t~e ~~ or irregular f~rc~s~ In the decade follow
ing the WorldWar()ur balance of trade was subject 
to conditions which were not only radically different 
from those prevailing before the conflict, but also 
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decidedly abnormal in the sense that there is little 
or no possibility of their continuing and constituting 
a state of equilibrium, even of the moving variety. 
The suddell reversal of our position from a large 
debtor nation to a creditor nation, closely rivalling 
Great Britain, created a situation such that an export 
balance of commodities, to which our economy is 
accustomed and geared, was sustained only by con
tinued and large exportation of capital funds, largely 
on what may fairly be called a ~ess basis. Europe 
was n~t borrowing on the normal basis of increasing 
productivity in an economy sound and solvent to 
start with, which could therefore make its borrowing 
self-sustaining with no ill effects. 

TMs condition could not, in the nature of the 
case, go on indefinitely. Either foreign borrowing 
pow.er wOlild become exha~sted or the amounts due 
us on interest account would pile up to a point at 
which our export balance of goods would be cut 
down, and ultimately be turne~ into an import bal-.4 
ance. In fact, a sharp break was brought about as a 
result of our own exaggerated stock market boom, 
which attracted funds into our stock market both 
from this country and from abroad. This weaJtened 
the financial structure abroad, already working on 
too slim a gold margin; and brought into the fore-· 
ground the disturbing fact that foreign countries 
owed amounts on short time which, if called in, 
could· not be paid and could wr~~lc. their financial 
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structures completely. While this was the more seri
ous effect, . a more immediat~ one was the cutting 
down of our exports of goods: This movement oc
curred prior to the decline of imports and of business 
in general; and this order of sequence was unusual, 
since our imports usually move more sharply than 
exports in response to our domestic state of expan
sion or recession .. This initiatory decline of exports 
must be reckoned a special contributing factor in 
the present depression-;, 

Timing: Banking 

In the field of banking, clearihS!, and the voluI1}.e 
of deposits show a lead in the averag~ cycle patternJ 

as is natural in view of the large part the stock marke~ 
piays in the demand for credit and_~Il_~he volu~of 
payments in large clearing centers~\ Interest rates, on 
the other hand, tend to lag, espedally at the down
~ of the general business cycle~1 It is perhaps sig
nificant that loans and discounts'in general show a 
lead as compared wit,h interest rates. One conclusion 
that may be drawn is ,that interest rates are more a 
passive than an active or originating~though 
~t is pertinent to add that high interest rates ai-the 
peak and just after may have some effect in startmg 
trade downward, while easy money in th~a!!y~~!s 
of a revival may be an important facilitating cause.-

In the last cycle, the timing was different from 
this general type. Interest rates led general businds 
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slightly ·on the 1927-28 up-turn and on the 1929 
down-tum, while loans and discounts showed no 
lead on the up-turn and lagged on the down-tum. 
Thus interest rates in this case led loans and dis
counts0 The· fact that they were declining sharply
before the peak of the stock market boom indicates 
that the repressive force of the credit system was re
laxed rather than tightened at the point where ex
pansion was becoming critical. Funds from non
banking sources were pouring into the call-loan 
market in ways which the bankers felt themselves 
unable to control. 

, Corporate Incomes 

Net earnings of corporations are available for five 
cycles, not counting that beginning in 1928. but two 
are disturbed by the War and the immediate post
War deflation. Of these, the cycle of 1914-19 shows 
a rise in net earnings throughout the course ofthe 
general business cycle, while that of 1919-21 shows a 
decline throughout, both for the totals and for most 
of the separate industrial groups. Of the other three 
cycles, all exhibit quite normal behavior, except that 
in one case-in 1912-this series lags behind the 
down-tum of general business. (Corporate incomes 
fluctuate with the general business cle but ~ 
more mtense!y, the sump from the ~ak of 1929 
b~ing especiallYlcataclysmiSt,All this is natural and 
well known. The chief peculiarity of the p<>st-'Var 
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period is revealed in the record of the construction 
industry, where corporate incomes showed an unin
terrupted rise through the two cycles 1921-24 and 
1924-27, and then declined almost throughout the 
succeeding cycle. In other words, this industry, as 
-we have already seen, rolled three cycles into one, 
with a length of ten years or more. The non-avail
ability of monthly figures of corporate incomes is 
-undoubtedly responsible for the fact that they do 
not show the short-cycle movements which appear 
as slight interruptions of this long-cycle swing in the 
figures for contracts awarded. 

The behavior during the War period serves to in
dicate that corporate inc~mes are ~ffected by price 
movements as well as by the fluctuations of trade 
activity: that is( by those larger price movements 
which go beyond the very moderate cyclical ups and 
downs. 'The liitter amount to about ten per cent on 
the average. The up-swing of prices from 1919 to 
1920 brought no corresponding rise in corporate in
comes, possibly in part because of an unusually large 
rise in wages. 

-Dividend and interest disbursements, as is well 
k~;wn, are far steadier than corporate incomes, sur
plus and ~ndivided profits being so used as to act as 
equalizers.!Of the last thirteen general business cy
cles (omitting that beginning in 1928) four do n~t 
appear at all in the dividend records, indicating that 
reserves are sufficient to iron out minor depressions 
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completely. Dividends show a marked cyclical lag 
(as might be expected) and also a strong up-trend~ 
In the last depression they actually increased for a 
short time after the general business curve had 
started downward, and maintained themselves for 
well over half a year before the depletion of reserves 
forced them to follow the general downward swing. 
While these figures may not be highly accurate, the 
character of the story they -tell is so strongly marked 
that it can hardly fail to reflect the general run of 
the facts. . 

'General Conclusions as to Timing of SerieJ 

25>me S!neral co~_'.IEs}?~ may ~t least. ~"~a~i~e]y 
be drawn from the timing of the various series. Some 
Otthe-appareiitly' "conflicting "tenQe-iiCies-may be 
partly reconciled by the proposition that, 'asbetween

j 

goods of similar durability, consumers' ~goods tend 
,to move more" promptly. But as betweeq. 10ng-liv~1 
and perishable goods, the long-lived goods app~ar to l 

take the lead. Construction, especially residential 
c~nstruction, shows a great lead. Automobiles, espe
cially passenger fars, show a lead. ~!oduction of con
sumers' goods appears to move ahead of sales for 
<;..onsumption, .and there are some indications that 
wholesale trade leads retail. Thus there is some 
ground for a tentative conclusion that,' as betwee1t 
the same goods at successive stages of production an~ 
distribution, the stages farther removed from con-
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~,!mption . show the e.rompter movement!. This 
proposition, however, is not to be regarded as defin
itively established. Movements in purchases for 
consumption are, m the nature of the case, a domi
nant force; but we have seen that even if impulses 
originate here, the relation between consumers' 
purchases and the production of goods is such that 
the resulting movements in the production of goods 
to meet the purch~es may behave in the way de
scribed as 'leadingr, the effect appearing to precede 
the cause: But this productive activity also governs 
consumers' incomes, becoming in turn a cause re
turning on itself with intensifying force. The actual 
expansions and contractions of consumers' purchases 
are largely results o!.. changes in prod1!c.!ive a(#v!~. 

Another indjcation is that bank rates are acted 
up~n more thin acting~with a possible exception i;" 
the last cycle .. Movements in volume of bank credi~ 
ipitiate the conditions bringing about changes in th! 
~. These movements in volume of credit may at 
times act as initiating forces, as when idle funds 
tend to stimulate the markets for securities. but it 
is not so clear that they act in this way directly on 
the actual work of producing and sellin~ commodi
ties. Here t~e volume...?f credit seems to respond 1n 
the main to the demands of the volume of trade. 

f
i"tTs an Importan{·enablmg cause br ~ondition, but 
" -hardly an initiating one in the typical case>'And ex-
perience points to the conclusion that the power of 
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the aggregate fluctuations of this group, conserva
tiveI~s[imited;ar~nain~less-thati=3t)-~r 
cent. ori}li~ ,average . .o£ the,.upwardand--downward , 
m<:>y~ent.12)This in itself would account for a fluc- • ( 
tua~iQJLO£ 6 tQ.1. per.. ~nt in the national dividend, 
incommodity terms; without taking account or its 
se~onaary ;reactions on the production of other types 
~(g~ods. ) 
(in striking contrast to these large disturbances a:r:.e 

the very mode!ate fluctuations in the physicalvod 
~~.e_~r!.~~ail trade.fopeland's index ohetail trade 
for the three cycles 1919-27, deflated by a cost-of
living index number, indicates fluctuations of ap
proximately 1 per cent, 5 per cent and virtually zero, 
or an average of a little over 4 per cent.tAs indicated 
by Dr. Kuznets' studt.a, the physical-- volume of 
wholesale trade probably fluctuates more than tliisJ 
In view of the pitfalls involved in measuring. physi
cal production by deflated dollar values, no great 
importance should be attached to these precise fig
ures; but the general range of magnitudes they indi. v 
cate is cl~ar <!roduction of producers' goods fluct~1 ~ 
at~s}'astly mote ,than retail trade.) ., 

But when we turn to the estimates of physical ' 
volume of production made by the ~ational B~au 

11 For details of this analysis. see the Appendix 'lit the end of this 
volume. 

18 Simon Kuznets. Cyclical Fluctuations: Retail and Wholesale Trade, 
United States, 1919-25 (New York. Adeiphi. 1926). 
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sixth of our normal national income oe in t e 
production of Toducers ods (capital equipment 
and non-residential construcfon, including public 
works). The addition of residential housing con
struction and automobiles would bring the fraction 
up to the neighborhood of one-fourth. 

The average cyclical fluctuations of these series as 
a group can best be judged from their behavior dur
ing different stages of the 'reference cycle' or gen
eral business cycle, since in some of these -branches 
of production their own iridividu~ cycles show con
siderable irregularities of timing.\. On this basis they 
consistently show fluctuations well above the aver-

.t --
age for all branches of production, an(L~h~ycontain 
among them (along with closely related series) sub
stantially all the production series that show such 
exceptionally large fluctuations~' This last fact, to
gether with the further fact that these series contain 
some of those most consistent in their timing, tends 
to the conclusion that the aggregate impact of the 
fulCtUatiOils of these ou s is of eculiar weight and 
importance Indeed, if one adds its secondary and 
tertiary effects, ramifying through the business sys
tem, it may we!l dominate the general movement. 

Accurate measurement of the aggregate fluctua
tions of this group of series wou.ld require the con
struction of s~c~ndices for the purpose. Such 
analysis as the present writer has been able to make, 
using the existing series~leac!s to the conclusion that 
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general, the movements of volume of security trad
ing, of prices of securities, and of new securities 
issued, are such as would be expected, showing large 
positive fluctuations, with volume of security trading 
showing a large lead and security prices a smaller 
one. Available pata on new securities issued indicate 
an exceedingly strong cyclic~l movement:,As to 
prices of commodities, parallel tables of priees and 
of physical volumes of production, made up of iden
tical commodities, ·would make possible interesting 
comparisons, which would reveal whethel prices of 
the various types of goods move in harmony with 
physical volumes of production. They might also 
throw some light on the question whether the move
ments of pric~ are obstructed in some instances by 
artificial policies of stabiliza'tion, and whether prices 
are thu~ stabilized at the cost of allowing a greater 
fluctuation of output than would take place if prices 
were allowed to move in a more natural way as de
mand fluctuates. Competent observers have no doubt 
that this has been happening during the recent great 
decline in business. . 

The reasons wl;1y the group of products with which 
we are dealing shows~1!_yi~~~_l!tJ!u~tua~ionsthan 
the average have already been dealt withlThey re~t , 
mainly on the dl!,rabili!t of these classes of goo9s 
and secondarily on the fact that wherever the volume 
of durable producers' goods increases in response to 
an increasing demand from consumen, it req!,!ires 
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of Economic Research. classified into consumers' 
goods: durable. semi-durable and non-durable; and 
producers' goods: capital equipment, durable goods 
and non-durable goodsf;e find that the intensitI, of 

r
CYclical.fluctuat.ion.!aep rentffae~e.riaS not so much 
on wllether the oods are for consumers or for TO

ducers, as u on their dr· 'lit The figures cover 
"feperiod 1922-29. by whole ars, While they are 
not comparable with the more elaborately analyzed 
cyclicalseries.(they show that durable goods in both 
major groups, fnc1uding capital eqUipment, experi

. enced cyclical fluctuations several times as great as 
non-durable and semi-durable goods:' 

, <'{he conclusion that a major part of the respon
s~bi1ity for the business cycle focuses in this group of 
in'dustries does not mean, of course, that .the im
pulses responsible for movements necessarily origi
nate there'; 'for the chain of causes is endless. But if 

~ 
in any way this ~oup of productive a~~~ities coUId 
be tegularized, it would seem that the business cycle 
would be reduced to proportions that would no! 
longer constitute a ma' or evil in our economic s s-; 
tem 

• \. Any attempt to deal with these disturbing ele
.,..~ents must take account of the conditioning factors 
, f credit and capital funds which furnish the pur-

chasing power to sustain these movemenU. and of 
~ the corresponding movements of prices for the par

tiEular commodities making up these groups. In 
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factor on. the side of purchasing powe( is the 'elas.; 1 • 
ticit of the credit s stem, 'since it makes possible! 
increased ex enditures for roducers' goods without! I () 
c?rrespondingly limited outlays for consumption:J 
in short, an increase in total expenditures not limited 
to income derived from previous production. When ..:r 
credit contracts, the opposite effect is produced. me .. 
importance .of t?is ~actor ~an~ot be overesti~a~ed I 

'as an essential lmk In the cham of causes brmgmg ~ 
about cyclical expansions and contractions of gen- . - ) 
t;,~al business. , , 

. ~ Thus the intensified fluctuations in these groups J ~; 
of.goods are susceptible of rational explanation. And 
this machinery of intensification may be regarded as . .- .' 
one of the primary causes of the character of the • 
typft::al business cyc1e0 • .. 

')Amplitudes of Fluctuations: Incomes 

I Contributory to _ t~is whole situatio? is the fact .-r 
I)nat wages and salaries' fluctuate 'less than the tot<!-l , /'1 

national income, and profits mor~")Thus in a time Vh" ... v 
of greatactivi~y, wages and salaries constitute a 

, smaller' fraction of the increased national income 
than 'in a time of depression. And while an increased. 
'part of the profits is put into reserves in prosperous 
times, even this is not hoarded as cash, but is in

vested-in e9,uipment, inventory or securities. It co~- • 
.-- ( f h d" " fl f . I t1 stltutes a part 0 t e Isprogortlon~e ow 0 socia 
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a larger percentage. increas~ in. the immediat,..e How 
of production of new producers' goOds to bring 
aoout a smaller percentage incre~~e_}n ihe ·t~!.il 
volume of such goo~! _~n the hands of those who ~e 
them. For the same reason the current production 
of durable Eroducers' goods ordinarily increases by 
a larger percentage t n the flow of products to the 
ultimate consumer The total effect is summed up 
m saymg that fluctuations in consumption, or in 
c~nsumers' current expenditures. are passed on in 
the form of more intense fluctuations in the pro
ducers'· expenaitures on the durable means of grati
~ing these consumers' demands; and even ~han~s 
in _the rate of growth >of consumption may bring 
ciliout ositive u s and downs in the resulting ex-

. penditures of producers Since each expenditure 

~
nstitutes someone else s' incQ,me. the result is a 

. idespread fluctuation of incomes and a correspond: 
ng fluctuation in consumers' subsequent ex enses. 

Thus slight disturbances are sel -mu up ymg. 
('''On the side of the supply of funds to fina e the 
expansion of producers' goods, there is the proba
bility-which may be taken as a moral certainty-

[

that as the national income increases in the up-swiI}$ 
of the business cycle, consumers' expenditures in
crease less rapidly than the total income)nd savings 
aV~~()I'~_xpenditures .. OlLprQducei~-gnods (or 
for advances on the making of durable c~~rs' 
goods flncffa~~_ m<ite ..!'~ciQ!Y :-:Slit ihemost decisive 
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and do expenditures for producers'. goods exceed 
savings during expansion and prosperity? To these 
questions no exact statistical answer can be given. 

In the first place, ,production of goods fluc_tuat~s 
more than incomes disbursed to individuals. This 
class of income (estimated by years only) appears to 
fluctuate approximately as much as retail sales, 
though the lack of monthly figure.s of income makes 
a close c.omparison impossible/However, there iso -;-
a priori reason for believing th~c~ns~_ITlers'expep-~ 
ditures on the whole fluctuate slightly less than per .. 
sogal incomes and that savings fluctuate more, whn~ 

Q expenditures on capital fluctuate more than savings, 

land total expenditures of all sorts fluctuate more 
., than in~ome) This last proposition is supported by 

the way in <Vhich credit expands in boom times, 
indicating an increase of actively used purchasing 
power in excess of income. But the question is com
plicated by the ambiguous character of purely specu
lative gains, which should probably be reckoned by 
themselves as a kind of income separa~e from that 
derived directly from the processes of production . ./ 

. As .. ~o the s;.eat~r steadiness of consu~ers' expenle~,. 
the COnclUSIOn IS supported by the g~nera\ fact that 
t~e production of consumery' ~ds. fluctuates less 
than the comprehensive index which includes both 
consumers' and producers' goods, wpile retail pri5es 
of consumers' goods fluctuate less than the average 
of aU prices . 
.- -) 81] 
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income into producers' goods which takes place in 
the period of prosperity.' 

• These reserves furnish a margin which makes pos-

~
ibre the stabi~ion of dividend~. a. nd their inten

sified fluctuations constitute the r~de of the 
stable-dividend lpoliSY:/ And it is evident that the 
result is not to stabilize total purchasing power. but 
rither to concentrate the fluctuations on the kinds 

'of things corporate surpluses are spent on. or in-
1vested in. In the first instance. the income distributed 
to consumers in the form of dividends is stabilized; 
but. as we have seen. the unstabilized activity in the 
creation of producers' goods results in violent ups 
and qowns in the in~mes of a quite different group 
of consumers. So the total o~ consumers' income in 
the nation still fluctuates.' And the total flow of 
purchasing power into goods of all sorts may con
ceivably fluctuate quite as much as if there were no 
such attempt at stabilizing that part whiCh flows 
through the channel of dividend payments. 

These are factors the relative amplitudes of whose 
fluctuations would tell us far more than we now 
~if only we could me';ure them with su~t 
comprehensiveness and precision. Do consumers' ex, 
penditures fluctuate more or less than personal in
comes? Do savings and expenditures for producers' 
goods follow a parallel course. or are there important 
discrepancies? Do savings exceed expenditures for 
producers' goods during recession and depression, 
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and do expenditures for producers'. goods exceed 
savings during expansion and prosperity? To these 
questions no exact statistical answer can be given. 
. In the first pla~e" production of goods flU(:tuat~s 
more than incomes disbursed to individuals. This 
class of income (estimated by years only) appears to 
fluctuate approximately as much as retail sales, 
though the lack of monthly figures of income makes 
a close comparison impossible/However, there is: 
a priori reason for believing th~cbns~!llers' expen
ditures on the whole fluctuate slightly less than pc;r .. 
sogal incomes and that savings fluctuate more, whne 
expenditures on capital fluctuate more than savings, 

land tot!l expenditures of all s~rts fluctuate more 
than income) This last proposition is supported by 
the way in <Vhich credit expands in boom times, 
indicating an increase of actively used purchasing 
power in excess of income. But the question is com
plicated by the ambiguous character of purely specu
lative gains, which should probably be reckoned by 
themselves as a kind of income separate from that 
derived directly from the processes of production. 
As .. to the s;,eater steadiness of consulI!ers' expen~e~,. 
the conclUSIOn is supported by the general fact that 
t.!!..e production of consume~' ~ds. fluctuates less 
than the.comprehensive index which includes both 
consumers' and producers' goods, weile retail pri5es 
of consumers' goods fluctuate less than the average' 
of aU prices. --...::---- ) 
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But there are cross-currents and eddies in the 
movement. Some with a liberal margin of income 
may spend pretty much according to their desires 
and let the fluctuations of their income show mainly 
in their savings; and others with no margin at all 
may be force<i to draw down their savings or buy 
groceries on credit, or both, as soon as depression 
reduces their income. All these are spending more 
steadily than they are earning. . 

At the same time others are accused of hoarding 
or are said to be!~kimping consumption duriJJg.-the 
depression and saving to the utmost while they still 
have jobs, because they do not know how soon they 
may join the ranks of those without· incomes. And 
others are tempted into' 'bargain hunti!!1ti!!Jh~~-_ 
<:'':lI"!!y _~.<J.rkets. Still others are making the payments 
due on goods bought in better times on the instC!ll
ment plan, and making no new installment pur
Chases. These are all spending less steadily than they 
are .earning, increasing their savings or reducing 
their indebtedness at just the time when incomes are 
falling off. 

There seems little doubt that the main ~urrent is 
made up of those who spend moroe steadily tha~ 
!hey earn, and that those who earn more steadily than 
they spend constitute an eddy t>r group. of eddies 
not sufficient to neutralize the main drift. There 
may be an initial stage in a depression in which con: 
sumers' purchases of postponable goods and luxuries 
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shrink more than their incomes, and this stage may 
be important.u But once the depression is well under 
way, incomes i~ general shrink more than the pos
sible amount of these easy economies in luxury buy
ing. The funds free for investment bargain hunting 
are scant, as witnessed by the continued low prices 
of securities; and as for hoarding by those who still 
fear to lose their jobs, they have little enough money 
free for that. Funds free for reducing installment 
indebtedness are also necessarily limited. Hence, in 
default of fuller and more accurate statistics we may 
provisionally assume(lhat ~onsumption (or rath~r 
consumers' current expenditures for consumption 
goods) ~adier than ..E~~~iJ..t~~)'\ 

The statistics further bear out the logical conclu
sion that~hi~ relative· steadiness is mostly found i~ 
the realm of necessary and perishable goods. Durable 
goods, and moderately dqrable goods in. the luxuIT 
class, show sTeat fiu~tuation? Ttiese 'are the goods in 

'Wliicli"'ashrinkage-o£ income causes the heaviest con· 
tractions of expenditure(!~fact, FS m~ be dl: 

• vi1ed into two dasses: tho~e in wlilc1i expendimres
are steadier than income and those in which th ... ey 

U Dr. W. I. King considers this the dominant movement, holding 
that expenditures Huctuate vastly more than incomes and that this is 
the chief 'immediate cause-' of business cycles. (Proceedings. American 
Statistical Association. March, 19!1ll. especially pp. llllll-4.) It is unfor
tunate that there is not adequate statistical evidence to test either this 

'proposition or the other which seelJl$ to the present writer ~ore 
probable. 
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~!C;: less steady. The second class includes capital 
goods as welr as durable consumers' oods and lux
uries... a goo s were in the first class. business 
cycles would be, at most, mild affairs. The conclusioft 
seems inevitable that the main responsibility centers 
in the second class of goods. 

They are also (as already noted) the goods in 
which a loss of confidense, or a weakening of the 
mood of ·optimism· characteristic of a boom period, 
may cause a contraction of expenditures even be
fore incomes have actually begun to decline.' To 
this ,exte!1t they may be regarded as active or initi
ating factors in the movements of general business 
activity. Even at this point in the cycle, however, 
though some consumers may decrease their pur
chases of some commodities before their individual 
incomes begin to shrink, there is likely to be some 
prior shrinkage of production and income in thos~ 
branches of business which show the greatest lead 
iIJ. the average business cycle pattern. 
\.. Th~ fact-if it be a fact-that expenditure for, 

consumption is steadier than production and income 
may represent one of the forces setting limits on 
the cumulati~e effects of disturbances, wQ~hhave 
been noted as one of the entfai causes ofJh_f_c-¥ocli
cal behavior of busine!,s. every reducti,on oL£ro-
4uctive activity at any p~int caused an e~al 
reduction of expenditures,~diffused throughoill-!be 
economic system, resulting in a further reduction of 
~--
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production and so on, 'ther~ would be no logically 
assignable limits to the lengths to which such c~n
traction could [0, short of a breaking-away from the 
profit system and a shift to one of self-stifficing pro
duction or barter:, lLis_significant, indeed, that 
precisely this _has..happened• locally and on a small 
scale, in the present emergency. - • 

But if a reduction of production, and of .income, 
is followed by a smaller reduction of expendit,ures, 
then the series of derived effects is a dwindling series 
of the type which,should have a finite, not an infinit~ 
sum. If, for instance, a contraction of production 
were followed by a contraction of expenditures only 
one-half as great, then the sum of an infinite series 
of such reductiovs would result only in do~bling 
the aIllount of the original contraction. And if we 
imagine business at any moment suffering from the 
first phase of one original contraction, plus the sec
ond phase of an .earlier one, plus the third phase of 
a still earlier one, and so on, the result would be 
the same~ the original contraction would be doubled 
and no more. Or if the derived contractions were 
three-fourths' of the original ones. th~ total effect 
would be larger, but still limited\. 'What probablY 
~apRens is th~t the fraction representina.theJlwin-! 
dlingonhe derived effects is variable from one phase' 
oTthe cycle t;;= an~ther.lIi '*, • 

15 Since writing the above. my att~tion has been called by Mr. M. C. 
Rorty to a paper by R. F. Kahn entitled "Public Works and Inflationn

, 
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i 'This same feature of t4t ~~r,",~~~~d.ines~ .of 
~!'E~ l!dj_t~J:~s~s_5-?E1pare~ ~i~!t~~so"Il1es, plays an 
important part in Dr. Warren. ¥. Persons' theory 
as one of the forces tending to bring. depression to 
~n en~ and initiate the resumption of activity., 
Excess inventories are red~ced by the purchases of 
~~nsumers who are dra}Ving on their savings or 
credit, with the result that purchases by dealers 
revive:) 

!t is obviously a necessary condition of this 
process that excess inventories should be cleared 
~~to!:.~ . th~se consiimers' savings, or their credit re
sources, are exhausted. (And it seems quite possible 
that if the depression, with its cutting down of in
comes and its frozen inventories, is unusually severe. , . 
the savings and credit resources may be exhausted 
first. If this should happen. it seems only natural 
that the depression would fail to be checked in the 

I usual time, but would go on into a deeper and more 
I 
prolonged phase, waiting the coming of other forces 
of revival. In such an event, the strain might be 

Journal of American Statistical Association, Supplement. March. 1933. 
which applies the idea of a dwindling series of finite SUIll. to the sec· 
ondary. effects of a public·works program. taking account of various 
elements responsible for the 'leakage'. He estimates the additional 
secondary or induced expansion of employment. for Great Britain, on 
various bases. 'at %,. 1 and 2 times the number directly employed. For 
the"' United States he considers the induced employment would be 
larger. 

16 See Forecasting Business Cycles (New York. Wiley. 1931). Chapter 
II, especially pp. 22"5. 
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iaid to have exceeded the limits of the nonnal elas
ticity of the business structure and become a thing 
of a di~~rent sort-as indeed seems to be the case 
today~ ~hen this happens, revival may wait for some 
other force of recovery-perhaps for a slower process 
whereby the shr.}ln_ken volume of savings of the rela
tively well-to-do, exceeding the still-more-shrunken 
volume of capital expenditures, finally produces an 
upwar~ turn in t.he securities markets. This may 
revive confiden<:e and lead to increased expenditures 
by producers and consumers alike. Or recovery may 
wait upon .some outside originating force or forces 
of a favorable nature. ~ 
( Another factor which must not be forgotten in 

sleking for causes of the cumulative expansions and 
contractions, as well as of the limits set upon them, 
is the.,dasticity of creditfs we have seen, it is mainly 
~is factor whICh makes It possible for total expendi. 
tures to move independently of total incomes pre
viqusly received, and thus to initiate and strengthe.!l 
ttese cumulative movements.))Expansion ofQedi1 
,!Ilakes it possible for expend1tures to increase be· 
yond incomes alteady realize~, and so to lead to all 
increase of production, leading in turn to a subse· 
quent increase of incomes. This is dearly very dif 
ferent from what could happen if the expenditure!» 
which lim~t_production were themSelves~.mited to 
income derived from prior production. Limits on 
the !.xpansion of credit presumably beat: ShaTeof 
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responsibility for setting limits on the resulting in
~~strial expan~ion:And contraction of credit means 
that expenditures are smaller than incomes already 
realized, with the result that subsequent incomes 
~re smaller. In this case, while the contraction of 
credit may to some extent be the moving cause of 
the contraction in expenditures. ~t seems more 
likely to be a result, taking up the slack as expendi
(u."res shrink. This is partly borne out by the fact 
that bank credit frequently shows no absolute con
traction in a business recession. 

Statistics seem to afford no way of testing the 
causal importance of this element. As an enabling 
cause of rapid expansion, if other forces are work
ing . in that direction, it appears to be of vital im
portance: an essential element. B~t as an independ
ellt moving factor, the writer is inclined to assign 
it mainly a contributory influence. only occasion
ally rising to first-rate significance. Easy money 
enables people to obey the impulse to buy more 
goods and securities, but does not seem likely in 
most instances to furnish the moving impulse if 
there are no other circumstances tending to create it. 
(/The business cycle is a vicious circle with no be-. 
gin~ing this sIde o~ the OrIgIn of capitalistic produS
don and no end until a way is found of breaking 
into the circle at some oint and controllin its 
hItherto-endless se uence. erhaps the chief reason 
for not regardiQg consumers' expenditures as con-
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stituting the factor of mos!,!trategic importance.is! 
that they do not seem to afford the most promising _ ...J 

point for breaking into the ciI:cle with measures of 
(~ntrol. Consumers' income is a more promisi~s. 
~ lever to work with, but even here crude efforts 
~ -. rmlght easily neutralize themselves or worse., i/' 

3 Amplitudes of Fluctuations: Prices 

~ One of the well-known discrepancies in the busi- , 
n~ss-cycle is constituted .by ~the greater fluctuations 
in wholesafe prIces than i,aretail prices or costs ~f 
!iv~.8'~lls thIS of import;~mt causal significance? Doe~ 
it, or instance, bring about automatically a discrep-o 
ancy between production and purchasing power 
such as many theorists take to be the central cause 
of the whole phenomenon? The fact might be urged 
that during a recession this discrepancy in pri~e 
movements brings about a shrinkage in the money 
incomes deriv~d from the earlier stages of produc
tion, while the prices that have to be paid when 
these incomes are spent for consumers' goods show 
no corresponding shrinkage. Thus the purchasing r 
power of incomes is automatically reduced.17 The ' 
reverse happens during business expansion. It ap,"' 
pears that the effect of this discrepancy in price 
movements is disturbing. ) 
~_e ~ausal problem remains untouched. What 

17 Income in this case must probably be taken to include individual 
business profits. 
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causes the decline in wholesale prices at the begin
ning of a depression, ot," what causes the previous 
rise? Furthermore, this series of movements cannot 
be realistically discussed apart from the movements 
in volume of trade which go with them. Prices de- t 

cline because demand has weakened; and weakeni~gl 
demand commonly manifests itself .first in a falling
off in volume of sales( This falling-off in sales is cOTQ
monly a proximate cause of the decline in prices. ) 

It is also one of the keys to understanding the 
effects of the price:deflation. It operates in conjunc
tion with losses due to depreciation of inventories 
bought at earlier and higher prices; and serves to 
aggravate "illls-element by forcing dealers to hold 
.their inventories longer~ Another element is the 
fact that many wholesale deliveries are made, not 
at current market prices but at prices fixed in earlier 
contracts. Thus, when the wholesale market falls, 
the average price governing actual transfers of goOds 
does not fall as far or as promptly as the open-market 
price. No one of these factors would perhaps be 
sufficient to answer the question why dealers do not 
make profits instead of losses when the wholesale 
prices they have to pay decline so very much more 
than the retail prices they receive. Taken all to
gether, however, they suffice to explain the outcome. 
r The discrepancy between the movements of 
\vholesale and retail prices is a result and sympto~ 
of the fact that the depression strikes hardest at the 
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~ints farther removed from the ultimate consumer; 
~nd it becomes, of course, part of the mechal'!ism 
b which the effects are transmitted and their in
cidence apportlOne among 1 erent grou~ But it. 
is hardly in itself an initiating caus~- -----

4 Amplitudes of Fluctuations: Profits. 

The intensified fluctuations of profits constitute . 
~~Dvious and significant factor, closely related 
to the movements of prices. The traditional function-. 
of profits and losses is to d1rect economic resources 
into the creation of the goods that are most in de
mand, and to bring about the absorption of business 
by the most competent producers and the weeding
out of the incompetent. A marked i!,tcrease of profits • 
over the entire business field is, from this standpoint, 
a curious phenomenon, seeming to imply that com
modities in general are more in de!!:land than before, 
or that t~!~ ~110rt. As-h~man needs remain 
about the same from prosperity to depression, and 
as the general increase in prices and profits occurs at 
pre~isely the times when goods are plentiful rather 
than scarce, this curiosit ins the character of ~ \ 
anomal.y.... i . h rices and hi h rofits are an index, 
~ot of general scarcit but of eneral plenty. They 
serve- to urge the producer to increase hlS_ pr uctian 
to the utmost _at precisely the time when he is alr.eady 
turning out more than -can" in the nature of the case, 
be continuously absorbed\It seems evident that the 
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~
U!!ction_ of -profits is suffering some sort of a peTVer.

sion, and that this is one of the central and strate
~cally important factors in the business cycle: --
( One cause of such a peTVersion is to be found in 

the movements of prices, together with movements 
of costs which do not keep pace.;Jnterest burdens 
at:e)~x~d by contracts, many of which run for long 
terms of years, while even on the shorter ones the 
rates of interest do not rise and fall sufficiently to 
compensate for the effect of changing prices. Wage 
rates are also sluggish in' their responses-earnings, 
of course, move with the volume of employment. 
Furthermore, since much indirect labor is of a char
acter that does not vary proportionately with fluctua
tions of output, an increase of production carries 
with it a less than proportionate increase in the 
number of labor-hours necessary to tum it out. 
'Hence an increase of output, if not neutralized by 
an actual fall in prices, has of itself the effect of i~
creasing profits; and this is precisely the signal which 
business is accustomed to interpret as a sign that 
fonditions are such as to justify further expansion. 
Thus E!ofits fall in the class of cumulative, rather 
than self-limiting, forces; 'and this fact tends to de
stroy their value as a g-;'~ernor of general business 
,expansion. If an expansion is indicated, and business 
responds to the signal, the signal does not grow 
weaker as the presumed need is met, but stronger.: 

This is not the place to attempt to elaborate pro
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posals for dealing with these matters; we seek merely 
to establish the practical and strategic importance 
of this set of causal factors by showing that they can 
be reached by things men can do to modify their 
ilction. Something can be done about them.(More
Jver, in devising policies it is essential to distinguish 
,harply between the 'internal economies' of full 
Lltilization, which depend on the principles of over
~ead costs and not on changes in the market rates 
)f wages or prices of materials, and the ext~rnal 
forces 3.1ising in the general market'It is probably 
Llseful to have producers under a spur to operate 
:heir individual plants at full capacity in order to 
lerive the economies of full operation. An economy 
where plants operate reasonably close to capacity is 
lot necessarily an economy in whi~ markets are: 
:hronically glutted. This incentive to full operation 
nay be so handled, it is true, as ~o work towards 
:ncreased instability; but probably it can also be so 
:onditioned as to work towards greater stabilitr.~ 
_ Business men may simply regard the peak periods 

is their sources of greatest profits!, and subordinate 
Mer thmgs to the attempt to do as largea-vOlUiiie 
>Q>usiness as possible at those times, living throu~h 
:he dull periods as best they can. This attitude ten~s 
:0 perpetuate Instability. A truer reckoning would ( 
.xfdlcate that the burden of idle overhead through 
:he_~ull periods is chargeable to" the peak busmess 
lS a cost of standing ready to handle it when it comes; , 
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and this burden makes the peak business very ex
pensive. even casts some doubt on itsLe~atpIo~fita.~
ness. When this is realized, the b.usinesS-intereit..in --- '~.---- -- . 
stabilization becomes clear. 

But this interest -is ~~tfll not fully reflected in the 
methods of accounting appropriate to separate enter
prises. This is chiefly because individual businesses 
may also shift a considerable burden of idle over
head to other businesses by curtailing their pur
chases. The cost of goods and materials is a direct 
and variable cost to them, but it contains a large 
element of overhead cost for the businesses which 
make the goods and materials. A consolidated iu~ 
come account for business as a whole would have 
a larger proportion of constant or overhead costs 
than do the separate accounts of the individual busi· 
nesses, and when J:>usiness thinks in terms of its for· 
tunes as a whole it will have a correspondingly 
greater interest in stabilization than is apparent on 
the surface of the ordinary methods of cost reckon
ing.18 

. Thus the fact that the profits of a business show 
ail intensified increase in response to an increase in 
the output of that business constitutes a force which 
I may work toward stability or toward instability~'The 
outcome depends on whether business thinks and 
acts in old-fashioned individualistic terms or in term~ 

18 The writer has dealt with this question at more length in biJ 
volume, The Economics of Overhead Costs. 
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of its long-run and collective interests. But there 
seems -to be ~o ambiguity as to the effect of a condi
tion in which the market behaves in such a way as 
to increase one producer's profits by reason of the 
fact that all the other producers aKe e:ltpanding their 
operations. This almostcertaixily makes_ for insta
bility and cumulative intensification of movements. 
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PART THREE 

GENERAL MOVEMENTS, 1922-1929 

Introduction 

BEFORE the advent of the current type of statisti~,!l 
~s, theories of business fluctuations ran in terms 
of a period of about ten years. The more recent 
methods have revealed cycles which, in this country, 
have an' average length about one-third as great, 
though with <;onsiderable variatioii from cycle to 
cycle, ranging from about two to five years{Q,ie 
~ for this change may be that the older methods 
of observation(revealed only the more obvious and 
spectacular movements, commonly accompanied by 
great waves of speculation and a widespread break
down of the banking syste~J while the more deli
cate statistical analysis now / available reveals more 
basic industrial fluctuations which do not always 
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produce such sp~ta-,ulap.·symptoms, visible to the 
. man in. the stree1( On the other hand, there have 
been changes in tfre character of business cycl~s 
themselves. ·A;.nd it may well be that factorLhaving 
re!ativel}'..short.natut;alperiods have been increis
ing in importance .as coml'are~ to others whose ~t
ur~1 perlo~~.~~gerJ If so, traces should still be 
visible of these more slowly acting forces. And some ~ 
present-day students still consider that(there is evi
dence pointing to the existence of longer, cycles, 
combined with the shorter ones) Thus it is particu-) 
larly pertinent to examine the movements over 
longer periods. 

In doing this for the post-War years " the writer 
was much assisted by material presented by Professor 
F. C. ;Mills in Economic Tendencies in the United 
States,' covering the period 1899-1929, with em
phasis on the last eight years. The organized series 
of the National Bureau of Economic Research were 
also a main reliance. "W}lile still provisional as to 
the length of the recession beginning., in 1929. they 
give an adequate picture of the decade 1921-31. 
covering almost the w401e of three short cycles. 

In this analysis it seems significant that this enti~e 
t~e~<yc1~._'p~r~~~ _~_~i~_i.:s . a surprlsill~ _ .~ber 
(th~':lgh not ~ll).o£ the.features that charact~t:lze the 
typical single ~cleQri m<?st s.:..ries it shows. tw~ cr~s 

1 (National Bureau of Economic Research. 1932). a study sponsored 
by the Committee on Recent Economic Changes. 
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.wjt,h.-largt:'I'ises...and.sma1l-declineS-Jollowed_by one 
cyc!~,_~i.th.-a--6mall rise anli~e dec~~~on
struction, as already noted, there is a practically 
jllilirtmupted rise during the whole of the first two 

/cycles and a practically uninterrupted decline ,dur
ing the greater part of theJast cycle. For this decline. 
residential constructioll is responsibly 

The Stock Market 

(In stock exchange speculation the striking featu~e 
is not a repetition of three similar cycles, Q>ut succes
sively rising waves culminating in a veritable mania; 
This, in connection with the intervals that have 
separateq 'cop;parable fevers in the past, suggests 
strongly{that,~ere are,psychological elements in this 
phase ~£ 'r5-usiness which have a longer natural period 
than some of the other elementysuch as those con-. 
nected with the time concentratIons of expansion of 
capital equipment. One cycle of three years and four 
months appears to be too short for the working up' 
of one of these more extreme forms of market braiD
swm, including the process of forgetting the lessons 
supposedly learned from earlier experiences of the 
same sort. A 'new era' -or a new era psychology
cannoJ J>e successfully launched in three years. 
lAnother line of explanation of the stock market 

boom is based, upon the quanti.!:Y,~ee funds seek
ing investm~m. and constituting the demand for 
securities, relative to the supply.) Expressed in an 
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extre~e form, this explanation states thatZ!:he boo~ 
was simply due to the unprecedented quantity of 
savings seeking· investment that accumulated in the 
prosperous period of 1922-29. According to this 
view(a rise in prices was a mathemJltkal. necessity: 
since the supply of securities into which these ·funds 
might flow, though large, was still limited. There 
can be little doubt that savings during this period 
were an increasing prop~>rtion, and probably an 
unpre~edentedly large proportion, of an unprece
dentedly large national dividend. A contributing 
factor, whose importance canno~ be measured, was 
the retirement of the Federal war debt at a rate of 
over $800;000,000 a year, tending to increase the 
volume of free funds seeking re-investment. This 
fully ne.utra1ized the increase in state and local debts 
during the same period, and left free for private 
investment funds which would otherwise have been 
absorbed by increased issues of state and local bonds. 
Cheap mOl!.euatesanclthe expansionJ?Lbank cre.dit 
strengtl1ened the mOY~E1en~!_ and are thought by 
sometonave been -"the initiating and determining 
factor. The total was sufficient to finance a large ex
pOl't of capital and an enormous increase in our 
domestic capital equipment, and to leave something 
ove!'J9.I' sheer speculative inflation oIsecurity. yalues. 

The effect of such a surplus of savings, if we as
sume that it existed. ~onstitutesan interestinlLt~c:o
reticaLptoblem. A buys securities from B, and B 
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spends the money either for other securities or for 
goods for consumption. It is reasonable to suppo,~e 
that the funds circulate from investor to investor 
until the entire amount is spent, either by corpora
tions for industrial capital or by one person or an
other for consumption purposes, or at least for goods 
other than stock market securities~Meanwhile, each 

• 
purcha~e of securities has tended to enhance their 
pricesf It can easily be conceived that in a ,period 
charaCterized by only mild recessions, for example, 
1922-29, such a process would go on cumulatively, 
requlring several s)J.ort cycles to reach its limits at 
the point where prospective incomes were capital
ized at such extravagant rates that a reaction became 
inevitable\ According to this explanation of the 
boom, the irrational values set on future yields were 
not the results of an original speculative mania; 
rather the apparent mania was the result of an over
supply of funds seeking investment. Between the;e 
two rival explanations statistics afford no way of 
choosing which element was of more importance as 
an originating cause. Both were present, each re
acted on the other, and (the natural conclusion is 
th~t both were jointly responsible for the result. --' 
, ~uch a boom destroys one corrective for a lack of 
equilibrium in the economic order, on which eco
nomic theorists have relied in their descriptions of 
a 'static' state. According to these theories, (when 
there is an ove_I"-~upply of investment funds, yields 
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should decline and this should reduce the incentive 
to further saving and investment. But these sa~e 
low yields, taking shape as they do in ever increasing 

-Prices of existing securities, give rise to enormous 
speculative profits to the 'holders, quite apart fro~ 
the earnings of the industrial properties which the 
securities represent~ Thus the stimulus to increased. 
~chase of securities, instead of being self-limiting, I 
becomes cumulative within limits which the recent I 
boom showed to be surprisingly wide.'! 

Construction V" 
With respect to construction, it seems probable 

that the principal factor in the early stages of th"e 
post-War boom was the shortage inherited frQm...tne 
World ,War.;.. This was presumably larger than the 
aftermath of a typical short-cycle depression-ac
curate comparative measures are unfortunately lack
ing-and the work of making it good took longer to 
get under way, partly 'on. account of post-'Var re
strictions on rentals. Thus, once started, it persisteft 
be~(rthelimlts'of one general business cycle, and 
acquirea a momentum which invited speculative 
activity, and this in turn carried construction to the 
point of what appears to have been a rather unusu
ally large over-suppiy, at least in certain fields. Thi,.s 
may well have been a strong factor in the rising. 
trend of the two cycles of 1921-24 and 1924-2ywith 
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effects which returned to help sustain the building 
boom itself . 
• A !ac~or whjc~ undoubtedly assisted very greatl~. 
ana one which tied construction to the stock marke~ 
to an_in~reas~~_~_~;~~t~~;s the shift to the co~p<:>!at1 
form of finan.9.n.s,. bringing witli it l>TOadened' 
sources of funds and also the opportunity for con
struction motivated by profits of promotion rather 
than by expectation of returns from rentals. One 
general hypothesis suggested by this experience is 
that, in the field of durable goods, the duration of 
the rebound of anyone considerable type of business 
may be a function of the extent to which the supply 
in existence has been limited as a result of the pre
ceding depression or dislocation. For that reason 
different branches of production may have longer or 
shorter revival movements during anyone revival 
of general business. 

Banking 

Bank loans (loans of Federal Reserve memb~r 
banks) ~~Y.e-SirQ.~I~r!y t~ construction in that be
t~een 1922 and 1931 there is only one actual cycli
cal decline: the one beginning in November, 1929. 

In this field, however, this form of behavior is typical 
of previous experience. Bank loans have, since 1879. 
shown a strong secular uptrend andonly a moderat; 
cycliCal movement, with the result that. on the aver
age. the effect of a general business recession is 
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appr0x.imate!y cancelled by the secular uptrerl(}!l 
the average cycle pattern, bank loans rise strongly 
during the up-swinS_9f general business' and-remain 
.appro~imate!y, stable ~uring-the down-swing~ The 
period'1879~1908 inCludes eight general business 
cycles, but in only four of these- do bank loans show 
any positive decline. Th~acts;' as .far as they go, 
suggest the existence of longer rhythms than those 
of the short cycle; or _~hey may s~g.est a _~lassifica
tion of cycles into ma jOrones;·' which are serious 
enough to -bring about-a"positivedec1ine, ,in bank 
1001OS, and lesser ones which are not. 

Fixed Capital 

~nothe~ striking feature of the period 1922-29 
was a stro~g_!lpward move!E-ent in the prop_oni~n 
offixe~ital'to labor not only in industry but 
-also in agricultl!re.> Since adequate measures are 
l~cking, it is not poss~bl~ to I?ake a fully conclusive 
CO!!Pil!is<!!Lof the rate at which this change was 
going on during the post-War period and earlier 
period"s,-but-its'importance in the later. period seems 
outstanding, and it was proceeding at an accelerat
ing rate, as witnessed by t~e fact thatC.he rate of 
growth in production of capital equipment was fiJI 
greater than that of ,goods in generalJ and greater 
~also than in the pre-War period, 1899-1913. This 
movement was so pronounced as to create a sus-

2 See F. C. Mills, op. cit., pp. 112, a80-I, al4. 
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picion that(it was a concentration of growth rather 
than a true secular trend) and was greater than could 
be permanently maintained and absorbed, at least 
by our business system as it now operates. 

This is corroborated by evidences of growing ex
~~ prE~~c.t.i~~.~~acity in n~.~~t.:~,:!s~E4iistties.:The" 
evidence is overwhelming in soine instances, though 
no adequate measure of real excess capacity exists. 
Figures of theoretical capacity as commonly given 
are subject to heavy deductions for the purpose in 
hand.S As to whether capital funds are really in
creasing faster than industry in general can absorb 
them, or are merely misdirected, there can hardly 
be any scientifically conclusive test; and it is espe
cially difficult to see how the question could have 
been answered while the growth was going on. 

The answer hinges not only on the increase in 
capital, but also on the effect it has had in increasi~g 
the productiveness of industry. And these later accre
tions of capital seem to have been more effective 
than those 9f preceding periods in increasing phys1-
cal output .• Professor Mills' figures indicate that the 

\country's physlcaToutput increased faster from 1922 
·,to 1929 than during the fourteen years preceding 
the World War~ while the period from 1913 to 1922 
witnessed a stil( smaller increase.' In manufacturing, 
the period of post-War prosperity clearly shows a 

S This point will be amplified in Part V. see pp. ISO-I. 

4 See Economic Tendencies in the United States, pp. 5. 189. a84. 
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higher rate of increase in product per worker, though 
(the number of workers was increasing more slowly. 

As to the relation of output to fixed capital, one 
attempt has been made to measure this ratio for the 
year. 1899 to 19U.tThe conclusion was that while 
product per worker increased, capital per worke; 
increased from three to four tim~:uii-Diuch. ,lit the 
period otpost-War--pr(;;-p~~iry.:rihe indications ar~ 
that product mum more nearly'kept pace with cap:. 
ital; ) indeed, with economies in working capital, it 
is not certain that total capital has increased faster 
than product.) 

The 'law of diminishing productivity' would lead 
us to expect that product would increase at a rate 
intermediate between the increase of labor and- that 
of capita°l( If it increased as fast as capital, that would 
mean that technical progress had enti,rely neutralize~ 
the effects of the principle of diminishing produc
tivity, and in the long run that is probably t~ much 
to expect.) Thus on a priori grounds, one may _CO~4' 
clude that in al! probability product, relative to labor 
and capital, was increasing during the post-War 
period at a higher r~te than one would expect to be 
maintained as a long-run normal rate of increase. 
Such conclusions, however, can never be more than 
provisional. 

B See C. W. Cobb and Paul H. Douglas's A Theory of Productivity, 
American Economic Review Supplement, March. 1928, pp. 139-65. The 
study includes the construction of an index number of fixed capital 
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Corporate Net Incomes v' 
During the period 1922-29, Erofit~~~ represente~ 

by corporate. net incomes, increase,d faster than 
wages: In manufacturing, net incomes increased at 
an annual rate of 5.3 per cent, per capita earnings 
of wage earners at ihe rate of 1.6 per cent, and num
ber of factory workers at 1 per cent,S The conclusion 
seems clear that there was an increase in the pr~ 
portion of total income going to profits (including 
those left in the business) and a corresponding de
crease in the relative proportion going to wages and 
salaries-{this in spite of a very considerable increase 
in real wages~reckoned in terms of commodity buy
ing power.1 "'1:hese ,!re both changes of the typ~ 
which characterizes the upward swings of the famil
iar short cycle; but they have persisted through two 
short cyCles and the up-swing of a third, instead of 
being fully cancelled by the down-swing of each 

6 For corporate earnings, see Economic Tendencies in the United 
States, p. 482; for wages, ibid., pp. 478'9, and for number of worken, 
ibid., p. 417. Cf. also King's The National Income and Its Purchasing 
Power (National Bureau of Economic Research. 1930) pp. 196, 94, 108. 
In King's figures. interest and dividends appear as a growing percentage 
of the national income, but total entrepreneurial income realiud by 
individuals about holds its relative position. 

T Mr. M. C. Rorty suggests that this movement represents a lagging 
adjustment to a prior disturbance brought about by the changed price 
level following the World War. In his view. interest and dividends were 
less than a normal percentage of the national income in 1922. and rose 
to only a triDe above normal in 1929. The question remains whether 
this 'normal' represents a satisfactory state of long·run balance. 
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sU'f.essi~eyh9!t cycle. It is as if we had su erim oseA 
on the three short c cles, one on er one whose ':!P
swing laste frolD.-..1921·...t0-..1929 and whose down
swin wou ro a I e found to~~;rth 
th~ u_nl!sl!a!!y ~n4 de~,w!t~tngoriIie~a~t 
~hre~ ~ycl;S{This last down-swing may 
be}ound . to have fully cancelled the effects of the 
entire period 1921-29) with respect to the relative 
s~are~_ofi~_co_~~~ingv to profits and to wages, wiP
ing out the gains made by profits in this period. 
. Thus this ten-year period 1922-32 resembles the-.' - . movements characterizing the shorter cycle in specu-
lation, construction, growth of capital equipmen~ 
and distribution of incomes. In two other factors 
of prime importance the move;ents of iIiis- period 
were far from ch_aIClS~E!.i_s.~ic ?f the shorter cyclicil 
movements:-Prices remained approximately stabl~~ 
but with a sagging tendency after 1925, culminating 
in a catastr~phic fall. T-.Eis may be interpreted as .~ 
lorig cycle superimeosed o:n.-;r-~ownw~r 
trend;-out such~rry convic
ti~ Nor is it whollY- adequate-to -speak-ant as a 

. delayed Eost-fuJ:_deflation, so far as that implies a 
return to what wotildnave been normal had the 
War not occurred. If that has happened, it can only 
be by the merest chance, when the distribution of 
the world's gold, national budgets and balances of 
international trade and indebtedness are all racked 
by the stra~ns of the_post-War ·settlements'. 
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Employment 

With respect to employment, the figures for total 
.factory employment for the ten-year period sho~ 
simply three cycles, with little or no upward trend 
to match the growth of population) In the cases of 
railroads, mining and agriculture, numbers attached 
to these industries failed to keep pace with the 
growth of population.8 _Figures of actual unemploy
ment are n()toriously inadequate but if there 'Ya; a 
ten-year cycle, its upward swing carried with 'it; no 
clear decrease of unemployment, and possiblye~en 
an increase.) The seemingly abnormal increase of 
capital equipment had not been employing many 
more workers, and may even have been displacing 
them, if allowance is made for the growth of popula

,tion. Thus the heavy cyclical fall in employment, 
when it came, was all the more serious~ 

Durable Goods 

Another feature of this ten-year period was a large 
increase in the proportion of our income g"Oing int:' 
~~rable,gQods, with -arr-the consequences indicated 
in the earlier parts of this study. These types of ex
penditure are in a high degree optional, postpon
able and subject to intensified fluctuatipns, both 
because of the durability of the goods purchased and 
because of the luxury or semi-luxury 'character of 

8 See King. op. cit., pp. 56"7. 
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fresh additions to the community's supply. For both 
these reasons they represent types of goods in which 
the forces which operate toward the beginnings of 
a recovery might naturally be expected to be slower 
in their action in proportio!l both to the durability 
of the goods and to their luxury or semi-luxury v 
character.· (thus elements of added sensitiveness 
have apparently been introduced into our economic 
system/This point will be developed in Part IV, 
dealing with this last cycle. 

Conclusion 

It is easier to record the changes occurring in 
s~~ a-peri()a:than~to i~terpret their .meaning.What 
are their causes? Are they the natural results of grow
ing economic power, or only the natural result!t 
under certain conditions, for instance, of credit in
stitutions and the distribution of incomes? Do they. 
represent a state of balance or 'moving:equilibrium' 
in the general sense of equality between supply and 
demand, adeqvate and unhampered use of existing 
productive powers and no obstacles to their future 
development and use? Or do they represent malad
justments in this large, but still limited, sense? 

In _dealing witlLthc;"typical patterns of the short 

cr~les,·tp.~~.rat,i~na.l~.~f ~i~~:~iitsp~~ifi_~!:~t~:~.~_~~ 
• The importance of the increase of lUXUry goods. demand for which 

is highly sensitive. has been stressed by Mr. M. C. R.orty: see "How 
May BusinesS R.evival Be Forced?" HIJf1}(Jrd Business Review Supple
ment. April. 1931. pp. 585-98. 
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~
_~_a..mined as-each came..yp JOr: ~~s~ussion. !.~e n_':lt1:l~e 
of these l<!n~. r swinS'! is s.uc~.ano. rganic 'v~()~e that 
tfiis method seems hardly applicable; and the prob
em can better be treated as a unit. This will be 
ttempted in Part VI, against the background of a 

. study of the basic conditions of moving equilibrium 
in a growing society. An attempt will be made to 
judge at least tentatively the nature and meaning 
of the post-War movements. 
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PART FOUR 

SPECIAL FEATURES OF THE 

LAST CYCLE 

Summary 

MOST of the distinguishing features of the last qcle 
have already ~'lndi~ated fnilie~~~fth(; di~. 
cussion. There was the world-wide ~cline in.e;ices, 
the beginnings of which were visible befOre "'t":ffe 
general decline in American business began, and 
which continued and grew serious hand' in hand 
with the progress of the general business recession. 
There was the behavi9r of our ~ort trad;, which 
showed a strongly marked cycie In llarmoJlY wi~ 
our own, and which took the lead on the decline-

~--
both features being peculia~ to this cycle. There was 
the concentration of expansion upon securities rather 
than mainly upon goods, culminating in the mad 
boom in the stock market and the resulting violent 
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collapse, together with the continuance of the boom 
past the peak of general business instead of taking 
the lead on the down-turn, as usual. There was the 

. peculiar behavior of construction. There was the 
.~~ '. ,- . 

. depresslOn of agricultul,:e which prevailed before the 
g~iieral business recession and became deeper. There 
was the attetp-pt to su~t~in conlitru~ti.9n_and capital 
ef.Eansion~y !heIE_e!4()c!of con~erence ~nd volun
tary action-an attempt which did not prevent heavy 

,declines. There were the attempts .!.() !.esistthe de
cj.iIl~ oL~o~y'!V~g~_}~'!t~s and to s~stain the ,Erices 
Q.£ l~adingagriculturalp!()cl1,l<;~ by buying and hOl(f
ing the surplus. And there was the fiscal and mone· 
ta~~is in various foreign countrier,coming 'to a 
head at a time when the depression had already gone 
deeper and lasted longer than usual. There was an 
.~ual nUI!lQIT.Df bank faj]ur~s, becoming increas
ingly prevalent and alarming as the depression length
ened, and followed or accompanied by an unusual 
tightening of bank credit and a wave of withdrawal 
and hoarding of cash, against which a determined 
campaign was launched, first by methods similar to 
those first used in the attempt to sustain capital 
expenditures, and later by the Emergency Credit 
Corporation and other tangible means. 1 

Another feature of the current cycle was the piling 
up of unusual1r.large,,}lE~ks of several basi~cQ..m-. --.-~--... -

1 Since the above was written the situation has been brought to a 
he3d by the general banking suspensi~.!l~ Marcha..l931. 
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modities, among whkh wheat and oil stood con
spicuous but by no means alone. Ordinarily, literal 
over-production as evidenced.by the actual piling up 
of stocks is a relatively small factor in the cycle, and 
only appears after recession has set in. In thi; case, 
there were some significant increases before the 
down-tum in general business; and the stocks of a 
number of basic materials ultimately accumulated 
appeared unusljlally and alarmingly large. 

Another feature has been the unusually large part 
p!{yed by consumption goods in the decline; the 
decrease In their production has been great and be
gan before that in other industries. Passenger auto
mobiles were apparently the dominant factor in this 
movement, at least in the earlier stages. This sug
gests that we. have an added problem to face in the 
relative increase of dura consumers' oods, new 
pu .~~ of which at any given tmi~··are. not in the 
class of necessities but are highly postponable or op
tional{IE_v:~~~~ri.es~n .!he hands of consumers thus 
come to be more and D;lore important;)md we must 
expect that an increasing length of time must elapse 
before these inventories will be worn down fo a point 
at which new purchases will be required if the con· 
sumer is to go on consuming. Though sales of auto
mobiles fell off enormously, it was not until 19!P 
that they fell clearly below what may be taken as a 
normal replacement basis; thus indicating an actual 
decrease in the number of normally effective cars in 
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the hands of users; and even that did not mean that 
the gross number of cars of all ages was decreasing. 

A cursory survey of conditions tends to the con
clusion thatp!~c~i<;.al!y aILPo~sil~le factors c0!lspi~e.d 

~.:i!~~D~5li~ili~sFo§eCially 
the nOJ:l-cJcli~al:£a~!~!~",::~i.c_h_~p~~!_t~Ea~~arKed 
this as. ~.phase .<?.£.p~t~War disloca~gtu:yen JI.lore 
than a,.cyclicaLde.clin~: "There 'aie~'it is true, some 
puzzles to confront in any such diagnosis( Construe
~ion, contrary to custom, was declining almost 
throughout the up-swing of general business)C.while 
stock exchange spe~~~io!l, also contrary to custom, 
COiitiiiU@lo nSeuntil after the beginning of gen
eral recession;, If one of these was an unfavorable 
condition, was the other favorable? And if both 
were unfavorable, how is this to be explained? ' 

Probably the truth is that the particular timing 
of these movements was not of so much importance, 
especially as they tended to offset each other, as the 
fact that both had gone beyond the usual degree of 
expansion characterizing aiypical cyclical up-swing. 
~he impetus from the speeding-up of~tr..uction 
incident to making good the War-time shortage was 
not exhausted in one cycle, and was prolonged by 'I 
the further stimulus of speculative build~g~ __ And 
as to the stock mark~t, tte contmue<rrise in paper 
values after the underlying productive processes had 
slowed up caused in itself an unusual and unbal
anced condition, tending to make the final crash 
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worse. :It meant to a considerable extent that the 
usual adjustments to a slowing-up of production 
were not made at the usual time. ) 

Stock prices during the great boom were capitaliz
ingnof tutTe1!~~rnings but future increases of a sort 
whTcli-i!ll. ,sy~~ematic analysis S~9uld have r~vealed 
as beyond all human possibility.(fhe only other jus~ 
tincation for such values would have been a radical 
and enduring reduction of interest rates) But this 

• j 

should have aff~cted stocks and bonds ahke. and the 
rates on bonds and mortgages prevailing at the same 
time showed no such radical decline as would have 
been needed to rationalize the prices of stocks.mat 
was happening was a relative shift of demand. i~ 
favor' of speculativ,e securities. out of all proportion 
to the magnitude of ordinary shifts of this sort. carry
ing values. reiative to yields. to points far outside 
what could be caIIed normal. unless on the basis of 
a~ expectation of future increase which no industrial 
system could maintain: A person who appreciated 
this fact might stilI have bought stocks in the hope 
that the craz~ ~<?!::lld la~t long enough to enable him 
to seII out at a profit. leaving some other purchaser 
to bear the inevitable disiIIusionmenti-but this psy
chology of 'after us the deluge' was not the og,e 
which actually ·prevailed. and it could hardly have 
accounted for the extravagant lengths to which the 
boom was carried(Buyers who thought of the matter 
at all were typically convinced that the country had 
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entered upon a 'new era' in which deluges were not 
to be per~ii:.ted.) , ~ 

Non-Cyclical Factors: Post-War Conditions 

The current depression is more than the end of 
a b"Us1'ness' cyCle ofiinllsuarse~~6nthe -bas[s 
ofcydkantieory-iiffiitecl, toth;-hypothesis of the 
type of cycle averaging in this country three and a 
t1:lird years, it is impossible fuily to expl,!in all its 
characteristics-its small ,rise, enormous decline. and 
long-continued period of pros.traticm. In part it may 
furnish evidence, of a provisional sort, of the com
bination of the shorter cycles with a longer cycle of 
about three times the average duration of the shorter 
ones. This longer cycle appears to rest in consider
able part on the»sy~hology of speculation, and on 
the related factors of expansion of fixed capital and 
of construction. 

But these factors are themselves not unrelated 
to another set of factors which are not cyclical at 
all in any discoverable fashion: namely, the process 
of post-War reconstruction and'[h.e_ <!isloCated c~nd'i
tlonsorrnternationarfillance-and trade, which the 
War le£tbe~i!t~l1t.One le""itCy'of the War was a 
price struE!!re which, even in 192 1, had presumably 
n~pleted its destined deflation. In this coun
try, prices were still well above the pre-War level, 
while the world at large had not returned to the 
gol<!.,.b_asis. Along with this went a mal-distribution 
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~f~ld's gold supply which left this count, 
with ample gold to sustain the post-War price level 
without straining its credit machinery, while other 
countries iackeda gold ba&is adequate to the re
quirements that would be set up by resumption of 
specie payment. As country after country resumed 
specie payment, they took up the burden of sustain
ing a volume of media of , exchange adequate to the 
current price level on a s~~ld ba.sis. Thus the 
pric«1, level r~sted o~an in~ecurefoundation, and· 
what might be callecJ the nO.!,mar~eflation was post
po~ed.) Any tendency to downward movem~nts in 
prIces"was further blocked at numerous pomts by 
sp~c~6~ . ~easures for sustaining the prices of nu
merous particular commodities. This entire situation. 
~e.~~_~_'Y_eak currency and creditstruct~res, _Wl!I~~ 
must be. protected against large gold movements; 
while gold movements were called for by the War's 
legacy of economically abnormal debts and the im
possibility of paying them in commodities. Pallia
tives such as short-time borrowing increased the 
instability. 

The result would have been to strip Europe of 
gold completely, had it not been for a great flow of 
loans from this country-a movement which in the 
nature of the case could not go on forever. This we 
can now see, though no one could predict in ad
vance when or how the end would come. The case 
was not like the former borrowings of the United 
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States from Europe: borrowings which furnished 
capital needed for the development of a virgin con
tinent into the most productive area of the world. 
These new loans back to Europe were made to a 
weakened economy, in amounts beyond what was 
directly productiveJ They were made by a country 
unwilling to do what Europe had done when it was 
our creditor: namely, accept payment in goods. Thus 
there was doubt whether· de btor economies would 
bear the aggregate debt charges in addition to their 
other burdens, and certainty that the creditor cou;;
try would not accept real repayment if it could be 
made. tThe movement of European funds into the 
American stock market, lured by the boom, was an 
aggravating circumstance) Ultimately the price struc
ture broke and a catastrophic fall in world pric~s 
followed. Later, cred~t~tructures also collapsed, 
having been further weakened by the piling up of 
perilously large volumes of international short-term 
obligations. :rhus pressures accumulated t~rough a 
period of years, and finally came to a head./ 
• For the United States the post-War~ exp_()r~ of ca~ 
~~~o~ecl for. at least. ~en._Y!~!~_~l1e_ iI!lpacLof 
!!Ie_II.t::~_PQsit.ion of a creditor countru1l. which .the. 
War left us. To this new position we have not yet 
begun to adjust our economy, or manifested any 
real appreciation of the nature of the necessary ad
justments or any willingness to make them.!'\ve con
tinued_apparently.determined to go on selling gootls 
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abroad and nDwilling....1.O-I'eceive-in . ..return goo<:ls 
w~~~mp~t~d_with onr own .. products. And no;" 
we stand helplessly contemplating the collapse 01 
this system and unable to face in any new direction. 
Our tariff on competitive goods is nearly prohibi· 
tive, and two-thirds of our imports consist of those 
no?<ompetitive goods which are left on the free 
list. Under these conditions Europe can manifestl} 
not continue to take our products in the volume 
essential to our existing plan of prosperity; but with 
this fact we have not yet made our reckoning. Thi5 
represents a non-cyclical factor of vast. !!!!Eortii'i.Ce: 
,~h for the present and for the futyre. 

Increase 0/ Durable Goods 

Another factor in the present situation, bearing 
not merely on the existing crisis but also on the 
probable chara~ter of future cycles, is the outcome 
of our rising standard of livin~~_ ~~E~~ly ~e 
increasin im ortance of durable consum --ds. 

we have already seen, t~e changes result in a 
great relative increase in the volume of purchases 

; which are wioDaLand to a high degree postpon· 
able, and 1ience peculiarly sensitive to changes in 
the flow of current incomes and in the general state 
of confidence . 
. . A further comE!kation is the fact that such pUJ· 
chases arefargely made on credit-indeed, the vol· 

.... u~f credit used to finance such purchases appean 
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to have been increasing faster than the volume of 
this class of purchases, indicating an intensified in
crease in the resort to credit.! This credit is of a 
longer-term sOrt than retailers' current accounts, 
and i~ highly expansible because it is based on the 
!E~~fic ~e~_uilty Of tE~~ia_~~~j.!rar -g~ocfs -b()-ught. Ana 
while credit may be more a passive and enabling 
force than an active and initiating one, it is still 
crucially important. 

Any class of purchases made on this sort of credit 
is one in which it is possih..~~ for current purchase"'s 
to move more or less indep~riae'ntly ~of the volume 
QD:urrentincome derIved from past acts of produc
tion, and we have seen that durable goods are by 
their nature predisposed to just such movements. 

, Such movements have a peculiar power to initiate 
changes in the rate of production. This they could 
not do if purchases must always equal income; in
come in turn being made up of the financial pro-

[ceeds of past acts of production. Once initiated, 
\changes in production return in the familiar cumu
lative fashion to cause further changes in purchases. 
Thus "goods of this sort, bought in this way, are a 

1"---------------- • 
peculIarly distudllng...elellle~tjn_ our economiC life. - ------------.~ ---.-.----~-~--... ---
And becausetlils element IS increasing, It may well 

2 This statement is based on a study of construction made for the 
National Bureau of Economic Research, in cooperation with the Com
mittee on Recent Economic Changes, by W. C. Clark and Miss Victoria 
Pederson; and on the growth of installment selling as reported in un
published studies made for the National Bureau. 
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be that, if no effective means ~Lstabilization are' 
found. business...Q'fks.Jl!'lhlscountry are destined 
to becoms.,progressively more severe in the future. 

In this connection there is also the possibility that 
the increasing volume of dura~!~ goods may lengths!n 
the_lime-reguired for the J)Sm~-up of inyeptgrjes 
:. -~~~ -- ---

in ,the hands 0 onsumers, and thus caus 0 e 
orces-p.l!ecovery to. act more slow. As a further 

resu n peno s 0 subnormal production, 
there may be more work to do, upon the revival of 
demand, to bring supplies up to a prosperity nor
mal. The resulting expansion in these industries may 
be either more violent or more prolonged, depend
ing on how rapi~ly they can expand their output. 
The outcome may take one of several forms: (I) 
more violent expans~Lgeneral..husiness, (2) 
more prolonged expansions of general business, or 
(3Yexpansions in these special industries lasting 
over more than one short cycle of general business, 
·as the post-War construction boom did, thus tend
ing toward an alternation of mild and severe cycles. 
Possibly all three effects might appear at different 
times, according to the special conditions prevailing. 

Conditions Bearing on Recovery 

The study of the special features of the present 
depression seems to indicate that Q!: may h~ve ex
tended past the point at which some of the usual 
forces of automatic recovery can be expected to 
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come into operation, largely because consumers' re
serves became exhausted, while there was still a large 
surplus of construction and capital equipment rela
tive to the shrunken volume of purchasing power. 
As a result, the prospect of recovery through the 
usual automatic forces was no longer extremely 
hopeful, and a search for more powerful and positive 
measures was urgently indicated. ) 

On the other hand, the trough of the depression 
witnessed wides~read !Joarding, an abnormal xestrt~
lion of credit-a no~aI even for a depressIOn-and 
a condition approaching panic on the part of banks 
even before the general suspension of March, 1933.· 
All this gives some ground for hope that if these 
conditions can be overcome and an upward move
ment once started, it may have cumulative effects of 
the usual sort, and may even initiate the chain of 
causes leading to a recovery as complete as the new 
international conditions make possible. These new 
international conditions, however, act as a bar to 
the hope that we may quickly catch up with the 
trend of 1922-29 and contin,!e on a prolongation 
of that upward movement. We cannot continue in
definitely to finance a large export surplus with loans 

3 This and the following paragraph were originally written before 
the inauguration of President Roosevelt and the general banking sus
pension of March. 1933. The final opportunity for revision comes as 
the Roosevelt recovery program is getting under way but too lOOn 
for any considered estimate of its results. Therefore the original ltate· 
ments have been allowed to remain. 
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the same. is true of the task of explahation. To ex
plain everything that happens is, needless to say, an 
impossible task; but when the question is: "Why 
does business not run smoothly?" one glaring gap 
in the conditions of equilibrium is sufficient for an 
answer which will carry conviction to many, how
ever inadequate it may be· to explain the full phe
nomenon of the actual cycle in all its complexity 
and variety. 

B~t afteCil.nal factual survey one_can ask this 
questio with less danger of givin a nai:vel sim Ie 

ne sees th.at t ere are many conditions 
. necessa to e uilibri f!!., and many respects in whiCh 

t ey are not fuifilled~ hus a more adequate atteplpt 
af thespecl catlon of the ,;ondi!,ions of economic 
stability might furnish the basis for a more valid 
diagnosis of the causes of ins~ility, while still sim
plifying the picture enough to make it manageable. 

One very important thing which this method does 
is to afford a basis for (an answer to the question 
',!~y')nstead of mer~ly to the question __ ~how') Why 
do things act in the way they do Instead of in some 
other way? This we do not learn from a bare study 
of the facts, which merely tells us how different 
events succeed or accompany each other in the actual 
system we possess. To get even a tentative answer 
to the more searching question we need some basis 
for judging what would be the results of a system 
where certain crucial conditions were different; and 
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PART FIVE 

ANOTHER APPROACH: THE MEAN-

ING AND REQUIREMENTS OF 

BALANCE 

Introduction 

THE factual evidence on business cycles may be used 
~ another way: to give.,! broader basi;W-the tYE: 
pf study whlcli starts from the conditions of a thea-
etlca e uilibrium and ex lain~j)usiness c c§y 
he absence of some of these conditions. Such 

theories are likely to rely on too simple -and on~
sided a picture of the conditions of equilibrium, and 
as a consequence to get too simple results~ There is 

I great power of simplification in substituting for the 
i question: "How does ,business operate?" t~e ques
,tion: "Why does it not operate according to the pic-

.I ture of ideal equilibrium?" -:r:o know how business 
I operates req~es many facts: to know th!lt it d~s 
"~_foll~lV~~ictllre JJ!_q~~ery fe~. And 
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i~t~rpr.e~i~g_an~o_ ~ti1~in~.!ac~~ for_!!l~$J!id~nce of 
new pohcles; hence no apologIes are called for. . .' - . 

The Meaning of 'Balance' 

The whole process is strongly suggested by the 
us~ _~f the concept oUa~apce' in an early report of 
the Committee on Recent Economic Changes. The 
present writer was set at once to wondering what 
'balance' means in this connectio - What can it ~ ! 
in an eC2-l!~~-expand~E~i~ .Y'!!l~ atdi!kwlt I 
r!t~~. ~~ its various constitu~nt_.p"a.!.U?)Ean a condi
tion De conceived and described wlrlc'h would cle-

o serve the name 'balance', in which p2£u!atiQn is 
increasing, capital increasing more rapidly, p'rodm:t 
per capita increasing at still a different rate, perhaps 
in the long run inte!~ediatf:J?~tween the other two,! . 
t~.'=al methods of productiol!. changing as they 
must to utilize the increasing supply of capital per 
worker, older methods being constantly rendered 
obsolete (though not constantly in every process at 
once), and new goods beinK, develope~_ as the conse
quence of increased spending power resulting from 
increased production:> This is. emphatically not a. 
static condition, and It is one to which. the concep
tions of equilibrium and balance can be applied 0!lly 
in a special and limited sense. 

The term 'balance' was used by the Committee on --. . 
Recent Economic Changes only in the sense of a 

~--. QI!( 

1 Cf. discussion in Part III. p. 105. 
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to answer it comprehensively ~ ~ pictl:lre,. of 
<1:. system .inwhich..lq,ere would be no busmess,£ycles. 

One special service which such a method of study 
may render is('~o afford a basis for interpreti!.lg-.!he 
meaning of_trends operatmg over longer periols 
than the short cycles whose average length is forty 
months:iAre these long~r m?~e~ent~ 'no~mal'? Are 
they eVIdence of lack of equlhbrlUm? Neuher pure 

• 
observation nor puct;.~t.~~~~?t;Y. c~~ ,$,ive an absolute 
answer to such questlonw, (but the two together can 
afford suggestions as to t whether our economic sys· 
tern is such as to guarantee that such trends will be 
in a state of approximate equilibrium) or whetheI 
some of the necessary conditions are lacking. In the 
latter event, theory may indicate whether the reo 
sults naturally to be expected are such as appear in 
the observed trends. These might then be provi. 
sionally diagnosed as representing lack of equilib· 
rium: failut:e to balance the forces of supply and 
demand in the broadest sense. And if the concept of 
equilibrium is itself v.ague, such a study should help 
to make it more definite. 

OJ course;-this. picture of the requirements __ Qf 
stapility would be an .tfIort ohhe scientific imagini. 
tion rather than a fact of observation; but a survey 
of the facts should vastly increase its realistic quality. 
And apparently the scientific imagination has to be 
called in at some stage or other of the process o~ r126 . 
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with those of other classes of workers or of property.2 
( As to' business cycles, the question whet~er they' 

'are or are not within the 'zone of tolerance' is a 
q~estfon not of objective fact ~ut of iudgme~tJ SuCh 
disturbances as the present are dearly outside such 
a zone, by any rational judgment. 'In this matter the~ 
chief se'fVice that can l?e rendered by a study of the 
conditions of balance is probably to show hoW move 
ments in one feature of tIle economic system call, for 
adjustments in other features; and(how the condition i

l we are accustomed to think of as balance in one 
fi~d iiiay"iIllP.!Y lack of balance sgmewhere eise,. s'1l1 
that one or both wl1! need to be revised iI,L3Jynthesis! 
tgat can fairly clai~ to, be within the "i"zone of tole!:l 
ance' in all its features.) , , 
'{The idea of balanc;seems to have as its point of , 
d~parture the idea of approximate equality of supply: 
and q~mand, so far as this is consistent with m9v~- ' 
ment and incentives "for mOvimeni .... Bu[Supply an~ 
demand for goods may reach momentary balanc~ at 
very varying levels of I?rice and of volume of produc
tion and employment.)In that sense the present con
dition of depression might be said to be one of 
balance, though }Pis is dearly true only in a most 
superficial sense(l\Jore fund~mental is a balance b!
t!yeen prices. costs ,and profitstyneaning a sta,te,tend
i~,~~,,:::r~oIlIy such move~ents as can!><:_sllst~i~ed 

I For fuller discussion. see the author's Economics 01 Ovef'head Costs, 
Chapter VIII. ' 
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rrough approximation. with the idea of a 'zone,.Qf 
tolerance' beyond which disf>roportions bec~-e Seli-
'ius1!~s: qiIestion remains, how~ye~!~approximation 
to·-what? Tolerable degree of d;Parture from whit? 
,In the diScussion that follows, whenever the concep
tion of absolute balance appears, it is not used with 
the'idea that no departures from this absolute bal-
ance are tolerable in a working systerii~ Indeed it w!ll 
appear that .~bs<?lll~~ J?!ll'!Il~.e.L even as an ideal, in
volves mutually inconsistent requirements in a 
moving world. The concept will be used merely in 
an attempt to define the standards from which the 
tolerable degree ·of departure is to be gauged. 

J (It is clear that business cycles in their very nature 
.... are departures from balance in the absolute sense.' 

So aiSO are sea~~~~ation~, though these are 
easier to allow for and to absorb into a reasonably 
prl!dictable scheme of working and spending: For 

( the present purpose we may leave sea.sonal fluctua
tions to one side, regarding them as in the main 
~~ -~r-~-~'.~~---'~~~----

wIthin the 'zone of tolerance', though that does not 
mean that nothing further should be done to mini
mize them. From one standpoint, they might be 
regardeq as assimilated into a balanced scheme if 
idleness resulting were minimized and the unavoid
able remainder made up for by higher rates of 
reward in the more seasonal trades sufficient to pro
vide an annual income not clearly out of balance 
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with those of other classes of workers or of property.2 
( As to' business cycles, the question whetJ:ler they' 

are or are not within the 'zone of tolerance' is a 
questfon not of objective fact but of judgme!,lt] SuCh 
disturbances as the present are clearly outside such 
a zone, by any rational judgment. 'In this matter the 
chief service that can 1?e rendered by a study of the/ 
conditions of balance is probably to show hoW moveJ ments in one feature of tile economic system call for 
adjustments in other features; an~how the condition 
we are accustomed to think of as balance in one 
fi~ld may"TlllP.!Y lack of balance sQrnewhere else,. s'!> 
that one or both wul need to be revised in i'l.syntbesis 
t~at can fairly clai~ to, be within the'tzone of tol~ 
ance' in all its features.) . , 
IThe idea of balanc$,...seems to have as its point of 
d~parture the idea of approximate equality of supply 
and ~emand, so far as this is cons~stent with m~)Vr
ment and incentives 'for movfnient.

4

But supply an~ 
demand for goods may reach momentary balanc~ at 
very varying levels of ~rice and of volume of produc
tion and employment. JIn that sense the present con
dition of depression might be said to be one of 
balance, though fois is clearly true only in a most 
superficial sense(l\,!ore fundamental is a balance be
t!yeen prices, costs',and profitsipleaning a sta,tetend
ing toward only such move~ents as can be, sust~!~edj 

8 For fuller discussion, see the author'S Economics 01 Ovnhead Costs, 
Chapter VIII. ' 
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without violent reversals. More fundamental still, 
'p~rh--;'ps, is a balance between supply and demand 
for producti;e- lor£es~ especially labor; in oth;r 
woras, freedom from un<!.ue amounts of unemploy
m~nt.) Millions of people with needs for goods, able, 
and willing to work at producing things to satisfy 
these needs, and deprived of opportunity to do so, 
certainly represent an unbalanced condition between 
our productive powers and the need or potential 
demand for their employment. 

\The fact that supply and demand for goods ca,p 
be balance,d at present only at volllme~Qipnlltucti~n 
that ~ea~_ ~n Jntolera_bleamount 5)(llfl~~!~!!lent 
(lack of balance between supply and demand fot 
labor) is evidence that the requirements of balance 
in the super§ci~l and in the fundamental sen shave 
t;l0t been h~t:moEi..z~d, in our present syste!!{ t seems 
to indicate that the concept of balance is a . ncom
plete concept, maae:up-oLekments:::.which become 
to some extentincompatibkunder actual conditio!}s. 
Perhaps the best we can hope for is a state in which 
4]!.e discrepancies between balance in di~rent sen~s 
are com£romised sufficiently to bring them all within 
~Done of tol~;;nc!1[This is what a piano-tunlr 
does in adjusting the much smaller inconsistencies 
in the mathematical requirements governing the in
tervals of our musical scale. The result leaves differ
ences In the character of compositions played in 
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different keys, which a trained musician readily 
recognizes. 

(A fundamentally balanced economy would be one 
in which the business cycle as we know it would ha;'e 
ceased to exist, or would be limited to rather mild 
~uctuations. It would be a state in which productive 
powers and productive opportunities would be rea
sonably well matched, and there would be no great 
discrepancies between supply and demand, and no 
great wastes of productive powers for lack of 0PEor-
tunity to use them. I . 

Labor and Employment 

The things to be balanced are many; but first and 
foremost we may consider the supp~y of labor and' 
the volume of employment, recognizing that they 
are dependent in turn upon a network of condition
ing factors which will have to be separately consid
ered. But before we can go on to consider them we 
are faced by the baffling fact that we cannot say off
hand (vhat percentage of complete employment 
ShOUI~.~. takenas constituting balance in this o;;e 
fiel9> ven in this one matter, such concept of bal
ance a we have is probably made up of incompatibl: 
elementsllnd~stry !!~dj~sted to an:~xcess of une~~ 
ployed labor In normal umes;)and,ul any dynanuc 
economy 'based on free enterprise such a ma!gin 
Plays i"considerable paitintaci~itating the .starting 
of new enterprises aner the expansion of existing 
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ones. The role it plays may not be indispensable, 
but it is at least part of the provisional scheme of 
'balance' to which we are accustomed; the balance' 
~ . 
ltetween.active and reserve workers. In another and 
p;;bably more fundameI!~al s_~se it represents a rack 
otbalance."· • 
lThis qt70ta of unemployed is, in the necessities of 
the case, a sE.iftin.K~wn?.eI-otherwise its members 
could hardly exist. T -ose who are occasionally or 
chronically among the number must, to that extent, 
be irregularly employed; and as the personnel is 
shifting, this means irregular employment for a 
larger number than is unemployed at any but all 
extraordinary time. Unl~ss this reserve .army can be 
kept down to smaller .proportions than heretofore. 
we must accept the existence of irregular employ
ment for a material fraction of the wage earners as 
part of our working approximation to 'balante'. 
though not a satisfactory part.) The underlying lack 
of balance which it represents will never be uni
versally accepted as corning within the 'zone of 
tolerance' in the long run .. 

The state of employment in times of active busi
ness, while it never absorbs all the workers, absorbs 
too many for 'balance' from the standpoint of the 
employer's satisfaction with the quality of his work
ing force. He expects to choose among the candidates 
and reject those who do not corne up to standard. 
Super-active business involves a lowering of these 
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standards, and discipline and the quality of work 
suffer. At other times, the worker's fear of losing the 
job is one of the forces helping the employer to 
restore discipline{From this standpoint, balance may 
mean sufficient unemployment to give the employer 
some benefit from the worker's fear of losing th~J 
job, and not so much as to breed dangerous unrest. 

Possibly no employer formulates the matter ill
quite this cold-blooded way. Certainly the more pro
gressive have advanced beyond this standard to 
the extent of taking active measures to reduce the 
amount of casual employment and to further the 
placing of handicapped workers. Many probably 
recognize unemployment as an evil and' a waste, 
without fully realizing the extent to which their - ~ 
own systems of discipline and incentives are depend-
ent on it. They may use disciplinary discharge only 
as a last resort, and still benefit unconsciously from 
the workers' fear of losing their jobs through laYOfEj 
occasioned by scarcity of work. As the issue come 
more and more to be faced, employers must more 
and more revise and develop their systems of disci
pline and incentives in harmony with a greatly less
ened volume of unemployment. Only so can a 
scheme of balance be developed deserving of the 
name, from the standpoint of the social scientist. 
And it may be that such a scheme, involving greatlY 
increased regularity of .employment, would for that 
very reason bring out the problem of the unemploy-
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able worker in a form which would make some 
effective community action necessary. 

Thus balance in the labor market is hard to de
fine, and harder still to visualize in terms of the 
concrete conditions necessary to bring it about. 
. Fairly regular employment for all reasonably quali
fied workers seems, however, not a fantastic standard 
·to set in the long run. Anything short of this leaves 
vast productive fo~s out of balance, as well as seri
ous forces of social discontent. Our failure to achieve 
this standard is a result of causes which need investi
gating. Presumably it results from a lack of balance 
elsewhere in the system. 
f A balance between supply and demand for labor 
d~pends, among other things, on a reasonably steaJy 
rate of production in general:) It is not proved that 
steady production would of1tsel£ guarantee the ab
sorption of surplus labor, though the long-run forces 
of supply and demand would be working in that 
direction. But it seems clear that reasonably steady 
production is a necessary condition-that without it 
there will inevitably be chronically repeated periods 
of wide-spread unemployment.} 

Steady Production: the Individualist Prescription 

(' Steady production is, from one standpoint, merely 
, ~ 

a corollary of the general assumption of balance be-
tween supply and demand, since the total supply of 
labor and capital is comparatively steady, and can 
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be in perfect balance with demand only when de
mand absorbs it all. This is theoretically possible, 
because effective demand is itself the reflection of the 
volume of production; and is potentially capable of 
absorbing more goods than we have yet produced. 
From the extreme individualistic standpoint, ~ 

roduction with full utilization of our productive 
powers is mere y a matter 0 pro ucmg t e rIg t 
iliings, setting prices on them which will move them 
off the markets, and adjusting the charges for the 
pr()ductiv~ factors at levels that will induce employ
ers to make use of them. 

In other' words, if there is difficulty in maintain
ing full production, the logical individua1ist would 

) say: do not maintain prices. Slash them without 
limit until full production is restored, for all except 
~e high:cost produc~rs who may fall by the way
side. If there is 'technological unemployment', do 
not maintain wages. Slash them until the worker can 
compete with the machine and the employer can 
afford to hire him. Th,en the employer's own compe
tition for labor and materials will put an end to the 
slashing sooner than anyone expects, equilibrium 
will be restored with full production instead of.cur
tailed production, and the people will.be the richer. 
If demand in some industries is so limited that full 
employment can be had only 3,t cut-throat wages, 
the workers must offer their services elsewhere. It is 
possible that a country in which such policies were 
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actually followed would suffer less from depressions 
than does the United States in the twentieth century. 
It. might produce more and consume more. But as 
to whether it could assure itself full and steady utili
zation of its productive powers by this method, there 
is room for doubt. The question is not simple. 
'. If prices, wages and profits all fell in harmony, 
nothing might be accomplished. And if wages fell 
more than the other shares, might there not be a 
cutting-off of markets for consumers' goods which 
would defeat the purpose of the whole process? 
There is need of a balance between the portion of 

E
come spent for consumption and the portion save"d, 

and this will be disturbed by any sudden shifting of 
incomes from wage and salaried workers, who spend 

ost oI their incomes, to profit-takers, from whom 
the bulk Qf the savings comes. 

Savings and Capital Expenditures 

If all savings were automatically and promptlY 
spent for goods of some sort~apital equipment and 
raw materials-then the question might not be so 
urgent. \ The total demand for goods would be the 
same whether savings were large or small, and ex
penditures would equal production. But this does 
not automatically happen. There are a number of 
steps in the process, and they must maintain balanle 
among themselves if the total volume of savings is 
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to be always equ~.rto the volume of net expenditures 
for capifal goods-<?riginal savings are supplementep 
at times by the expansive power of the credit system) \ 
Government may·borrow a part, or may repay paSt 
borrowings. In the latter case, the volume of funds 
seeking productive investIHent is greater than th~ 
volume of original savings.!-br if savings ex.ceed t~e 
momentary requirements of business, they may flow 
into the stock market and send it upward, creating 
profits, some of which are spent for consumption, SO! 

. that in effect part of the savings is diverted to con-I 
sumptive expenditures, while the expansion o~ 
credit more than makes up the diversion. ~he -sa;
ings that flow into a booming stock market are not 
obviously equal to the resulting expenditures on 
factories.C!~~~~tj~~~~_~~een savin~' 
~l!-~~itq~~J~_r~Clpital goods~ . . 
( In ~he long run, perhaps, there must be a balance .. 
If purchases of capital goods run ahead of savings, 
they must be liquidated out of future savings; and 
.if.~a!~n~~~.£~t_~~~o c~p~tal g?O~~. ~f ~ome sort 
they will n9t remain i~~~ist~nce/But the temporary 
discrepancies are enormously important~1 and it ap-' 
pears that they may endure over more than one short 
cycle.\ Since some discrepancy is very likely insep-. 
arable from any upward or downward inflection of 
the course of business, the problem is one of keep
ing them within reasonable bounds. 
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A Stable Credit System versus Cumulative 

Movements 

The chief conditions requisite in order that ex
penditures may equal incomes may perhaps ~e 
summed up in the formula of a non-fluctuating 
credit system. But that is not the same thing as say
Ing that thIs> condition can be brought about simply 
by the policies of banks and other credit institutions, 
still less by the agencies of central control which we 
now possess. They cannot force industry to absorb 
credit against its will, when there is no apparent' 
profitable use to which the funds can be put. And to 
regulate the demand for credit, as well as the sup
ply, is another way of stating the basic problem of 
regulating the expansion of industrial production. 
-: One phase OIi1i1s problem of stable credit and its 
effect on economic equilibrium is illustrated by the 
condition so often assumed in the type of economic 
theory which deals with conditions of equilibrium: 
namely, that ifE1or~ is spent on one thing, there is 
just that much less left to spend on something else. 
If more is saved and invested, just that much less is 
left to be spent on consumption goods. I_~ this con
dition were realized, movements in particular parts 
of the -economic-field would be more quickly self
limiting than they-aiein fact, while general disturb
ances of the whole -volume of production and con
sumption could arise only frOIIl powerful outside 
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forces. They could not be self-generating. DeveloJ>
mericwoula also probably -be slower than it actually 
IS. 

AS the system actually operates,~ending more on 
one thing is quite .!.ike!r:~~~,!n spending more ort 
other things also, and vice versa. This is by reason of 
the coffibineiraction of two basic causes. One is an 
elastic credit system~hich makes it possible t6 
spend more for one thing without at the same time 
spending less for something else. The other is the' 
fact that setting more people at w~~ _making arty 
one thing gives them more spending power to use in 
buying other things so that the result is not less de
mand for other things, nor even the same amount as 
beforel but actually more. If more is spent for capital 
equipment, more will also be spent for consumers' 
goods, not in spite of increased capital expenditures 
but because of them. A balanced economy mus~ 
somehow get rid of this element of cumulativ~ 
~iling-U~ of impul~es.. or at least keep It within 
reasona e bounds. by controlling either its causes 
or its effects. 

Long-Run Problems of Distribution. of Incomes 

When this condition is achieved. the worst insta
bilities in the demand for labor will have been re
moved. There will remain the question whether the 
rates of w~ges, and the relative costs of labor and, 
capital, are such as to call into use the whole supply 
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of labor. This depends on two factors. One is the 
t~tal demand forKo~~s"which is g?verned by thS 
tota[vo1ume of purchasing power currently spent, 
whether it comes from income or from credit. The 
second is the proportions in which it is economical 

. ~ 

for employers fo use capital and labor, as governed 
by their relative costs at current rates of wages and 
of interest. 

High wages have two effects, if carried to the point 
'-- -.---'_.- . ". 

at WhICh their increase exceeds that of the produc-
tiveness of industry{They tend to increase expen~
tures and decrease s'avings, by putting more of the 
nation's income in the hands of those who will spend 
a larger part of it for consumers' goods, and spend it 
more quickly. But they also tend to make labor mo~e 
expensive, and so to increase

1 

the incentive of the 
employer to use more capital per worker3 in other 
words, to replac'e some labor with machines.8 Lower 
wages have the opposite effect in both these fields. 
In an economy where all savings were spent at once, 
low wages would not reduce total spendings, but 
would make labor more economical to hire, as com
pared with increased use of machinery. The result
ing decrea.se in the effective demand for capital 

8 Theoretical objections have been raised to this proposition, but 
they do not appear sufficient to destroy its validity in the existing sit
uation. The present writer has dealt with them briefly in Inductive 
Evidence on Marginal Productivity. American Economic Review, 
XVIII. 452, September. 1928. Full disclJssion at this point would lead 
the argument too far afield. 
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would reduce its price, until an equilibrium was 
reached .. 

I. In our actu;l economy, immediate expenditures· 
on capital equipment depend more on the busines; 
man's demand for capital than on the supply of 
original savings, the elasticity of credit taking up any 
temp'0rary discrep~ncies. while the Px:.ice of capital 
is decidedly sluggish in its movements. In this situa
tion, lower wages are likely to reduce the total 
amount of current spendings without greatly alter
ing the price of capital or doing anything else to 
change materi;J!ly the proportion of labor and capital 
which it is economical for the employer to use.:These 
proportions are slow to change, being largely fixed 
by the char~cter of capital equipment accumulated 
in the pas~X.Thus it is possible that lower wages m~y 
in their immediate effect do more to decrease the 
effective demand for labor than to increase it. They 
may defeat their own end by reducing the immediate 
volume of spendings.\ 

There is a real unsolved problem here; wheth~r1 
there is an incompatibility between the rates of 
wages whiCh are necessary to make it profitable f~! 
employers to give labor full empl~ent, and the 
high wages which are being commonly advo~ as 
means of maintaining purchasing ower. Can pur
chasing power e mamtained only at rates of wages 
which are so high as to bring about 'technological un
employment'? The post-War trends in this country 
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may be construed as evidence of failure to solve this 
dilemma. Possibly we shall not solve it until we reach 
. a condition in which wage earners receive a larger 
share of the national income, in forms which do not 
constitute a wages-charge upon the employer's act 
of hiring them: in other words, until we achieve the 
goal of acapit~lism ill \Vhic~_eyery(me is~ a ca ita-=-t 
Z:Some other system w lC accomp IS es the same 
resuIL 
-uithe meantime, and with referenc,£ to the proJ2-
lem of cyclical fluctuations, stabilization of em 10 -
!llent t rough stabilization of emand appears both 4 

!!lore promising of success and more consistent with I 
the long-run requirements of a stable economic ord:r I 
than attempted stabilization through unli~ed 
'Slashing of wage rates. Particular wage rates may be - . too high for balance, and may need to come down. 
Others may be too low, enabling inefficient employ
ers to survive whose business should be transferred 
to more competent ones, who could pay higher 
wages. And the automatic raising of real wage rates , 
which sometimes occurs when prices fall during a 
business recession and money wages lag behind is 
clearly an unbalancing factor occurring at the wrong 
time and having nothing to do with the requirements 
of economic equilibrium. It tends to aggravate q,n
employment and thus to lower real earnings of labor 
as a whole, as distinct from hOUrly or weekly wage 
rates for those actually employed. 
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(~-) New Goods 

.. The absorption of availaple productive power may 
be a matter not merely of stimulating demand, for 
existing goods, but also of developing new goods on 
which increased purchasing power maybe spent. A 
rapidly advancing system cannot bring productive 
power and demand into balance without large and 
continual developments of this sort .. 

The characteristic history of new goods is that 
they are used first by the wealthy or well-to-do, se~
ing to enlarge their consumption, and afterward 
spread to the lower income-groups as increased out
put and impro~ed' processes bring cheaper produc
tion, and as the expanding incomes of the members 
of the lower income-groups make it possible for 
them to enlarge their spendings. This whole proce~s 
takes so much time that it cannot be crowded within 
one short cycle, though the last phase of it may make 
marked pr~gress during anyone expansion of busi
ness. Without this last phase, the process cannot 
have very large effects on business as a whole; and 
this final stage requires a widespread distribution of 
the gains resulting from increased productive power, 
not a concentration in the hands of the well-to-do 
minority~ At any given time, the greatest possibilities 
for quick expansion lie in increasing the incomes of 
those who are just below the level which makes it 
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possible for them to become large buyers of goods 
which have already been developed . 
. ~ The basic problem here can be formulated as that 
of balance/between expanding productive power ana 
the rate at which the development of the correspond. 
jpg expansion of our standard of living can go on. 
This expansion involves the development of new 
goods and of demand for them, and of such an 
amount and distribution of purchasing power as can 
make the demand effective and assimilate the new 
goods approximately as fast as we gain the power to 
produce them. 

Hours of Labor 

If we fail to develop consumption sufficiently to ab
sorb our increased productive power, there is nill 
another method of bringing about balance: namely, 

• .by reducing the hours of labor. But if this means 
forcillg--workers to accept a six-hour day and six 
hours' pay when they would rather work eight hours 
for eight hours' pay/it stilll~aves the length of the 
working day out of balance\Such a forcible reduc
tion is essentially an emergency measure for dis
tributing unemployment, not a permanent means 
~of elim~nating it. We may call this policy 'work
s~ng'. \It is quite different from the normal do.;b
ward trend of the working day or working week. 
which arises from the collective choice of the work· 
ers and has the effect of giving them part of the gains 
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of increased production in the shape of more goods 
and part 'in the shape of more leisure. In this latter 
movement, a gradual shortening of the working 
week is accompanied by a gradual increase of real 
wages, not a decrease, as when men work part-time 
to, distribute unemployment. ~e shall not have 
achieved true balance until these two standards come 
together; until the working week at. which labor can 
find full employment is the same as the workin$ 
week which the workers would freely choose in the 
course of their bargainings, ~nd which carries with 
it as an ultimate effect an implied balancing of the 
value of more goods_ ~gainst the value of more 
leisure.' 
. ·Of ~ourse, if there are going to be industrial fluc

tuations. no given iength of working week will solve 
the problem. In that event. there might be a system 
in which work-sharing is used to spread the effect ot 

'Mr. F. W. Thornton. who has read the manuscript of this study. 
comments to the effect that workers will commonly st. rive for shorter 
hours for the trade in general while at the same thpe trying to get 
longer hours for themselves as individuals. They fee(that the ultimate 
adjustment of wages to a longer.or shorter standard week is .!lot the 
same as the effect of longer or shorter hours fori an individual in a 
given setting of standard hours and wage rates. I~ the latter case it is 
obvious that more work means more pay: whiltt in the former case 
shorter hours are not expected to mean proportionately decreased pay. 
nor even the foregoing of proportionate increases in pay which could 
otherwise be had. The discussion in the text refers to the fixing of 
standard hours: a choice in which the ultimate effects on consuming 
power are admittedly obscurein lIny ~~n. case. but which represents 
a dominant force to be reckoned with. 
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the fluctuations, so that they shall mean variations 
in hours worked by all who would normally be steady 
workers, while the average working week is itself 
normal. Or we might have a system in which the 
working week is rigid and all the fluctuations are 
taken care of by laying off workers so that the effeit 
is concentrated on a minority-to pass over the dan
ger some are contemplating, that the minority of 
unemployed may become the majority. Or we mal 
have a system in which the buyers' market for labor 
is used as a lever to secure concessions from workers 
in various phases of working conditions, including 
longer hours, with the result that a given shrinkage 
of business leads to an eveI?- larger percentage of 
jobless workers. This is the worst system of all. It 
represents balance in one very limited respect, at a 
sacrifice of balance in more fundamental and impor
tant senses. It is clearly outside the 'zone of toler
ance', yet in some measure this wrong course appears 
to have been followed during the current depression. 
In fact, the habitual and prev'ailing system might be 
characterized as mainly the second, or rigid-week. 
~ystem, with some admixture of the first and third; 
and a deal of advocacy of a fourth; namely, work
sharing that would be permanent rather than tem
porary.5 

5 Since the above was written, the national recovery program of 
1933 has instituted a deliberate drive toward work-sharing without 
reduction o( money wages, but in a setting of depreciating currency 
md expanding public works. 
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As things stand, some cannot have all the goods 

they are willing to work for, because they cannot get 
full-time employment, and this in turn is because 
others are in the same position and therefore cannot 
spend. Or if some still have a normal income, they 
have not been offered the goods which will tempt 
them to spend a sufficient portion of it, while the 
amounts they save are not fully spent, or are spent 
on wasteful duplication of existing equipment, be
cause industry has not developed either the technical 
forms of equipment or the new goods necessary to 
put the available productive power to work effec
tively. This seems to constitute a vicious circle, of 
which the ':lnemployed are the victims. 

Balance between Savings and Economic Exploration 

if we are not ingenious enough to find what w~ 
wish to do with our new surplus of productive power. 
it may' be wastedJ If we try the wrong things, we 
have wildcat industries. If we do not try anything, 
we h~e' 'tech~ol~gical unemployment'. r:Balanc~', 
under these conditions, involves hhe development. 
of new standards of capital equipment adapted to 
changing proportions of capital to labOr, and the 
direction of the increased roductive owe .. into 
rna mg those commodities which are going to e 
desired b a 0 ulation with more mone to send. 

e penalty for guessing wrong seems to be that, 
through the effects of unemployment, the popula-
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tion has less money to spend instead of more. In 
order to produce the happy state of 'balance' we must 
guess right, or find our way to the right answer by 
a process of trial and error that is not too wasteful. 
And it may well be that the voluntary savings ot a 
rich nation tend to pil~ up faster than this process 
of trial and error can find how to make real use of 
them and that this condition may last for a consider
able term of years. The post-War years in this coun
try may very well be an example of this kind of a 
failure of balance. 

We need, then, a balance between the rate of 
savings and the progress of economic exploration in 
the widest sense: exploration into more productive 
forms of capital and into new goods to make with it; 
into new standards of living, new levels of wages and 
new standards of leisure expressed in a shorter work
ing week. All these are bound together in an inter
acting network, and all must be adjusted to one 
another before we can use all the productive power 
we have. At present we seem to be far short of that 
goal. . 

The amount of capital we can man is fixed onl)' 
in terms of existing technical methods of production 
and types of equipment. In the long run it is in
defini~ely expansible, but only at a limited rate, 
because it requires new forms of capital, new goods 
and possibly other new adjustments. With a given 
labor supply, the forms of capital determine the 
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amount of capital that can be manned. Some increase 
of capital can always be adapted for use by the ex
isting labor supply through the employment of new 
forms that are already known; but any large increase 
involves much work for the engineers in developing 
new forms into which it can be fruitfully put, other
wise it would mean mere wasteful duplication of 
facilities which could be neither manned nor worked 
to capacity, and hence would be totally unproduc
tive.· It seems probable that a great deal of capital 
is consumed in this totally unproductive fashion, the 
fact being concealed because the resulting idleness 
of capital is ~istributed and does not all fall on the 
new capital. / 

The business cycle undoubtedly intensifies this 
effect, because the period of prosperity is, a special 
stimulus to the building of surplus plants; moreover, 
capital construction is greatest at just the time when 
managers are paying less attention to the search for 
new and economic methods than they do in times of 
depression. The search for new ~ethods, which goes 
on with extra intensity during a depression, pre
pares the way for a new wave of building, but only 
after all' appreciable period( It seems dear that this 
wasteful duplication is not consistent with a6tate 
of balance; but the mere waste of capital may ~ot in 
itself be as serious as the fact that it proceeds by 
spurts, resulting in irregularity which wastes labo~ 
power as well') 
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, ,One requirement of balance) then( is a ra~e of de
velopment of !l(!w forms of equip~ent (and of new 
goods) sufficient to absorb a normal supply of savings 
without wasteful duplication of existing plants'( A 
further requirement may be sufficiently low capital 
costs, especially interest charges, to make the use of 

• these new forms of equipment economical. It is 
surely a lack of balance if interest rates are main
tained around five or six per cent when new capital 
is being put to uses whose economic product for our 
economy as a whole is zero, or even less, while the 
facts of the case are masked in the way already indi
cated, by the ability of the new capital to capture 
some of the business which existing capital, equally 
efficient, is perfectly capable of handling.' Balance 
would seem to require a lower rate of interest, low 
enough to make it economical to put capital to uses 
that frankly, promise a low yield. Along with this 
condition goes the requirement of checks on wasteful 
duplication. '\ 

Over-equipment is to be judged on the basis 0.£ 
quality. Over-equipment in a serious sense exis~s 

when there is an over-supply of equipment of stand
ard quality or sufficiently near standard to make its 
idleness for a considerable part of the time wasteful. 
'On the other hand, much equipment that is too ol~ 
and inefficient to be economical for continuous use 
'may yet be economical to keep in reserve to handle 
occasional peak demands. Because of the high cost 
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of operating such equipment a normal market is 
not demoralized by it, while, for purposes of occa
sional use only, this hig~ operating cost is balanced 
by the fact that the equipment represents little or no 
capital value and can stand in reserve for long pe
riods without piling up an unduly heavy"burden of 
'idle overhead(: Such reserves might be required in 
particular industries and to meet emergencies, break
downs and seasonal fluctuations, even if industry in 
general were so stabilized as to remove cyclical fluc
tuations.')For this reason business estimates of the 
amount of excess capacity must be taken with a grain 
of salt until some method is found of determining 
how much of the equipment is of the sort that can 
stand idle . part of the time without real waste. 

S Over-Concentrations of Activity 

I.. One essen,t.ial feature of balance is that no part~! ' 
the economic system shall be working at a rate ve 
muchtasieror slower than it can continue withou 
outrun~fri'g-or falling behind its proper proportio 
to the rest, as fixed by physical and economic force. ' 
The rate of production of raw materials should equal 
the amount consumed in the production of finished 
goods (with allowance for the slow growth of stocks 
as, total volume of production gTows). And the rate 
of production of equipment should be such as the 
volume of'savings and the devdopment of technical. 
methods indicate can be maintained. We have seen 
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\tJiat there is no limit to the amount of capital that 
f:.an ultimately be used, but that there are very nar-

'
i.0w limits on the rate at which existing capital can 

e increased without wasteful duplication and a de-
eating of the end in view. If the industries produ~

ing capital goods are working at m?re than the rate 
which, if steadily maintained, would create all the 
capital permanent savings will finance, or all there 
are workers to man, or sufficient to produce all the 
goods the market can be geared to buy in the near 
future, then they are working at a rate which cannot, 
in the nature of the case, be permanently maintained. 

The amount of consumers' goods the market can 
be geared to buy is elastic, and we have never reached 
its ultimate limits. But, like the amount of capital 
we can man, it can be increased only' at a limited 
rate. The market will buy as much as it can produce 
if it produces just the commodities wanted by those 
among whom the income is divided, and if they 
spend for consumption all the funds not needed to 
finance a balanced supply of capital. But all this takes 
time to work out . 
. The market caimot permanently buy just the as

sortment of goods it is turning out in a period ~f 
booming business. At such times it is spending too 
much on capital goods and on durable goods in 
general to maintain the rate permanently, technical 
methods and knowledge being what they are. To 
maintain such a total rate of production, income 
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should be so handled that expenditures would go 
more to consumption goods and less to capital ex
penditures. (As a country, we should spend more and 
save less than we do at the height of a boom. This 
conclusion follows from the fact that we reach our 
highest rate of expenditures for consumption only 
when we'aie' aIsodiverting more of our productive 
power,to capital goods than we cali permanently ,use. 

,: Hence we I:\ever reach the rate of consumption that 
our productive power makes possible~If we were to 
produce capital equipment steadily at a rate we could 
absorb, and devoted all the rest of our productive 
energy 'to goods for consumption, our consuming 
power would be increased, possibly five per cent. 
But apparently the only way to make uS voluntarily 
spend. as Ill:uch as this, and save as little (when we 
are prosperous), is to distribute our income more 
equally than it is niw distributed, and that, as we 
have seen, raises many problems. Another factor 
which will affect the amount of capital that will be 
built up from savings out of a given social income 
is the development of social insurance. This means 
larger provision for future needs, but by a method 
which will in .the long run build up less capital in 
proportion to the amount of provision made for the 
needs of the beneficiariesJThis is because the bene
ficiary ultimately receives both interest and prin
cipal to spend, instead c:>£ keeping the principal 
permanently invested.}. 
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If wages kept pace with total incomes in the up
ward s}Ving of a business cycle, instead of falling 
behind as they typically do, more would be con
sumed~/But would this mean a reduction of the un
duly concentrated production of capital goods, by 
reason of a reduction of savings, or would it stimulate 
this concentrated production still further,../because 
the increased demand for consumption goods _en
larges the apparent field of profitable investment in 
instruments of production? Under such conditions 
the necessary financing could be furnished by an 
expansion of credit if original savings were insuffi
cient. The latter result seems more than probable. 
And this points toward the conclusion that changes 
In the distribution of incomes are not alone suffi
cient; they can be effective only in connection with 
direct stabilization of those branches of prodl:lction 
in which undue fluctuations are concentrated. ) 

Movements of Prices, Money Values and Profits 

. In the realm of prices and money values generally 
a state _!>L mO"!I1~ bala!lc~_has its requiremen~A 
fairly stable price level is one. Absolute stabilIty is 
probably of no more than academic ~nterest; but if 
there is not approximate stability, then there must 
.be a condition in wiii~h all parts of the price sys
tem, and especially elements of cost of production, 
change harmoniously and promptly with changing 
prices- and price levels,(~~ that the interrelations of 
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the parts of the price system shall always be those 
which balance requires) Rising general price. levels 
should not in themselves produ~e general profi~ or 
falling prices cause general losses. Industries marked 
for relative decline should not show profits on ac
count of a change in the value of money, which may 
lead to uEsound expansion. Industries marked for 
more than average expansion should not experience 
losses due to falling general price levels, which may 
lead to unnecessary contraction.) 
I The ideal condition is one in which expanding 
industries receive just sufficientrt:ofits to stimulate 
the growth that will bring··pi-oductive capacity into 
balance with demand; no more and no less~ And 
contracting industries should· suffer just sufficient 
losses to bring about a contraction in the productive 
capacity engaged in them adequate to restore the 
balance)in the other direction by causing the ~east 
efficient producers to drop out, and others to defer 
expansion or to contract by failing to make full re
placements. This does not necessarily mean losses 
for all producers, if the least efficient respond quickly 
enough to their losses and retire while these are still 
moderate. But with the gro~ing proportions of fixed 
capital and the corresponding proportion of over
head costs, a condition of general lossc:s is more and 
more likely to occur before there is sufficient outflow 
of productive capacity to ease the situation. _ 

And if business becomes hardened to living 
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through cyclical depressions, limiting output and 
holding on to await the revival, this habit interposes 
an added obstacle to prompt adjustment when long
run conditions call for a contraction.~ The meaning 
of losses becomes confused by the merging of the 
two kinds <;>f movement, and appropriate action is 
obstructed~ Thus the shorter cyclical fluctuations of 
industrial activity are not merely in themselves ex
amples of lack of balance; they also tend further to 
obstruct the action of the longer-run forces:~ If prices 
are pegged-meaning always certain particular prices 
-this tends to perpetuate a state of over-equipment, 
as well as to prevent a recovery of demand, and keeps 
the price system at large unbalanced. 

Other Points 

One condition, helpful but probably not essential, 
is a reasonable balance between the effects of dimin
ishing returns in agricultur~. and the fact that, as 
per capita wealthincrea~es, we do not expand our 
consumption of raw farm products as fast as our pro-' 
duction and consumption of the utilities supplied 
by manufacturing, transportation, trade and profes
sional and other services. If diminishing returns 
brought about at least a relative decline in the effi
ciency of human effort in agriculture as compared 
with other branches of production, at the same time 
that the products of agriculture made up a smaller 
and smaller fraction of the increasing national divi-
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dend, the result might be that something like a 
constant· proportion of the population would be 
required in agricultural production. If agricultural 
efficiency 'increases as fast as the average of all eco
nomic operations, then there will naturally be a 
relative decline in the agricultural population. So 
long as this is only a relative and not an absolute de
cline, it may not constitute a very serious departure 
from balance, though even a relative decline may 
present some problems and difficulties. The expres
sion that farming is a 'way of life' rather than a busi
ness indicates among other things a sluggishness of 
movement in response to economic incentives such 
that, if a large movement is called for, it is likely to 
lag until lack of balance becomes pronounced or 
even serious. 

Some further specifications for the state of balance 
might be mentioned. The prices of sec}lrities should 
not fluctuate irrationally with respect to the long-run 
prospects of earnings, which in the nature of the case 
cannot fluctuate violently if the 'prospects' have any 
close relation to the facts. Foreign trade should rest 
on conditions of reasonable durability, not. for in
stance. on a basis of credit which is virtually certain 
to be rather quickly exhausted. or of tariffs which are 
morally certain to lead to reprisals. The war debts 
have thrown foreign trade out of balance. Tempo
rary balance. apparent and not real. was secured by 
huge loans from this country. This was a paradox-
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ical proceeding: we loaned because our economy 
was not geared to accepting real payment on loans 
already made. Having come to the end of this par
ticular road, we face the search for some other route 
toward a new and more genuine balance. 

Conclusion 

To sum up. it appears that balance in the full 
sense IS a~nattained ideal, eqUIvalent among other 

-things to economic stabilization. A iOJera6le working 
approxImatIOn to balance cal~for a much greater 
degree of stability than we actually have. The re
quirements of such a system are not simE~e, and 
they afford numerous and varied sl!gg~tions as to 
dle important causes, both of cyclical disturbances 
and oCuii.ocilanced conditions o(~ 10nger-ru~rt 
t~!td_ing-perhaps to become....chr'O.lljc .. .Jhe observed 
trends of the post-War period in this country seem 
to afford some evidence of the kinds of unbalanced 
conditions which this theoretical study would lead 
us to expect. 

In the concluding secti<?~_ Jhe xes~lts..Df--this -ap
pro~aiiaortlie pre;io~s inductive study will be 
consolidated' and tabulated'irr the -fonn of lists of 
the most signific~nt and responsible factors that have 
appeared in both approaches to the problem. If the 
reader will consider these in the light of the fore
going discussion, he will see that ,the two methods 
of approach have yielded practicaiIy the same lists 
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of responsible factors. :=fhe-chief difference is that 
th$-forces that tend to act progressively over longer 
periods than the £~onth cycle are e~J>hasized 
jn th@ 5e,OIlthmdy. and tfle~!iQnal~ !nv~!tigated. 
This is natural. as the evidence on such matters plays 
a sec0l!dary part in the statistical records of the busi
ness cycle and contains within itself few hints as to 
the underlying causes at work. And on the other 
side of the picture, the abstract study of conditions 
essential to equilibrium frequently fails to yield 
clues to the time that various movements will need, 
whether falling within the limits of the short cycle 
or requiring a longer period. Hence this more purely· 
theoretical study may be taken. as corroborating the 
earlier conclusions, and suppiementing them by 
more analysis of the longer-run trends and forces, 
thus giving them more nearly the emphasis that 
their importance deserves. 



PART SIX 

, 

THE STRATEGIC FACTORS 
\ 

Factors of Prediction versu.s Factors of Diagnosis 

'liTHE factors of str~tegic. importance in the business 
cycle may be classIfied mto ~hose that may serve as , -
means of ,2redictionllhose that may serve as means 
of prompt discovery and gauging of current condi
tIons and of the stage of the cycle in which the coun-
c:--- ,,-
try finds itself at any given moment, and lPose that 
may be susceptible t9 control and may thereby sel!e 
as means of controlling the course of business con-

t ~s.) The first group is the one to which busine~s 
1 men have hitherto paid most att<;l!!!0~' The second 

and third groups are those on which the possibilities 
of long-run remedies really rest. 

~()_one factor behaves with sufficient regularity 
in relation to the general buSIness Cycle to serVe-as 
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been no very great evidences of such a tendency. 
One reason whY'mere prediction will not put an 

end to business cycles is that business men will use 
the predictions to guide business policies of the same 
easic sort they now fol1o'o/~ expan~ing to take advan
tage of increasin demand and contractin to meet 

eclining demand and building up excess capacity 
in the hope of increasing their proportionate shar$'!s 
()f the existing business., If expansion is predicted, 
they will still take action which will tend to bring 
the expansion about and to intensify it, though per
haps mor.e promptly than at present. If expansion 
is expected soon to turn into recession, they will 
then take the kind of action calculated to bring on 
the recession and to intensify it, though perhaps 
more promptly than they now do. \As a result, they 
may not carry either the expansion or the recession 
quite so far as they now do; but to expect a greater 
change than this would be highly optimistic. ~ 
(The theory that business cycles tan be controlled 

as a result of successful prediction alone-if anyone 
holds this theory-rests on the implied assumption 
that cycles are due to the mistakes of 'udgment made 
b individual business men. or this theory the pres
ent study has yielded relatIvely little support, while 
it has indicated the very large importance of causes 
ofa quite different sort; and the present writer be
lieves this theory to be, in the main,(~ The 
trouble seems to be not so much that business men 
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records the current phase of the general cycle and 
allows the observer to infer that the next will follow 
in a normal time, the results are made highly uncer
tain by the la~ _v.ariauQ!!s iILth~ length of cycles 
and.oL1heirsuccessivephases~:And it is never safe 
to predict, for example, the extent of a coming ex
pansion by the extent to which a current depression 
falls below 'normal', because such a 'normal' is al
wars arbitrary or uncertain. Indeed a statistical trena 
line, projected forward to the date of the latest ob
servations, has little claim to be regard~d as normal 
with respect to current conditions., N on-cyclical 
changes and disturbances are always likely to vitiate 
it.\Such a method might have succeeded fairly well 
in 1921, but would have failed utterly in 1929, or 
at any time during the succeeding three years. On 
tb,j.s basis predictions of revival were repeatedly made 
and repeatedly followed by further contraction. 

The hope that the technique of prediction will 
p4ercome these difficulties involves, paradoxically 
enough, not optimism but pessimism. For it carries 
with it the expectation that cycles of the present 
type will go on their ut:lcontrolled course for some 
time to come; and that is precisely what must not be 
allowed to happen, in the view of the more liberal
minded of publicists and business men alike. Theo
retically, predictions based on past experience should 
have a tendency to falsify themselves by leading to 
different conduct in the future; but so far there have 
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been no very great evidences of such a tendency. 
One reason why'mere prediction will not put an, 

end to business cycles is that business men will use 
the predictions to guide business policies of the same 
~asic sort they now foll0'f~ expan4ing to take advan
tage of increasin demand and contractin to meet 

eclining demand and building up excess capacity 
in the hope of increasing their proportionate shares 
of the existing business. If expansion is predicted, 
they will still take action which will tend to bring 
the expansion about and to intensify it, though per
haps mor~ promptly than at present. If expansion 
is expected soon to turn into recession, they will 
then take the kind of action calculated to bring on 
the recession and to intensify it, though perhaps 
more promptly than they now do. (,As a result, they 
may not carry either the expansion or the recession 
quite so far as they now do; but to expect a greater 
change than this would be highly optimistic. ') 
(The theory that business cycles tan be controlled 

as a result of successful prediction alone-if anyone 
holds this theory-rests on the implied assumption 
that cycles are due to the mistakes of 'udgment made 
b individual business men. or this theory the pres
ent study has yielded relatively little support, while 
it has indicated the very large importance of causes 
ofa quite different sort; and the present writer be
lieves this theory to be, in the main.r~ The 
trouble seems to be not so much that business men 
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mistake their interests-though that does happen, 
and aggravates some of the difficulties-as that(t~r 
actual interests lie in doing the things which bring 
on the cycle, so long as theI are acting as individual 
business men or representativ~s of individual busi· 
ness interests,; ~A business man who refused to ex· 
pand his sales on the up-swing would gain nothing, 
and one who refused to retrench on the down-swing 
would probably go bankrupt.) One who stabilized 
his individual construction' program would incur 
some risks by building ahead of demand or by being 
caught with inadequate reserve capacity in an ex
pansion; and would not produce sufficient effect on 
the whole business situation to receive in return any 
substantial benefits in the way of stabilized demand 
for his own products-as he might hope to do if all 
business followed the same policy. 

It_s~ems to be a case in which the best policy for 
ap individuaf to folIow in adjusting himself to the 
existing bad conditions is not the same as the policy 
by which the business cor"iimunity as a whole may 
hope to get rid of the evil. It is only from a change 
in these customary reaction patterns that we may 
hope for real changes in the result. Something must' 
happen to bring about a condition in which the 
response of business to a revival is not such as to 
make the revival over-run itself and make a reces-

, sion inevitable. If that can be brought about, it may 
be that we shall not need infallible prediction; only 
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prompt and reliable current diagnosis, to guide the 
neutralizing policies which business or government 
or both stand ready to put into effect.' '. 

The task of current dia osis is fur easier than . --

that of predictiq,n, thQugh ~till not ea~. T ere are 
plenty of indexes of general business activity which 
tell us well enough how fast business is going at any 
given moment. But tliis does not tell uSlour position 
relative to that elusive standard called 'normal', nor 
does it even dispose of'lhe difficulty of determining 
in what p~ecise phase of the business cycle we are 

-at any time. 
('As to the first difficulty, the carrying of 'normal' 

or 'secular' trends down to the current moment is 
always a doubtful procedure, and hence the degree 
of departure from such normal trends is equally 
doubtfut'Something may be accomplished, however, 
by better measures (and better mobilized informa
tion abOutthem) of surplus capacity in construction, 
and keener analysis of the relation of prices of securi
tie,s, to possible prospectiv~ earnings.) Ii: was well 
known that stock prices during the great boom were 
capitalizing future increases rather than current 
earnings; but no syste!!latic analysis appeared of the 
extent of future increase in earnings necessary to 
rationalize current prices. Had such an analysis been 
made, it must inevitably have revealed that such 
necessary future increases were beyond all human 
possibility. 
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(As to the second difficulty-that of determining 
what stage. of the cycle business has momentarily 
reached-a clear example is seen in the current de
pression, the duration and severity of which have 
gone so far beyond' usual experience and expecta
tion.Many persons thought we had reached the low 
point in January, 1930, and have thought so repeat
edly since then, while we slipped down, with occa
sional abortive revivals, into deeper and deeper 
stagnation. And among persons who agree on th~ 
kind,of rescue work that can be effectively employed 
there is still difference of opinion as to ~hen it 
should have been undertaken in the present depres
sion. Would it have been effective if employed 
promptly, or would it then have merely spent its 
force while the worst impact of the depres~ion was 
still to come? Such chances as are implied in this un
certainty we shall doubtless have to take; and they 
will not be as great in the ordinary case as in the 
present one, {Since this is, after all, more than a mere 
business cycle.) 
C And if measures of control are devised which haye 
sorrfe degree of effect, the character of the problem 
~ill change. It will be neither the problem of pre
dictioiinor that of determining precisely where we 
are in tne now-customary type of business cycle. but 
of determining when an approximately regularized 
economyha.s -fallen below its normal trend of activ
ity;' Anctu'will not be absolute activity that will 
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count so much as activity relative to the full utiliza
tion of our existing working force .. In shott, the state 
f em 10 ent and une a ml-

nantmaex.··;'ilt'-I'~M1:>- -----. 
.::;; :;....-J Ii '\,.: ~ 

v Causes: A Partial Theory of Business Cycles 

~f we group the factors into those having directly 
to do with production and those having directly to 
do with consumption, it appears that they interact 
so completely that it is impossible to say that one 
group is the active one and the other the passive~ 
In.,!,his connection-it may be worth while to break 
into the sequence in one of the late phases of an 
extreme depression like the preseIlL and foll&w-it 
backward toward Ultimate ongmatmg causes. 

Let us start with a sluillkage 9£ consumers' pur
chases because of hoarding, this being attribut~ble in 
turn to the fear oITosing one's job which arises 
after curtailment of production has already begun 
and further curtailments seem likely to follow. Cur
tailments of production in the winter of 1931-32, 
let us say, were made because normal bank credit 
was difficult to obtain; and the extreme niggardli
ness of the banks sprang from a state of fear engen
dered by a wave of bank failures, due in turn to the 
losses of the businesses that were the banks' debtors. 
These )osses_were caused by the combipation of 
falling prices (mostly wholesale) and sh!inking sales, 
both traceable to a decline of business buying and 
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ultimately to a decline in consumers' purchases 
occurring earlier in the cycle than the particular de
cline in which our backward-tracing analysis started. 

In the present instance there was added to this 
and compounded withit(a world-wide collapse in 
basic commodity prices) which was no part of an 

lordinary business cycle. Without this the more usual 
cyclical forces would hav:e produced much milder 
results. Recognizing this fact, we may go on to deal 
with the typical cycle hi~. 

The biSlc-decline in consumers' purchases is a 
co~Teature oCiiCcycles, at'i'd is mainly conse
quent upon an actual shrinkage in consumers'in
comes, resulting in tum from a prior shortage of 

~ general employment and lessened production in 
,industries at large: The earliest shrinkage in con
sumers' purchases can hardly be du«; in any si~ifi
cant degree to th~ fear of losing the j()_b, since the 
cause for that fear has not yetmade itself manifest 
to an extent sufficient to disturb the optimism that 
marks a time of active businessl:rhe general curtail
~~t_ Qf ~Inpl()ymc:nt anc!_pro_duction which origi
nates the decline of consumers' incomes include! a 
Jafli~=-o-ff in physical production of consumers' 
gFods . prlor to any similar definite falling-off in con
sumers' purchases. With this goes a much more in
-tense !alling-off in the work of producing dnra,l>le 
~odsJ (the reasons for which we have already 
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traced), and which is preceded by a tapering-off of 
the rate of increase. (c ) 

This is accompanied by a curtailment of credit.of 
yarious sort~, and accordingly total expenditures 
falloff more than consumers' current expenditu.res 
o~t of current income. And" while this curtailm~nt 
may be intensified by any actual fal~ing-off in co~
sumers' incomes, the source from whicq its first 
manifestations arise may .be no more than fa cessa
tion or slackening of expansion in the total amount 
oCproducers' equipment or durable consumers' 
goods, causing a positive decline in the rate of cur
rent production ot these commodities. "fhis may be 
merely. because supp~ie.~qf,,:e~ujpmenl or durable 
goods' have caught ~p. witli d~~and. This in turn 
implies that d!mand t:~pa~d~, i1!e~larly, and that 
after an up-turn, production for a time expands 
faster than what we may call the origina! expansion 
of demand, and thus a~ a ,rate that cannot' be per-
manently maintainecJI . 

These original expansions of demand may in their 
turn arise, first, fr~ merely chance happenings; or, I 
second, from the basic tendency which' statlsticians 
express in curves of n6~aIJJQ.wth, starting with 
something like a geometrical rate of increase, reach
ing a maximum rate of expansion, and then tapering 
off to a saturation-point. In such cases as we are con
cerned with, the saturatiQl!::PQ.int is best expressed 
as a uniform per 'capita rate of use or consump!!0n, 
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in a community with a growing population, or per
haps in some instances even a stronger upward trend 
representing normal per capita expenditur-e--ln a 
country with a gradually rising per capita income. 

: The 'growth' in excess of this trend represents the 
process by which a new good or a new process makes 
its way to a fairly stable place relative to others, in 
an expanding economic systeni~If it is an absolutely 
new good the growth-curve may start from zero. If 
it is a case of a change enlarging the normal place 
held by an existing good, the growth-curve may be 
superimposed on a secular upward trend, or differ
ent growth-curves with different periods may be 
superimposed on each otlter. 

These E.()rm~I_g!owth:c1:!!Y~s w..e may regard as 
representing roughly certain causal forces which are 
ultimate for our present purpose~ They may have 
to do with the development of new goods and of the 
conscious and active desire for them, or with new 
processes of production calling for increased invest
ment in productive equipment. In either case there -is no reas~ to suppose tha~.!.ither the curves of nQI; 
mal- growth or the _chance fluctuations which ar~ 
combined with them have any inherent tendency, 
in their essential nature, to move in cycles of either 
three ariaone-ililraor of ten years. These inherent 
tendencies, be it remembered, are factors which are 
not to be observed unmodified in the statistics. The 
actual statistical changes record the results of the 
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entir~ ~hainof cumulative seque~~ returning on 
tliemselves endlessly, which Iiave been indicated in 
a fragmentary way in the foregoing analysis. rTh~ 
inherent tendencies of what we have chosen to'"Call 
the' ulti~a_t~_ causi'i fo-;~es are so overlaid and trans
formed by these sequences of secondary and tertiary 
results that their original nature is buried, and can 
only be got~en at by other methods of inference than 
those of direct statistical tracing.' 
(The development of new goods seems to reach 
maturity in varying periods of time) The automobile 
has required more than a generation, while minia
ture golf ran its course in a few months. In general, I 
goods of large and enduring significance seem to~ 
require considerably more than a ten-year period for 
development/The same can be said of new produc
tive processes, with modifications$he time required 
to develop the potentialities of a basic idea such as 
that of scientific management is as long or longer 
than has been required by the automobile, but single 
processes may he developed in a much shorter pe
riod. There may be an initial stage ~f experimental 
pioneering, followed by a putting of the me,thod into 
actu_al production, this involving some small but 
appreciable demand for new -equipment. If the 
method proves its economic worth, there may be 
virtually instant recognition of that fact, and a:wave 

Jl.f.im~rr. sweeping over the entire field as fast 
arthe character of the improvement admits and 
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causin~ a very considerable demand for new equip-

r ment.l~c~mpeter~~aly.sis of intermittent move
ments of pioneering followed by waves of imitation 

; is pertinent on this point and is the outstanding 
, theoretical treatment of it/\ 

:'As the work of overhauling production methods 
tends to be to some extent concentrated in the de
pression phase of the business cycle. the first appli
cations of improved methods in .actual production 
probably have some corresponding tendency to con
centrate toward the later stages of depressi0r0 This 
would, as far as it went, tend to check a recession 
or initiate a revival; and the waves of imitation, 
occurring still later, would(give a stronger impetus 
to revival.tThus this particular type of growth-curve 
may come to coincide with the general business 
cycle, to the extent that the timing of the initial 
pioneering is inflUenCe~y the cycle and is not a 
wholly independ~nt fac s to how fat this actually 
happens, statistical me as rement is well-nigh impos
sible. It is so much a matter of the kind of problem 
on whJch the regular executive staff focus their atten
tion. ~e concentration of such developments may 
be relatively slight, after all.)And even this can only 
be true of relatively minor developments; major 
changes require a much longer period) They could 
not be incubated, brought into successful applica-

1 This theory, together with others, is summarized in W. C. Mitchell', 
Business Cycles: The Problem and Its Setting, Chapter L 
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tion and widely imitated, all in the course of one 
d~tession and revival.) 

hether this hypothesis be true or not, the actual 
bu k <2i.!he installation of machines, as well as of the 
actual growth of sales of new goods, is conditioned 
by effective demand and so follows the course of the 
general business' cycle.) The normal growth-curves 
of which we have been speaking express the under
lying forces as they would develop if unmodified by 
these factors derived froin the business cycle itself. 
In all probability they have a wide variety of nat
ural periods) Many of them, representing the experi
mental development and subsequent general adop
tion of fairly specific and limited technical devices, 
may be prompt enough to be stimulated in their 
early stages by the spur of hard times, and to reach 
a considerable development ~91ing the subsequent 
expansion of general business,\\But few would be so 
short as to run their whole courso . .iQ ~'"'" bp,s.iness 
cycle:)It is difficult to ascribe th~ length of the forty
month cycle to any natural periodicity of such 
growth-curves.)The safer assumption is that the 
growth-curves have a chance distribution, modified 
by the business cycle in the ways already suggested.'l 

The combined resultant of a number of these 
growth-curves superimposed pn each other would 
naturally be a state of growth varying somewhat from 
decade to decade and with shorter and slighter fluc
tuations of an irregular sort (!Jut there is still no 
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~~_~n~ t(), s~PE9_s~, th~_t _~~combination o,f this com
E?s~~ ST0'\\Tth-curve with purely chance fluctuations 
~~tOW~l!Y ,nafllral ~~n,den~y to run in cycles 
of die famTIiar obse~ved lengths. There is every 

~
easOOto-suppose that these fundamental forces are, 
n point of timing with reference to the general busi
ess cycle, random forces.) 
1'1£ there is, as there certainly seems to be, a tend

eticyto a qualified regularity in the ups and downs 
of business, its cause must be sought in the mechan
ism whereby business reacts to these original im-

l"Pulses. On the basis of the aboveanalysr;'a th'coryof 

I the business. cycle. can be constructed whi,ch would 
I account for Its sahent features, as follows: ) 
. ~ starting-point we !ll,'!Y ,taJte the lwpulse_ 
leading to ariup~hirn of business. This impulse may 
be one of a wide variety of possible sorts, or may 
represent a combination of more than one. It may 
be of the "otig!!l~~nupe, or derived from a pre
vious depression. It may affect output of producers' 
goods or output of consumers' goods, either directly 
or by way of the consumers' demand for them. 1 ~', 

I Productio~ ~E t'!lt~ a~,llp-turn without waiting fo~' 
demand, 'owing to: (a) the removal of some specific 
obstruction-fo~ example, a !!.ti.~e; (b) the need for 
replacement following a period when stocks in the 
hands ot producers, dealers or consumers were al
lowed to decline, as may happen in a depression; (c) 
the development of a more optimistic (or less pessi-
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mistic) feeling among producers, whatever may bt: 
its source. 2. Demand for productive equipment 
may take an~p-turn without waiting for increased 
demand for products, owing to: (a) changes in tech
I!,ical methods of production; (b) the development 
of new goods in anticipation of demand, or for which 
a potential demand appears to exist; (c) the need for 
resuming maintenance and replacement which has 
~een temporarily postponed, -as-happens in a depres
sion; (d) increased optimism, which may affect (a), 
(b) and (c). 3. A shifting in consumers' demand 
from one commodity to another may cause a demand 
for equipment to produce the new commodity with
out the possibility of an equivalent decrease, in the 
same space of time, for the equipment to produce 
the older and discarded commodity, thus giving rise 
to a n~.ncrc;astiILthe....d.~m_~_n.4JQuq\lipment. 4. 
An -upward inflection in the course of total con
sumers' demand may take place, from causes not 
dependent on prior increase of income (which 
would have to rest on increased production), as a 
result of: (a) the offering of attractive new goods; 
(b) the using up of 'consumers' inventories'; (c) a 

more optimistic mood, (d) selling effort, or (e) in
creased demand from abroad. 
(' Except in the case of foreign purchases, an in

crease of demand, n.ot derived from a prior increase 
of production, would necessarily carry with it at 
first either an increase of consumers' ged~l:...a de-

------.-
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crease of savings.)The latter, be it noted, may not 
iesulfin aaecrease of funds available for purchase 
of productive equipment, since it may be more than 
offset by an expansion of producers' credit. 

It will not be necessary to follow out the results 
of all these types of original impulse separately. If 
we start with this fourth group, we shall take in on 
the way all the essential features of the trans,mission 
and spreading of the other types of impulse.' For an 
upward inflection in the course of 'original demand' 
has its most substantial result in the shape of an 
intensified upward swing in the output of means of 
p.:roductionanao[aurable goods. And this is a con
dition to which all the other types of ·or.ig!nating 
im~~, also leadj . ---.....,.;;;. 

If this resulting increase in production responded 
exactly and instantaneously to the original demand, 
and were not affected by any further secondary con
sequences, the derived curve would have the same 
period of swing as the original curve, though the 
timing of the peaks and troughs would J>e different, 
the derived curve appearing to lead.': But the de
rived curve does not respond exactly and instan-

2 See Part II. Timing: Construction. See also Business Acceleration 
and the Law of Demand. journal of Political Economy. XXV. 117-35. 
March. 1917; also Economics of Overhead Costs. Chapter XIX. cr. also 
Capital Production and Consumer-Taking-a !teply. jour1llJ1 01 Polito 
ical Economy, XXXIX. 814-6. December. 1931. This is a reply to Ragnar 
Frisch's The Interrelation Between Capital Production and Consumer
Taking: journal 01 Political Economy, XXXIX, 646-54, October. 1931. 
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taneously to the original impulse, and it is reinforced· 
and modified by its own cumulative effe~ts~-:It takes 
time to produce the equipment and durable goods, 
and meanwhile there is a shortage which sends prices 
up~ This in turn tends to cause an increase iIl·specu
ratlve buying and buying for storage, which reacts 
cumulativelr to intensify the rise in prices. Guided 
by the rising prices rather than by a statistical canvass 
of demand and supply, competitive producers launch 
upon the production of more goods and equipment 
than necessary to meet the requirements of the 
original expansion of demand. 
(The expansion of business at rising price-levels is 
financed and made possi~e by expansion of credit, 
moving in response to demanqI At me ·same time 
the increased productive activity results in increased 
distribution of wages as soon as the expansion of 
production begins and before the new durable goods, 
or the pJ'oducts pf the new equipment, are actually 
on the markets,(\The effect is an i~ease o~ __ gen~r.~l. 
purchasing power which both intensifies the original 
impulse ariaspreads its in~~en~~:()Yet.:·c()m~odi~ies 
in generaI;thus -further stimulating ·the demand for 
p~live. _~quipment.\ Tlfe competing--proaucers, 
who had started to· produce too much, may even 
find that their first program is not latge enough for 
this new state of demand, and further expansion 
may ensue, with further diffused effects of the same 
sort as before. 
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But equipment and stocks of durable--K22-~s are 
catching u'p ~ith .t~quirements, which will not ex
pand ~indefinitely. Not all the increased income is 
spent, and some of what is 'saved' is probably tem
porarily ab~5>rbed .. in the speculative markets for 
securities without Immediately tiling effect in in
creased purchases of producers' or consumers' goods. 
By the time the market shows that requirements have 
been caught up with, there is an over~supply either 
in existence or in process of production) Production 
of equipment and durable goods now slackens, prices 
faU, the contraction in the basis of credit is intensi
fied by forced sales and lack of confidence. With 
declining production~ income distributions decline, 
the slackening is thus diffused and intensified, and 
the cycle is reversed:n 

The time requir~£or all this to happen is quite 
independent of tJie tlm,e'required for any 'origina
tive' impulse to reach its natural satura.tion point, 
mcise such ari~impulse played a part in s~arting this 
particular moveme~t/I£ the original impulSe were 
the development of ~ important new commodity, 
a generation might pass before it reached its satura
tion point if there were no interference from the 
spasmodic movements just ,described/ Long before 

. this, these secondary effects will have produced a 
cycle of exp~nsion and contraction, interrupting the 
'nonna! growth-curve'. rThere may, in fact, be sev
eral such. cycles before ~riginal !I?J>!l1s~_ is ~x-
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hausted. The railroad and the automobile has each 
praye~~~spart i~ -a nu~!:>~~_?f_!u~essive CYc::i~ . 
cen the downward course, con~umption does not 

shnnk-as fi~e, while-tr'edit is contract
ing. Ultimately, such stirplus ~oc]ls as may have. 
accumulated are worked off and the need of replace
ment counteracts the temporary abnormal shrink
age of demand for productive equipment and dur
able goods. As a result demand begins to revive and' 
the _c:umulative process starts once more, if not pre
viously initiated by some random happening that 
a~ords .. an indepeIlc!en~.stixnului1 At any point, in 
fact, this sequence may be altered, stimulated or 
dampened, speeded or retarded, by the interposition 
of some fresh outside factor.', Or its character may be 
modified by variations in the behavior of the ele
ments in the system of business responses,'.such as 
might arise from changes in the credit system or in 
the impOI;tance of durable consumers' goods, or the 
spread of the corporate form of financing of office 
and apartment buildings. But this system has suffi
cient momentum in and of itself to account for a 
considerable succession of cycles without constantly 
renewed stimulus from outside. 

If this is a correct picture of the main determining 
features of the typical cycle, tJ,.he average length is 
to be accounted for? not by an~~~odkiti.jn_t~e 
ofigiriating forces but by !lje-iime required Jor,:tp.ese 
reactions of the business system to run their course. 
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If we were to draw a line depicting the original 
growth-curve of ultimate demand jlS it would be if 
unmodified, and a second line depicting the derived 
demand for durable goods as it w~uld be if it moved 
in such a way as to satisfy the original demand in
stantly, the second line would, as already noted, have 
a period corresponding to that of the original line 
of growth of original demand, with an apparent lead 
of approximately a quarter-cycle owing to the fact 
that it reaches its peak at about the time the original 
curve is rising most rapidly( But the actual curve of 
derived productive activity does not behave in this 
way. It reacts on the original curve, modifying the 
latter in the direction of its own movements, includ
ing the tendency to an earlier peak:) This reacts back 
on the derived curve, causing it to reach its peak 
earlier than it would otherwise. This effect is com· 
plicated by the fact that the derived productive 
activity does not at once rise to the full extent re
quired to satisfy the increase in original demand, but 
lags at first, and then rises even more steeply in the 
effort to catch up, and finally is pushed beyond im
mediate requirements by the effects of speculation 
and of competitive duplication) The resulting reo 
cession reacts again on the demand for finished 
goods, and the natural curve of growth is interrupt'ed 
by a decline~ 
jThus it is natural and logical_that ther.e sh.ould be 

~veral c~sin~ss~ctivityduri~g the 
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,t:ourse of one major gro'!th-<:yd~~ ~t:.iginal~emand. 
~11leSeCYcres IS presumably gov
erned largely by the time consumed in this process 
of lagging and subsequent catching-up and over
expansion, and in the subsequent process of dearing 
the markets and exha1!S!ing the excess of durable 
goods. 'This time-interval is_~ependent upon several 
factorS, technical, commercial and' psycIiologicat 
Amonpnese 1actors are those governIng the time 
reqUited to produce-:goods and to bring new equip
menflotlle-stage at which its products come on the 
madet, induding the time req~ired to launch and 
finahce projects of expansion. )1£ the process of 
launching and financing projects and completing the 
first ~nits of equipment or durable goods consumes 
on the average ten months, then it is logical that th~ 
exp,!nsi~n should involve considerably more time 
than this, and forty months becomes a rather natural 
average period for the entire cyde. A further con
ditioning factor is the growth of a general spirit of 
oetimism, making business men more ready to build 
for-the hope of future expansion, and by the subse
quent evaporation of that s~irit- The course of 
events is also affected by the continuation of produc
tion and prices on the basis of standing contracts 
made in. _ the past. Another conditioning circum
stance is the( impossi~ility of developing new wants 
fast enough to make effective demand for consumers" 
goods expand as fast as income )when income is ex-
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panding as rapidly as it does on the upgrade of the 
cycle. 

It would naturally be expected, since all businesses 
are affected by the general cycle but not all are under 
the same degree of original stimulus,( that some may 
have efhausted their original stimulus more com
pletely)~han others by the time the general reaction 
comes. the original stimulus may be mOTe persistent 
.or less; the response may be prompter or slower. In 
fact, different industries may have different natural 
cyclical periods if left to themselves; and impulses 
of varying magnitudes in the same industry may tend 
toward diverse periods of oscillation: Thus some 
industries may be caught by the general decline be
cause other industries have readied the point of 
t;eaction, though they themselves had not come to 
'what would be their own natural period of recession. 
%'n such instances they may lag on the down-turn or 
lead on the next up-turn. In extreme instances an 
,indUstry may fail to decline with general business, 
br it may remain prostrate through more than one 
full cycle.! A few dominant industries subject to 
special conditions may lengthen or shorten one 
phase or the other of the cycle, affecting the length 
of the entire cycle in this way. Or the same result 
may be brought.about by purely random forces. 

This theoretical picture appears to harmonize 
with the observed facts of the cycle, including the 
approxim,!te regularity with considerable variation 
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both in the ti~ing of the general cycle and in the 
behavior of the various specific series. It includes 
thr! intensified fluctuations of producers' goods and 
durable consumers' goodshhe ~neral behavior of 
prices, credit ilnd security markets (though the par
ticular relations of credit to security speculation were 
not gone into),an~he behavior of incomes, expen
ditures and saving< Provisionally assuming it to be 
a fair picture. as far as it goes. we still have the prob
lem of the various originating factors, and factors 
in the business system of responses to changing situa
tions. To whl~if to any, shall ~tt~ch peculiar 
s'!!tegic importance in controlli!!g.~nd_.determining 
the cliaracter of the result? And which, if any, may 
themselves be controlled by human action, and so 
used to control the outcome? This is, needless to 
say, the heart of the question. 

Factors of Controlling Importance 

For purposes of-Jiummary. we are almost forced 
to arrange the factors in lists. although this neces
sarily fails to dOJustlceto'their manifold organic 
interrelations. They MLrather naturally into ~ 
~oups. The first consists of the 'originating causes',' 
random or ;;'therwise, whicp we may regard as lllti
mate f<?~ our purpose; the ,!.econd consists of those. 
elements in the reaction eatterns of business which I 
are directly concerned with bringing about the 
familiar forty-month business gcle. The third group 
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consists of factors responsible for longer trends and 
the interrelations between them. Together with the 

. 'originating causes', these may be among the forces 
responsible for changes in the character and serious
ness of the forty-month cycles, or they may possibly 
be responsible for other cycles of a longer period, 
or for progressive or chronic maladjustments in the 
sense of inability to utilize the productive powers 
we actually possess. I~this third group conclusions 
as to causal relationships are based more on theo
retical analysis and less ori inductive evidence, and 
are more tentative in character~ but if and when the 
truth can be discovered about them, they may prove 
to be no less important than the 'factors directly 
responsible for the short cycles-possibly even more 
so. 

First Group: Originating Causes , 
In this first group belong such random factors as 

weather in its effect on crops, wars and other chance 
cITstu;bances. ~~ese may haVeregul3:rities of their 
o~, and they certaInly have "tneir own causes; but 
~heir regularities are independent of those of the 
b~siness cycle, and their causes are either non-eco
nomic or are outside the regular course of the busi
ness cycle. Here belong also such factors as the 
origination (in contrast to the rate of development 
and exploitation) of ~~nts, ne~~oods and ~ew 
processes and metho_ds of production. These have 
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their own tendencies of progressive development and 
are characterized by certain irregularities which are, 
for all practical purposes, inescapable. These the 
business system seizes upon, intensifies and converts 
into cyclical movements whose lengths are presum
ably largely independent of the timing of the natural 
irregularities in these basic movements. 

In this general class of forces also belong shifts 
in fore~ge trade arising from other causes than the 
state 0 . thebu~iness cycle in our own country. So 
far as business cycles in foreign countries have differ
ent timing from our own, they may act as random 
and originative forces acting on the state of business 
in this country. 

In this gr~up, wars stand out for several reasons. 
They are particularly serious. They are definitely 
undesirable, and humanity is developing a definite 
ambition to control them. And t!!ey constitute the 
only item in the list which seems to be of such a 
natureastobe really subject-to control that mig,ht 
uld~ly .succeed in removing it as a disturbing 
infl4~nce upon the economic system. 

It is also true that tl~~Jlevelofunent-of wants and 
the origination of 1'!.~~_p!.~~~s~LC.~!'!. be stimulated 
or retarded oy the actions of a .&Overnment-or- a 
people. On the other hand, the consumers' ultimate 
freedom of choice as to the kinds of goods he wants 
is one of the last things with which we shall attempt 
any general interference~ at least in our dealings 
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with this grade of economic problem. We are far 
from ready to begin dictating to him, as a measure 
for the stabilizing of business, when he shall, and 
when he shall not, adopt new goods and seek new 
kinds of gratification. And while we can pour larger 
or smaller funds into industrial research, we can 
never guarantee the exact results, how important 
any given invention will turn out to be, or whether 
it will come to fruition in 1935 or in 1937. In short, 
it seems that we may exercise some little control 
over the longer trends in these matters, if and when 
we gain sufficient wisdom to know what our welfare 
demands; but we can hardly hope to reduce the 
changes to perfect uniformity. There will always 

Ib~ .irr~la~~!~~.L~~c! if we .J:l.ave ~srem 
th~t CCmy~ns~~J:t~~j~~larities into cycles of pros
~perityand d<:!pr~~sion, iliere will always be such 
\cycles': 
. -with the exceptions already indicated,( t!te factors 
in this first group do not appear to be of great strate
gic importance for the purposes of hhmanity seeking 
to learn what it may do about this great problem. 
This is partly because there is sd little that we can 
do about them, and partly because, in spite of their 
possible importance in initiating business move· 
ments, they do~not seem to determine the character 
of the result which the business system, under the 
impact of these forces, brings to pass. !o understand 
the length, t!ming and sp~cific features of business 
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cycles and kindred movements, we must turn to the 
,econd and third groups of factors. 

Second Group: Business Responses Controlling the 
Short Cycle 

Here the significant possibilities seem to include 
the following: 

The tendency to intensified fluctuations of 
derived demand for durable-good~: -both 
capltal equipment and consumers;- goods, 
with possible lesser tendencies of the same 
sort in the case of raw materials. In the 
case of capital equipment this includes the 
tendency to competitive duplication and 
excess building. 

Price movements and the lack of simultaneous, 
and proportionate cha~ge in all parts of 
the price system, including wages and in
terest burdens. Price movements should be -classified into cyclical movements, typically 
of moderate amplitude, and other move
ments due to special causes, such as the 
long decline from 1873 to 1896, the rise 
from 1897 to 1913, the War-time rise, the 
sharp deflation of 1920-21 and the second 
post-War deflation whose culmination 
marked th~ present depression. The cycli- . 
cal movements are important causes of con-
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traction and expansion (or of more intense 
contraction and expansion than would 
otherwise occur), but they are not, like the 
other movements, 'originating causes'. 
Their regularity points clearly to the con
clusion that ~h~Iarise from other cyclical 
conditions. They are to be explained in 
terms of factors 1, 4 and 6-1 1. 

(3)- Intensified movements of E!,.ofits derived from 
movements of money values and lagging 
interest and wage costs, and from changes 
in volume of production in ~onnection 
with the existence of overhead costs which 
do not change proportionately wah output. 

(4) Movements of ~c:..~I~Jive demand. for com· 
mo~itjes. 

(5) Speculation in securities . 
. (6) The effect of..£~fi~ence or the lack of it on 

speculation, on expansion or contraction 
of business enterprise and on credit pur
chases generally, including those of . con
sumers. 

(7) -The dependence of consumers' demand on 
the volume of income disbursed by busi
nesses. This joins with the pre;vious factors' 
to form a vicious circle, reinforcing itself 
cumulatively. So much is certain, but the 
precise quantitative facts are as yet un
known: how closely the movements of these 
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two quantities correspond and the amount 
and timing of any discrepancies. These de
pend in part on the movements of consum
ers' credit and plus and minus movements 
in savings, and in part on the following 
factor. 

(8) Shifts in the e.roportionate distributi()~ ~f 
the national dividend between different 
classes and income groups,-taken in con
junction with the diverse habits and stand
ards of consumption and savings of these 
groups. The effect is instability in the pro
portions of the national income saved and 
consumed, beyond what would arise in any 
case from changes in pel' capita real in
come. 

(9) 

(10) 

The expansion and contraction of credit 
granted to both producers and consii"mers. 
making possible discrepancies between 
total income and total spendings, or be
tween. savings and investment. This has 
two types of effect. Firstly, it enables the 
other forces mentioned to initiate changes 
in .rates of expenditures and production 
with a freedom not otherwise possible. 
Secondly, it acts at times as an independent 
force to stimulate expansion or enfQrce 
contraction. 

The time consumed in financial and physical 
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preparation for increased production, and 
the resulting tendency to alternate lagging 
and hurrying to catch up, by which time 
an over-supply is in process of production. 

( I I)' The time necessary to work off excess stocks 
and to develop the need for replacements 
and in that way to bring about a revival 
of demand (if not previously brought 
about by credit purchases or other means) 
from the excessively low point reached 
when durable goods are not being fully 
maintained and kept up to date. 

This is a formidable list, though less formidable 
than the mass of statistical series which describe the 
whole course of successive cycles. Even this list omits 
several incidental factors such as the efficiency of 
labor and the concentration of managerial effort on 
economies and improvements during a depression, 
changes in the length of the working day and week 
and the development of what is called 'technological 
unemployment' . 

Possibilities of Control as Guides to Strategic 
Importance 

All of these eleven factors seem to be of impor
tance, but some are hardly controllable. And they are 

. all so LI!!.erdepeI1~ent that, of a group of two or more 
factors, for example, the demand for capital goods 

[igO 
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and the supply of capital funds, it may be that effec
tive cOiitrOrof either might serve to control the 
others also. and to mo~ify the entire course of the 
sequence. 

Those least susceptible to ~~l!t!OI include those 
resting on ~dom to choose what he I 
will do with tiis income, and diose resting on the 
purely j>hysical facts that govern the time taken by 
vanous processes. Busine§§ confidenc.e, also, can 
hardly be controlled directly. Attempts to modify 
it must act through the more tangible conditions 
on which it depends. Among the remaining factors, 
presumably. are those which are of greatest strategic 
importance to us in our relation to this problem. 

The tendency to intensified fluctuations of derived 
demand. including the demand for the work and 
materials involved in producing durable consumers' 
g()ods. ~ well as producers' goods. is of basic im
portance/ in the judgment of the writer. If it could 
be contrOlled III all its manifestations, the primary 
result would be a eat stabilization of· the avera e 
!!t~ 9 . pro _ ucqve actl-;lty by cutti~g-~ff -those fluc': 
tuations of production which exceed the fluctuations 
of consumers' current expenditures. As a secondary 

. result. consumers' expenditures wouid tiieinselves 
be made far more stable than they--now- are. Th~s 
tlle effects of stabilization would be cumulative, and 
thebac"k of the business cycle would be brok;fi. We 
have already seen that the magnitudes inv~lved. 
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with allowance for cumulative effects, are sufficient 
to justify this claim. 
, While any very close approach to complete stabili

" zation is probably out of the range of possibility so 
long as we retain even the main elements of the 
~bresent system of private enterprise, a great deal may 
ttill be accomplished if the task is approached with. 

I sufficient resolution and open-mindedness. The \- '1 causes of intensified fluctuations are, in part at least, 
..; mechanical relationships as inescapable as the laws 

of physics: namely, the relation between changes in 

) 

a total stock of durable goods which is increasing 
at a fluctuating rate, and changes in the rate of in
crease of the same stock. No magic of institutional 

, formulae can make these two rates equal. If there 
is to be approximate stability, there must be some 
degree of control of the underlying fluctuations. 

If there were no such thing as elasticity of credit 
~e difficulty would be largely circumvented, but at 

.. a rather heavy price. Tpe elasticity of credit un-
o.. "doubtedly facilitates and speeds the racess of ca'" 

itillacctimu allon y enablm business to secu~lld 
'spend at any t~e arger amounts of capital fu~ds 
than have been furnished for the purpose by pnor 
s~he ultimate savings can, in a real-sense; 
oe furnished later, out of the increased productivity 
of the processes themselves.· To abandon all this 

8 It is not intended to imply that the banks have a magic power to 
create something out of nothing. They do have power to create addi-
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would have a retarding effect on industrial progress; 
though.whether it would be as serious as the retard
ing effect we now experience from depressions is 
something no one can prove. If there were no pos
sibility of expanding credit, increased purchases of 
autortIobiles and residences would be limited to such 
current income as the consumer chose to divert from 
the fulfilment of other desires, and ~qeas~d ex
peD:ditures ~n _C<!'p!~al equipme~t ~~~l~ be limited 
to that fI'iction· of current income which the con
sumer chose not to spend, or which the busineSs 
unit chose not to distribute. Short of this, a com
pletely centralized banking system could, by ration
ing credit, accomplish virtually any desired degree 
of regularization. Unofficial private transactions 
might still transfer funds, but the funds would have 
to come out of income, not out of the resources of 
elastic expansion afforded by commercial banking. 

tional purchasing power in the form of bank deposits plaa:d at the 
disposal of borrowen. This purchasing power does not oome out of 
anyone" prior abstinence; but it initiates a process of painless quasi. 
abstinence oonsisting simply in the fact that these depositon leave their 
accounts with the banks until they see fit to spend them. after which 
the recipients do the same. If the onl" effect of the expansion of de
posits were to raise prices. there would be simultaneous involuntary 
abstinence of a different sort. fora:d on those who must pay the higher 
prices while their purchasing power is not increased. But the typical 
effect is only partly of this character. and is largely an increase in 
production. with the result that increases of capital goods do not re
quire equivalent prior sacrifices in oonsumption. See H •. G. Moulton. 
Commercial Banking and Capital Formation, lou""" 01 Political 
Econom". XXVI. 1141l. 868·81. November. 1918. 
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Even this degree of control is ~oo drastic to be seri
ously considered at present, but milder forms of 
control could accomplish much. The possibility of 
utilizing them effectively will be co~sidered later. 

Another line of attack is the attempt t<t., contml 
directly the volume of production of capitaIeguip-
ment and, if possible, o(ihose durable consumers' 
gOodS whose fluctuations are gov~rn~<L!?Lili~e 
baSIC principle of intensification. As to the possibility 
of this type of control, it is of the utmost importance 
that these productive activities, at least in the field 
of capital equipment, are of such a sort that their 
timing is not immediately and exactly bound up 
with the movements of consumption or of consum
ers' purchases (which are the last items we shall 
probably think of controlling) but are connected 
with them by ties that admit an enormous amount 
of play within the business system itself. 
\. This fact constitutes the reason for their intense 

fluctuations under existing conditions; and at the 
same time it affords a ground for hope that some 
of them at least might, under other conditions, be 
converted into stabilizing rather than unstabilizing 
influences. This would be difficult in the case of 
housing, and might prove impossible in that of pas
senger automobiles, especially so long as changes of 
style and model are as frequent and important in 
the trade as they are at present. And even in the 
field of capital equipment the difficulties are enor-
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mous. But it remains true that within this group 
are, found the only industries in which efforts at 
regularization can-with any promise at all be applied 
directly to the work of production; and that they 
are of sufficient importance to afford something ap
proaching a cure if the difficulties involved can be 
successfully overcome. le, 
..... The hope of control lies in the fact that, while 
the behavior of this group of industries is natural, 
under the operation of financial interests as seen by 
individual prod~ers, it is, with some exceptions, 
optional and not compulsory to the extent that sup
plying consumers who come to buy goods, if the 
goods are on hand, may be regarded as compulsory; 
or as fa~ling to supply them if they do not come to 
buy goods is compulsory. ~Qdl1ccrs learn to loo~ 
at the matter cOllectivel~ ansee that their present 
oehavior is contrary to t eir joint interests, as tend
ing to produce booms and depressions, they can, if 
they care enough about it, rei!llarize their.2~r~hases 
of permanent equiPDlent and see that their inven
tories of goods do not move uaanaaown-in-such a 
way as to intensify the fluctuatlonS'in ultimate con: 
sumers'....demand. Even the production of durable. 
consumers' goods can to some degree be regularized, 
if the problem is attacked with determination. , 

Even such a degree of control requires a bro~der 
and more collective view than is common in business. 
The steel industry can' do little to stabilize the de-
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mand for steel; hence it is quite natural if the en
deavors of steel producers, so long as they are acting 
by themselves, are directed to stabilizing prices at 
the expense of stabilizing demand and output. Ac
tion by the purchasers of steel is essential to the 
stabilization of the sted industry. And such action 
may not be beyond the reac:1t of possibility when it 
is .fully realized that to stabilize the demand for 
other commodities-for consumers' goods in general 
-it is necessary that producti9n and payrolls in steel 
(taken as typical of producers' goods in general) 

shall be stabilized in order to remove the focus from 
which spread the really violent ups and downs in 
general purchasing power and jn effective demand 
for commodities at large. 

The primary method of procedure is to budget 
capital outlays on a regularized schedule ,":hich pro-

::>vides sufficient reserve cap,!city for all ordinary peak.os 
of demand, and which refuses to be stampeded by 
the momentary state of the market into violent 
speedings-up or slowings-down. This is not an easy 
fask. To bring about substantial results would aI
/most certainly require not only cooperation between 
enterprises throughout a single industry but also 
affiliatio~s between industries along lines of vertical 
integration. The steel industry, as already noted, 
cannot do much to stabilize itself becau~ jt cannot 
by itself stabilize the demand for steel. This has to 
be done, if at all, by the industries that consume 
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steel. But as we have also seen. these industries. in 
tum, stand to gain through the general stabiliza
tion of purchasing power if the whole program is 
successfully carried out. Thus there is a mutual in
t~rest which should be strong enough to produce 
fairly adequate action. if industry can be organized 
in such a way as to ·JIlake this interest effective. 
Whether this degree of organization can be brought. 
about without going so far as to make the system of 
private enterprise impossible is a question which 
can be answered only by the process of experiment. 
At tl:te least the change would be an evolutionary 
movement going a long way to~ard· a system decid
edly _ di~erent from private enterprise as we· now 
understand it. Not less than a generation would 
probably be required for business to mak~ the neces
sary mental and material adjustments. and a delay 
of this length has -its own element of danger. yo 
~ssume_ that. Jlle_ecol'!.0!D...k....system will give us un
limited time to find cures for its worst evils iS210t 
~se.---- . 

The same P~clpJ~_~f reK':!!arizatioJJ._ might. to 
some extent. be applied to resid~l!tia~_(;on!~~~ti~Il' 
though under greater difficulties. since consumers 
can hardly be expected to organize to budget their 
collective expenditures on any such long-range pro
gram. The pressure would have to come from com
mercial builders. and would need to involve building 
ahead of demand to a considerable extent. In the case 
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of automobiles, these methods offer little prospect 
of a stabilized production in the face of unstable 
demand. Here the control of credit extended to 
purchasers appears to afford the only effective hold. 
.. Thus it appears that\these factors are strategic in" 
that they are Eotentially subjec~to control, and that 
through them something substantial may be accom
plished.\But this can be done pnly by difficult and 
far-reaching measures-measures which we do not 
seem to be prepared at present to take. This is quite 
natural, but it argues that we do not yet realize the 
full gravity of our situation. 
~IJ efforts to stabilize private activity in these fieWs 
fail;"there is always the Eossibility of using ~b~ 
~orks_to redress the balance-\Jf private activity ex
pands too intensely let public workS contract, and if 
private activity contracts, let public works expanD 
This is not the place to discuss the .whole theqry and 
practice of the control of public works, or the ob
vious difficulties involved; we may merely note that 
fUblic works are a section of this entire field in 
which the worst disturbances lie and from which 
they spread, and that they are a section of the field 
inherently susceptible to control, which could be 
used a. s far as it will ~ to neutralize the movements 
in the rest of the fielo/The amount of public works 
which could, within reason, be concentrated in dull 
times, does not appear from ,.the figures as likely to 
be large enough, by itself, to counteract even a mod-
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erate depression.' Such a policy could succeed only 
as part of a much larger program. 

If such a policY is undertaken, the method of 
financing is of vital importance, as affecting another 
vital factor: namely, the movements of tota!-P_ll!-j 
chasing power. Financing by means-of-taxes which' 
operate to decrease private expenditures will tend 
to neutralize the effect of expanding public works 
as a stimulus to total economic activity. Financing 
through the use of credit will tend to give it maxi
mum effect, and the ti~ng of repayment of the 
credit will also.. be of great importance. Repayment 
should be made so far as possible in times of active 
business when a brake rather than a spur is needed. 
\. Passing on to pEce movements, and the corre-

5ponding changes in the other elements of the price 
system, here also we have forces of basic importance. 
The present system is a hybrid: neither free nor 
stabilized, but free in parts and resistant to change 
in other parts. Ih5s situation could be altered by 
morecomple~~!~?~lizat~on or by the attempt to 
"bring about more consistentJ1.!:l.!4ity. Either might 
work better than the"-;y~tem now prevailing. And if 
instabili_ty of price levels is accepted, the attempt 
might still be made to stabilize the. . ncom 

:> 9f diff~Itnt classes, in die ope that -this will result 

'See lVoiman. Planning and Control 01 Public Worlu. published 
by the National Bureau of Economic Research with the collaboration 
of the Committee on Recent Economic Changes. New York. 1930-
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in more stable expenditu!:es and so tend ~o reduce 
indirectly the cyclical fluctuations of production and 
prices. At present we are not wise enough to choose 
with certainty between these possible courses. We 
do not know just what behavior of the price system 
is most desirable, just what system of regulation can 
best be used to bring it about, or just what adjust
ment of personal incomes will best promote the ends 
in view. Thus ~>-are not mentally prepared for the 
effective control of the price factor. Nevertheless it 
must be classed among the major factors which are 
at least potentially, and to a considerable extent, 
controllable. 
\SEE.iliz,!~i~ of prices is not impossible. It may be 

approached through cO!ltrol of the currel!-cy system, 
or of credit, or of both.Or it may be approached, less 
usefully perhaps, by direct control of each se arate 
a!to(!h~ rice _s stem. tabilizati0!l ()f the general 

level of. Erices would have t-e~aavantage that it 
woUld carry with it, without further need of con
trol. stabilization of profits. of the distribution of 
income, and to some extent of the m!lre damaging 
features o~culation in commodities and securities. 
If the prices of particular commodities were left 
free to move within a stable price structure. profits 
and losses would not be eliminated. but they would 
be freed from the perversions we have noted. which 
play so large a part in producing and intensifying 
undesirable general fluctuations. They might then 
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perform. their proper functions of stimulating the 
growth of efficient enterprises and the decline or 
elim~!lation of inefficient ones, and of serving as a 
signal of shortages or surpluses of particular goods 
here or there in the economic system, and furnish
ing the impulse tQ make good the'sholtage or elimi
nate the surplus. The result would be a vast improve-. 
ment over a system which gives the same signal 
indiscriminately for industry in general and so either 
stimulates further general expansion when industry 
is already -over-stimulated, or further contraction 
when it is already depressed. 
\ Passing on to the con!!.o.Lo(in-E..~es within an 
unstable price, system, we find that the apparent 
Sourcf.L of instability in our hybrid system are of 
two different sorts, giving rise to two. divergent 
policies.Wne apparent evil is the instability of in
comes, the other th . 'dit , or slu ishness of 
response" of e unit costs of labor and ca ita!' n
terest charges are arge y xe ~~I!~L.t~s, and 
salaries an~age __ r~te\rarerelati"ely sluggish in 
their movements, while ~rsQ~~l i~~~r.!!~s jr()m prof~ 
~~t.:e.p-ar~ially _stabilizecLin.._the..Q$~Qf~~yi~~~ds 
p_~i~ b¥ _~os_e ~orpo~ti~n~_~hich~t:~_ ~!~n~~nough 
to afford adequate reserves for this purpose. Thus 
we act~a~!!~~ain app!~~?_~~~~yste_m of 
stahllrz.ed money mcom~u~ not a consistent ~p
proach. In particular, a sluggish movement of wage 
rates is not the same thing as stabilization of wage-
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,earners' incomes. In fact. by rendering the unit cost 
of labor unresponsive. it may aggravate unemploy------ ~ ment in dull times sufficiently to make the instability 
of wage-earners' incomes greater rather than less. 
, Thus certain features of the situation point toward 
the desirabililJ of making persooal incomes more 
stable'than production, and thus breaking into the 
vicious circle whereby incomes fall because produc
tion has declined and production declines further 
'because incomes have fallen. Other features of the 
situation point toward making the unit costs of labor 
and capital more responsive, and thus mitigating 
the intensified fluctuations of profits which, as we 
have seen, have such a disturbing effect. And of 
neither of these policies can it be said that we know 
with certain'ty what its full effects would be. 

The first of these policies comes to grips with 
the problem of the dependence of consumers' de
mand on incomes and the dependence of incomes 
on the rate of production. Thi~ as just noted, is one 
side of the vicious circle o~ depression-to borrow 
a figure of speech from ~i,s Ca~~e!"pil1ar. 
who assumed that a ~ircle ha(rt~~_.§ides. ,At first 
sfgnt the dependence of demand on income seems 
an inescapable fact; and indeed in its main outlines 
it is. But its action is~ susceptible to modification. 
There is every reason to suppose that the' variation 
of consumers' expenditures is not identical with the 
variation of incomes, even now; and the discrep-
'U~o~ 
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ancies may be made to work in the right direction 
rather than in the wrong one by a well-considered 
use of the mechanisms of credit. Furthermore it 
seems certain that we can, if we wish, make the flow 
of income to consumers steadier, relative to the total 
national dividend, than it now is; for instance, by 
means of unemployment reserves. We must, how--, 
ever, watch the reactions of any such policy on the 
investment markets; and also make a wise choice of. 
plans in order to put the burden in such form as to 
afford a maximum incentive to industries to stabil
ize, and a minimum inducement to workers to 
malinger. 

We have already seen that Ithe pj!rtial stabiliza
, tion of dividends does not stabilize total purchasing 

power, but rather concentrates its fluctuations upon 
the element of corporate surplus and JJJJJljvi,d<;d - -- ~-. ----

profits, and upon the demand' for the things on 
which these funds are spent. This fact has a moral 
for the many who are hoping that unemployment 
reserves may help to stabilize consumers' expendi
tures. They may be made to have this effect, but it 
will not follow automatically. The result will depend 
on the use made of the reserves, and on whether 
independent measures are taken to stabilize produc
tion in those fields into which-the funds constituting 
reserves are likely to flow, in the process of being 
invested; and out of which they must come when 
the reserves are drawn down in an emergency_ 
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Without stabilization of the production of capital 
equipment and other producers' goods, attempts to 
stabilize consumers' purchasing power by the set
ting aside of reserves, either for dividends (as is 
already done) or for wages (as is proposed) are likely 
to be baffled by the indirect effects of the uses to 
which the reserves are put while they are being 
held as reserves, and from JVhich they must be with
drawn when they are.paid out to beneficiaries. 

If the reserves are put into securities, to be sold 
when be~efits are to be paid, this means systemat
ically buying in a dear market and selling in a cheap 
or demoralized one. Aside from the losses to the 
funds, such a policy might well aggravate business 
disturbances more than the distribution of benefits 
would mitigate them. A better plan would probably 
be some definite provision whereby such securities 
could be realized on by being used as a basis for 
loans which might serve to neutralize some of the 
shrinkage in bank credit which accompanies a de
pression. To be effective, this might require the 
provision in advance of emergency credit organiza
tions, rather than setting them up after the emer
gency has become serious. For part of the funds, 
'hoarding' during prosperous times may prove the 
safest and least disturbing form of investment. 
. The other policy we are considering-that of mak
ing unit costs more responsive-points toward the 
adjustment of wage and interest rates in terms of 
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an index number of prices, so that the sluggishness / 
of their adjustments may be, so far as possible, over~ 
come. To be effective, this requires that inte(est on 
long-term loans be not fixed in money, but adjust
able to a constant purchasing. power. Wages and 
current interest rates may sometimes keep pace with 
prices, but fixed interest on standing loans never 
does. Such an adjustmen~ would remove one chief 
cause of the misleading and perverted state of gen
erally swollen profits. It would not, to be sure, elimi
nate the _di§l>!.9-Eortionate variation of indire~t labor 
and output whiCIiis based on mechanical facts about 
which there is presumably nothing to be done. What 
can be done, however, is to alter further the sur
rounding conditions of the wage contract. so as to 
change the financial effect which this unequal varia
tion has on the profits of the company and indirectly 
on the earnings of the wage earner. The most 
obvious measure of this.sort is to lay a special charge 
on super-active employment to sustain out-of~work 
benefits in times of depression. 

Clearly, 'the wage'system will not cease to act as 
an aggravating factor in the business cycle until it 
ceases to be based on relatively stable money rates. 
measured in terms of a fluctuating standard of value. 
or on rates that lag in their adjustment. It mayor 
may not be correct policy to maintain real wage rates 
in a time of depression. But it is certainly not correct 
policy to maintain uncompromisingly a system which 
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causes real wage rates automatically to fall as profits 
rise and business over-expands, or to attempt to 
maintain rates which mean an actual rise of real 
wage rates as profits fall and depression spreads and 
intensifies. Yet this is-or would be-the result of 

• sticking to fixed_money w~g~rat~..L.at suchiLtime. 
Any attempt -to do this is probably bound to fail in 
its immediate objective, while if it succeeds, it can
not possibly result in stabilizing actual earnings. 
~ This difficulty has been seen in an unusually in
tense form in the present depression, because it has 
occurred simultaneously with an enormous world
wide collapse of prices of a basically non-cyclical 
sort. It must be admitted that the average cyclical 
rise and fall of prices, and especially of costs of living, 
is so moderate that a system which should, for ex
ample, automatically adjust wage rates to a cost of 
living index, would have only a small effect either 
on the worker or on his employer. Its great useful
ness would arise in precisely those instances in which 
the cycle is complicated by larger price movements 
of a non-cyclical character. Wage rates based on a 
wholesale price index would have more effect in 
stabilizing the real costs of business. To the wage-

• earner, they would mean that a standard week's labor 
would automatically yield increased purchasing 
power in the retail markets during business pros
perity and decreased purchasing power during de: 
pression. The effect would probably be salutary, 
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~ven from the standpoint of stability of real earnings 
'or the workers, because it would remove one of the 
'orces tending to aggravate instability of employ
nent. If we had a clear choice between stable wage 
'ates with unstable employment, and unstable wage 
'ates with stable employment, there could be no 
loubt which is preferable. 
\ All of which does not mean that business cycles 
lr~ t_o be cured by such simple devices as a change 
n methods of wage payment. That would merely 
'emove one aggravating factor, leaving other and 
ilOre fundamental causes to be otherwise dealt with. 

Speculation in securities is also difficult to control; 
ndeed complete control and genuine speculation 
Ire contradictions in terms. And speculation may be 
lffected by whatever is done in other fields, in un
:xpected and surprising ways. If restraining measures 
)revent funds from being used directly in business 
when they are searching for employment, the stock 
narket is a natural substitute outlet. If !lnemploy
nent reserves are accumulated in good times and 
lrawn upon in times of depression, that may mean 
nvesting the funds in securities when the market 
s high and realizing on them when it is low, thus 
:ending to aggravate both conditions. Such funds 
:an probably be s_o handled as to avoid ~is danger, 
)ut it is a very real one. constituting a rather difficult 
)roblem to be met. In general, however, stabiliza
~ion of production and of aggregate income should 
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reduce the fluctuations of the free funds which find 
employment in the market, as well as increase the 
stability and certainty of earnings. Aside from set
ting limits on gambling types of transaction that 
make irresponsible use of other people's money and 
on the flow of other people's money into such uses 
(if possible), and setting higher standards for the 

securities themselves, it appears that putting the 
brakes on speculation must come, if at all, mainly 
as the result of action taken elsewhere for the stabili
zation of prices in general or of production in the 
'critical fields. Speculation is an active factor, but our 
main power to control it is by indirect means . 
. \ The behavior of credit has already been mentio1!ed 
in other 'Connections as a factor of major impor
tance. It is one of the most humbling1ictorStO'Con
side;:-£or the reason that we have thought ourselves 
in a position to use it to some extent as a lever for 
control; and we find that we not only have not been 
able to _make it do just what we wis,h. but also~o 
~~ know preGsely '\\That we ought to try to mak<;. it 
dQ.~nd weentertam the suspicion that the organ
fzed machinery for controlling credit is not so all
powerful as we have often supposed. Certainly it is 
a mistake to expect the existing forms of credit or
ganization to perform miracles in guiding the course 
of business. 
V(The control of discount rates is probably not in 
itself sufficient, and there is not at present any ade-
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quately ,effective means of controlling the total 
volume of credit directly; still less of discriminating 
wisely between the different uses to which it is put) 
So far as concerns the influencing of consumers' 
expenses, credit in this field lies outside the scope 
of our present institutions of control. But this does 
not mean that stronger and more positive mechan
isms cannot be devised, if the need seems sufficiently 
urgent. 

Here ,again ~e have the...problem how far control
can go consistently with the continuance of _private 

"einerprise and of the competitive -principle. And 
here again complete control and private competitive 
enterprise are contradictions in terms. Nevertheless 
this is perhaps the most all-pervasive agency condi
tioning the course of business, organized for control 
to a limited extent, and with possibilities of con
trolling influence which go far beyond anything yet 
demonstrated. 

The reader need not be reminded thatthe purpose 
of these excursions into the field of control is not to 
frame a specific policy or to recommend particular 
measures; but rather to shed light on the question 
which factors among those responsible for bu~iness 
eycles--a;;-ofthegrea~~rt~~ce. -For 
tilis-~~~ri to . select the best 
possible, devices, but only .. to show that some form 
lof effective control is possible. ~~,~a~.con
~rol!,:r~, fo~-!~a.~re~~ of~uliar im~r~ance,to.JlS, 
',. 20~ 
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as human beings faced with a baffling and threat
ening problem. Such a canvassing of possibilities 
should; indeed, be a step toward the framing of a 
program; but the achieving of this final goal is a 
much longer and larger task, and one of a different 

sorv\ 
From this standpoint, then, our study has r~

v aled a number of factors as eculiarl strate ·c. 
t ong these. are: the int;nsified fluctuations 0'£ 
~mand for £Toductive equipme~t; an.d secondarily 
of demand for durable consumers good.s (which are 
less easily susceptible to control), p:r;ice movements. 
movements of unit costs and of personal incom.$s. 
md the movement and distribution of credit. The 
ill-important factor of profits is itself controiIedJ in 
its cyclical movements, by 'these· other elemen~ 
which condition it. Of secondary importance (still 
:rom the standpomt of control) is speculation in 
:ommodities and securities. This may, however, like 
Jrofits, be influenced indirectly, via the factors which 
~overn its movements. To all these causal forces the 
nherent possibility of control lends a commanding 
importancs \ 

Third Group: Factors Responsible for Longer 
Trends 

\Gn. this group belong the longer bu~iness trends. 
J; far as they present problems of adjustment in the 
attempt to make full use of our powers of produc-
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tion. These longer trends are based on some of the 
originating forces already listed, such as inventions. 
and the development of standards of living, and are 
modified by the business system of responses. Among 
their most important features are discrepancies be
tween the rates of change of different economic fac
tors, and the processes and problems of adjustment 
resulting from these discrepancies. Here are included 
the following facto~ \ 

(1) Long-run trends 10 the development of~w ' 
productive processes.. tending to increase 
productive power and to call for more cap
ital per worker. Here we have the develop
ment of mechanizatio~ which, if not prop
erly compensated by adjustments of hours 
and incomes and the development of new 
goods, may lead to 'technological unem
ployment'. Irregularities in this movement 
are among the causes of short cycles, as 
we have seen. 

(2) The development of new goods into which' 
to put our increased producmg and con
suming power. If this process lags, our pro
duci~g power may not be fully utilized. 
Here we have also the increased develop
ment of durable goods and of 'optional 
purchases' incident to a rising standard of 
living, which, as we have seen', have their 
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e~ect on the character of the short cycles. 
(3)' The balance between consumption and sav-' 

ing. A rapid increase in incomes may lead 
to 'over-saving' in the sense of a rate of 
saving too rapid for us to make the adjust
ments necessary to assimilate it, as our 
present system is geared to make them. 
This balance between consumption and 
saving is affected in turn by the following 
factor. 

(4)" The distribution of the national income 
among different income grOJlPS, which is 
at present mainly affected by the propor
tionate distribution between wages and 
property income. 

(5) The relation between wages and interest in 
terms of their influence on the relative 
c_~~~ ~~ labor and. capital to employers, 
which in turn has- an- effect on mechaniza
tion and on the absorption of the supply 
of labor into productive employment. As 
we have seen, the requirement of labor 
costs low enough, relative to interest 
charges, to stimulate full employment, may 
be out of harmony with the requirement 
of labor incomes large enough to. assure 
adequate consumption, unless changes are 
made in the system of distribution which 
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are more far-re,!ching than mere adjust
ments of wage rates. 

(6) The apportionment of increased productive 
power between more goods and more 
leisure, as affected by the length of the 
standard working day and week. Here, as 
we have seen, there may be a discrepancy 
between the length of the working week 
necessary to absorb the existing labor 
supply, all the other factors being as they 
are, and the length which represents a 
desirable balance for the worker himself 
between more goods and more leisure. 
And as we have also seen, full use of our 
actual powers of production for the proper 
satisfaction of our wants for goods and for 
leisure requires an ~djustment between all 
these. factors, such as we have not yet 
learned to make. 

(7) Among the forces of more enduring influence 
belong certain after-effects of the World 
War, especially the deflation of prices, the 
dislocation of international trade· and in
debtedness, and the weakening of foreign 
financial and economic structures. These 
are disturbing forces of the first magnitude, 
whose effects have come to a head o~ly.in 
1929 and the subsequent depression. An 
incidental factor is the effect on our do-
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mestic capital markets of the repayment of 
our own domestic war debt. 

(8). In this group belong perhaps those larger 
psychological swings Jrom over-pessimism 
Waver-optimism - which seem to require 
more than the length of one short cycle to 
develop their full effects. 

When we come to consider the possibility of 
control, as a guide to the strategic importance of 
these factors, we find truly interesting problems. As 
compared to the problems of control raised by the 
shorter business cycles, there are some increased 
difficulties and at least one rather pregnant ~ew possi
bility. In general,.,91 the factors listed here, those 
which can be controlled for one purpose can be 
controlled for the other; if we can only decide what 
they should be made to do. 

The long-run trend toward more efficient produc
tive processes, while not beyond. all possibility of 
control, is not a thing which government wil1lightly 
undertake to limit or even to guide. Labor has some 
power to limit the introduction of labor-saving de
vices, but this is far from being a policy of collective 
control. It is possible also for government to take a 
hand in promoting the development and adoption of 
safety devices, as is done by the Bureau of Mines, 
which are not of a labor-saving character. But this 
again is not likely to lend itself to a deliberate con-
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.trol of .the net rate at which labor-saving improve
ment proceeds, in the interests of a considered pro
gram of 'economic balance'. In the main, the course 
of technical invention represents the force to which 
other factors must adjust themselves. 

Much the same could be said of the development 
of new goods. The motive of profits is a powerful 
stimulus to private business in precisely this direc
tion; and while it may be strengthened or supple
mented, it would be optimistic to expect very radical 
changes to result from public efforts directed to this 
end. And the psychological factors, as we have seen, 
are mainly to be influenced by indirect means. 

The after-effects of the World War form a special 
group of problems. Among them price movements, 
trade barriers and international debts are definitely 
within the realm of international action. Such action 
could go far toward restoring. weakened financial 
structures, and even toward mitigating underlying 
economic weakness so far as it arises from the split
ting-up of Europe jnto uneconomic national units. 

b Hours of labor ancf."the distribution of the national 
income are also clearly subject to control. 

The balance between consumption and saving may 
prove more difficult to deal with, even granting the 
possibility of defining the desirable goal. The choice 
of how m~ch of one's personal income to sp'eiiaand 
how -m~chto~ave is as definite a part a[the realm,of 
pers~nalliberty as the choice of what kind o£.goods 
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to buy, and is almost, if not quite. as-unlikely to be 
directly-controlled. And whatever is done, within 
reason, to alter the distribution of income between 
wages and incomes from property, the mere upward 
movement of per capita income will tend to cause a 
larger percentage of the increased income to be 
saved. Workers of many grades contributed large 
amounts to the swollen flow of savings during the 
last boom, and granted resumption of progress they 
will do so again. 

Yet there are possibilities of influencing the flow. 
Increasing amounts are saved by corporations.: and 
if a reduction of the total is really desired, this por
tion could be reached by the taxing power or other
wise. And there is another series of measures which 
might have an effect in one direction or the other, 
in ways to which apparently little serious attention 
has yet been paid. These are the measures of insti
tutionalized saving which are grouped under the 
general head of~ocial insura~'. Would the general 
spread of such measures increase the total amount 
of savings or decrease it, over a period measured in 
decades? Some are rather casually taking for granted 
that the security provided by social insurance and 
especially by unemployment insurance will make 
workers more willing to spend their free incomes 
for consumption, since there will be less need to 
build up individual reserves against emergencies. 
But granting that there will be an effect of this sort, 
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wiI1 it be sufficient to outweigh the huge reserves 
which the insurance systems will themselves require? 

The answer is far from clear. In the insurance 
reserves, all workers in the insured classes will be 
represented, ·whereas not all of them would save 
voluntarilY as individuals. On the other hand, a 
given aQlount of saving will provide far more se
curity if put in the form of social insurance. In 
particular. insurance reserve~ are calculated on the 
basis of spending principal as well as income before 
the transaction is closed, whereas individual savings 
are to a large extent made with at least the hope of 
spending only the income and maintaining the prin
cipal as a permanent asset. This is especially true in 
the United States, where the custom of buying annu
ities is far less widespread than in some European 
countries. a'hus the substitution of insurance for, 
'private saving means mstalling a system under which 
there will be more -spending in proportion to the 
capital funds accumulated than under the system of 
private saving in those cases where the saver succeeds 
in realizing his ambit Jon to. maintain his principal 
intact. Over against this stands the fact that the 
lower-paid wage-workers as a class do not typically 
succeed in realizing that ambition. The crises of 
their lives usually force them to spend their princi
pal; and not much of their accumulation is perma
nent. Thus the extent to which insurance wouldr 
substitute the ultimate spending of one's principal 
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for the permanent maintenance of it remains in 
doubt, and may depend on how far th~ principle of 
social insurance is extended upward into the better
paid groups whose members have already achieved a 
moderate measure of security and economic stability. 
Another important factor will be the adequacy of the 
reserves accumulated: whether they are made suffi
ciently large to meet all demands, or whether serious 
emergencies will exhaust them and necessitate the 
use of public credit to maintain benefits. If the latter 
policy is followed an increase of capital accumula
tions may be avoided-at a price. 

In short,\ one of the important features of the 
spread of so~ial insurance is its effect on the balance 
between saving and spending. This effect cannot be 
definitely predicted, but can to some extent be 
governed, as the system develops, by changes in the 
extent, character and policy of the system itself. 

Thus we see that a conSiderable number of the 
factors concerned with the longer trends have that 
grade of strategic importance which arises from our 
power to influence their action. 'The problems in
volved are subtle and difficult~ and there is no like
lihood of our reaching a quick solution of all of 
them, and guiding the forces of economic develop
ment into a regular course of unbroken and un
marred progress. But the potentiality exists and to 
that extent the forces we have dealt with are of 
~special strategic importance .. 
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Next Steps-the Place of Research 

\ These, then, are the factors of most strategic im- ' 
portance in the business cycle and kindred illnesses 
of business, so far as this study has served to reveal 
them. They do not offer any easy and simple formula 
for the solution of these distressing probkms. They 
indicate no panacea. the.Y--point rather to a .deal ~i 
difficult ex erimentin with new methods of ~rgani
zation to accomplish new ends-diffic~ t·arl.-p(!rhap 
not without danger~ trhere is danger of going too far 
to turn back, on rolds that lead to destinations we 
would not most of us consciously start out to reach. 
There is danger of setting up measures of control 
before we are wise enough to know just what to do 
with them and how to use them in the right way. 
And there is danger of doing nothing until it is too 
late, waiting to know just what to do-waiting per
haps for students to tell us things we can learn only 
from experience and to prove to us matters not 
susceptible of exact proof. We need more statistical 
information; we also need statistics not gathered 
merely to describe things but oriented to the pro
visional diagnoses which need to· be tested, and to 
the needs of a program the main characteristics of 
",hich can be outlined with the knowledge already 
at hand. 

It is clear from the foregoing study that(a more 
adequate diagnosis of business cycles waits on a more 
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fully-develo.£...~~~a.tistical picture of the main quan
fitiesiil the interrelated network of factors that 
governs our economic life. More knowledge is 
'wanted as to incomes, consumers' purchases, savings, 
investment and the purchase of productive equip- . 
ment and of producers' goods in general, production 
and stocks of goods and credit. Rough approxima
tions are useful as far as they go, but they fail to 
answer some of the crucial questions raised by exist
ing theories. For this purpose the student will not 
find his material sufficient until the figures are accu
rate enough to reveal minor discrepancies between 
these very large totals; and until they are recorded 
at short enough intervals to enable him to detect 
short leads and lags. He needs to know whether con~ 
sumers' expenses fluctuate more or less than con
sumers' incomes and whether either leads the other; 
and what discrepancies exist, if any, between savings 
and capital expenditures for producers' goods. 
• In the case of s~ocks .<?~9.<>ds, we have seen that 
there is need not only of more complete figures, but 
of} figures grouped according to the significance of 
tb'ese stocks in business cycles. As already indicated, 
some represent ~inS?~.s~.to ?uy or to produce in 
~ticipation of dema.ud, and others represent iEabi,
~ to. sell. l\1anufa~urer(~~gcks ,of material~ have a 
different significance frOl!l .. thekstocks. .. of1inished 
goods. More important probably is the fact that 
an increase m some kinds qf stocks indicates an 
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increased amount of ~ork done and paid for, com
pared to volume of sales; while the volume of agri
cultural products v~ries ~o mud~ with weather and 
other. natural conditions that they have very little 
significance of this sort. 

o In the case of~, we have seen that there is 
need, not only of more accurate figures of .consumers' 
ged.!t, but. also of a ge~~l ..5c:gregation of loans 
according to the uses to.\\Thic:!I_ th_ey ar.eJ?ut: whether 
to -finance consumption, production of consumers' 
goods, production of producers' goods, or speculation 
in commodities or securities. Vol~me of deposits and 
volume of loans also reveal different features of the 
credit situation. Volume of deposits, multiplied by 
rapidity of circulation, belongs in the estimate of the 
tot~l flow of purchasing power, and under normal 
conditions constitutes over go per cent of this flow. 
Increases and decreases in the volume of loans going 
into any given use give ~n indication of the extent 
to which the volume of purchasing power available 
for that use exceeds or falls short of the amount re
ceived from current income. 

One phase of this matter which presents an ex
tremely knotty problem is the question what finally 
becomes of the funds (so largely derived from credit) 
which flow into the securities markets during a 
speculative boom. The proximate and ultimate 
effects of such a flow on expenditures for producers' 
and consumers' goods are very important to know, 
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in attempting to. diagnQse the relatiQn Qf mQvements 
in the securities markets to. general business cycles. 

If the stabilizatiQn Qf the wQrk Qf installing capital 
equipment is Qf central impQrtance. knQwledge Qf 
the facts in this field is cQrresPQndingly vital. One Qf 
the first things which will be wanted is better evi
dence Qf the extent Qf excess C~i~l'1~Lesti
mates bei~~_ bami~~y_i~~~~cl~~~(:JQr t~ .. p-':1:rp~se 
in hand. The crux Qf the prQblem lies III the fact 
diat·a given amQunt Qf theQretical capacity dQes n_Qt 
me~ th<!.Undustry is af!E.,!IIy (!qUlppeCfTQr continu
'OUS prQductiQn. ~der nQrmal wQrking shifts and 
nQrmal~rating condTtions,-atthe r(!te-wliidi the 
theoretical capacity seems _~<?._Ll!d!~ate. This is true 
fQr fQur main reaSQns. One is the existence Qf~ 
sQnal peaks which cannQt easily be remQved. FQr 
example. mid-summer prQducti,Qn of Portland ce
ment is apprQximately dQuble mid-winter produc
tion.5 A secQnd is the .lack 0.[ ~!lifQpn.standa.rds of 
I!ormal working shifts.8 A third is the fact that SQme 
reserves are necessary to. prQvide against interrup
t~ the -neeci" of repairs. And a fQurth is the 
fact that reserves even beyond this amount. when 
they cQnsist of semi-obs.ole!~~!p.I!i~!lt. still do not 
represent a real surplus fQr purpQses of cQntinuQus 

5 See Robert F. Martin, Industrial Overcapacity, an analysis of figures . 
compiled by the United States Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Com
merce, Bulletin 0/ the Taylor Society, June, 1932, p. 99. 

a/bid., p. 94. 
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operation, because they are not economically suited 
to such use. There is, then, vital need for distinguish
ing between different grades of equipment on a 
basis which is pertinent to the practical needs of the 
case. 

Semi-obsolete equipment has typically higher op
erating ~xpense per unit of product than that which 
is up to date, but lower overhead costs, since it rep
resents little or no investment. As a result, it may 
represent the cheapest way to handle occasional 
peaks or emergencies, as it would be too expensive 
to keep first-rate equipment idle.most of the time 
for the sake of such occasional service; while at the 
same time the semi-obsolete units might be quite 
uneconomical for continuous service, on account of 
their -high operating cost. Excess capacity in the 
primary sense exists only wh.en th~re is a surplus of 
equipment of such qu'ality as is economical to use 
for regular, as distinct from occasional, service; and 
this fact indicates the first and most important line 
of distinction to be drawn between eguU>~LQf. 
stariaaraan-d·s~bst~ndard guali.ty. 
-The rate at which equipment is approaching and 
passing this . dead-line. coupled with the normal 
growth of the industry. is the gauge of the effective 
demand for new units for replacements or enlarge
ments; and this is the vital factor in any program of 
stabilized capital expenditures. involving as it would 
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the drawing up of a budget looking some years 
ahead, if only as a goal to aim at. 
);Another Qbvious field-for researchJies in studies 

of the effects o~olkies which have been actually 
followed, in all th~many areas of action which affect 
business cycles. It will not be easy to disentangle the 
effects of a given policy from those of the ever-vary
ing conditions under which it is carried out; never
theless the attempt should yield some useful results. 
One of the fields which should be covered consists 
of the efforts which have been made to put the other
wise unemployed ~o work producing goods for them
selves and for each other, on a self-sufficing or a 
barter basis. These should be studied in the light of 
the possibility of linking up the widespread local 
experiments into a nation-wide network which 
would have a better prospect of efficiency through 
more adequate dIvision of labor and operation on a 
larger scale. 

Another way in which statistics can render service 
consists in studies looking to the setting of standards 
of possi1?le_ac;hievement on a national scale. Business 
has--developed the technique of standard-setting as 
one of its indispensable tools; and when the nation 
begins to think in terms of developing its national 
capacities, it also has need of standards as guides to 
its efforts. Estimates of this sort in the past have been 
one-sided and uncritical, drawing vague conclusions 
of vast unused capacities but without linking them 
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Up with the question of potential demand: of the 
concrete forms in which the results of such produc
tive powers could be usefully put. 

What is really needed is a serious canvass of the
standard of living available to our people under 
reasonably full utilization of our powers of produc
tion; such canvass to be put into terms of housing 
space, bathtubs, refrigerators, central heating, 
clothing, automobiles and other goods, as well as 
improved education, medical service, recreational 
facilities and leisure. Such a survey would need to 
be based on the records which show how groups 
wftli.· different incomes actually direct their spend
ings. And it would need to take account of the effect 
of a slackening rate of growth of population, and of 
the stabilization of the production of capital equip
ment which is one prerequisite of the achieveIIlent 
of anything like full utilization· of our powers of 
production, 

A corollary of such a study would carry us into · 
the problem of the .ilistriblltion of spending power 
necessary to give effect to any given potential stamP 
ard of living on a national scale. Another corollary 
would be a recognition of the likelihood of increased 
savings under the conditions contemplated (includ
ing the possible development of collective reserves 
for unemployment and old age), and a correlation of 
such savings with the !olume of investment needed 
to equip the program at existing technical standards, 
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and the possible field for further developments of 
capital investment, public and private. Such studies' 
go far beyond the scope of mere statistical records of 
established facts, and are exposed to corresponding 
uncertainties; but there is no less need for making 
them, to the best of our ability, and revising them 
as new experience sheds new light. 

When statistical studies have done all they can do, 
there will always remain ~he question of devising 
new policies and new instrumentalities for carrying 
them out. Here factual research can be of but limited 
usefulness. It may help to prevent the repetition of 
past mistakes;, Qut the final verdict must be given by 
the process of experimentation, or of trial and error. 
The stabilization of capital expenditures, for ex
ample, requires the forming of new types of organi. 
zation; and research in the ordinary sense cannot tell 
l1S how to do this. 'If ~OJLW.aia-fut: the 
completion of an adequate program of research, we 
shall ,make littlepTogress. ,[he nVQ lines of attack on 
the prooTem must advance hand in h,~nd. --- - - .... 



APPENDIX 

AGGREGATE FLLICTUATIONS OF 

PRODUCERS' GOODS, RESIDENTIAL 

HOUSING AND AUTOMOBILES 

THE aggregate movement of a group of such diverse series 
as here considered is not easy to estimate, in view of their 
differences of timing. The diversities of one series from 
cycle to cycle can be overcome by taking its average pattern 
through the successive stages of the cycle of general busi
ness. But this average pattern still differs in timing from one 
series to another. In meeting this difficulty, .the fluctuations 
of these series will be presented in two ways; first, the 
fluctuations in the average general-cycle pattern of each 
series between the high and low points of its individual 
average movements; and second, an attempt will be . made 
to estimate roughly the stages of the general business cycle 
which mark the high· and low points of this group of series 
as an aggregate; and the fluctuation of each series between 
these points will be noted. These fluctuations will be stated 
as averages of th~ upward and downward movements, an 
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upward movement of 60 per cent and a downward move
ment of 40 per cent appearing as an average movement of 
50 per cent. The percentage is in each case a percentage of 
the average value of the series for the cycle in question. 

The average cyclical movements of the series representing 
the groups in question are shown below. with the stages 1 of 
the general business cycle in which their high and low 
points occur and notes as to their general conformity. As 
already observed in the text, a pattern whose low point 
occurs in the eighth stage of the general cycle instead of 
the ninth is sufficiently typical of production series to be 
regarded as representing perfect conformity for series of 
this sort. 

STAGES OF 
GENERAL 
BUSINESS 

CYCLE 
MARKING 
HIGH AND 

SERIES LOW POINTS 
OF AVER-
AGE-CYCLE 

PATTERN 
OF SPECIFIC 

SERIES 
Producers' goods, physi-
cal production (Leong's 
study), 1919-27, 3 cycles. . 5,8 

Manufacture of basic ma
terials (Harvard series ad
justed), 1919-27, 3 cycles 5,8 

AVERAGE 
MOVE-
MENT 

(PER 
CENT) 

CONFORMITY 
TO TIMING OF 

GENERAL 
BUSINESS 

CYCLE 

Virtually per
fect; one-stage 
lead on up
turn. 

Virtually per
fect. 

1 See text, p. 9 for description of method of dividing the cycle 
into nine stages for purposes of c:omparing cycles of different length. 
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Passenger cars, physical 
production, 1914-27, 4 
cycles ............•... 4,6 

Trucks, physical produc-
tion, 1914-27, 4 reference 
cycles, 5 specific cycles. . . 5,8 

Construction contracts 
awarded, total 19U-24, 4 
cycles................. 4,7 

43 

58 

52 

Three - stage 
lead on up-
turn, one-
stage lead on 
down-turn, 
some irregu-
larity. 

Virtually per-
fect. 

Two - stage 
lead on up-
turn, one-
stage lead 
on down-
turn. This 
series might 
reasonably be 
lagged one 
stage, result-
ing in more 
perfect con-
formity. 

A selected list of producers' goods could be made up 
which would show far more than 27 per cent fluctuations, 
and might well account for the major part of the excess of 
this group above the average for all branches of production, 
at least in the 'industrial' class. Some of the items would be 
~e following: 
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STAGES 
MARKING 
HIGH AND AVERAGE CONFORMITY 

LOW MOVE- TO TIMING OF 
SERIES POINTS OF MENT 

AVERAGE- (PER 
CYCLE CENT) 

PATTERN 
OF SERIES 

Pig iron, 1885-1927, 13 
cycles ................ 5,8 

Steel ingots, 1919-27, 3 
cycles ............... . 

Coke, 1912-27, 5 cycles .. 

Machine-tool shipments 
(yearly basis), 1904-21, 5 

reference cycles, 4 specific 
cycles ................ . 

Fabricated structural steel 
sales, 1915-24, 3 cycles ... 

5,9 
(Stages 2, 

4, 6 and 
8 lacking) 

80 

GENERAL 
BUSINESS 

CYCLE 

Virtually per
fect. 

Extremely 
close. 

Perfect. 

Virtually per
fect. Monthly 
figures would 
show larger 
fluctuations. 

Two-stage 
lead. 

All but the last of these series conform so closely in their 
average pattern to the general business cycle and to one 
another, that their aggregate fluctuations, taken as a group, 
would be very nearly as great as that of a properly weighted 
average of their individual fluctuations for the same succes
sion of cycles. Thus the aggregate impact of these products 
on the economic system is extremely heavy. For purposes of 
comparison, the following series might be used. 
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APPENDIX 

STAGES 
MARKING 

HIGH AND AVERAGE CONFORMITY 
LOW MOVE- TO TIMING OF 

SERIES POINTS OF MENT GENERAL 
AVERAGE- (PER BUSINESS 

CYCLE CENT) CYCLE 
PATTERN 

Physical production of Lead. good 
consumers' goods exclud- conformity 
ing automobiles (Leong's but some ir-
study), 1919-27, 3 cycles .. 4,8 12 regularities. 

Industrial production, Perfect. 
(Standard Statistics Com-

pany's index), 1912-27, 
5 cycles ............... 5·9 24 

Basic industries, (Federal Almost per-
Reserve Board index), fect. 
1919-27, 3 cycles ....... 5>8 23 

It would be possible to determine the aggregate fluctua
tion of the group· including producers' goods, construction 
and automobiles, by building up an inclusive series. prop
erly weighted: but in this there would be one difficulty. 
What is the real meaning of the differences in timing be
tween 'construction contracts awarded' and 'production of 
producers' goods'? Should the lead of the construction series 

. be taken at its full face value? The one series records the 
completion of work, the other a preparatory stage in work 
which typically takes some months to complete. Thus it is 
reasonable to suppose that the timing of the actual work 
involved in construction might be better represented if the 
series were lagged, let us say, three months or even more. 
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STRATEGIC FACTORS IN BUSINESS CYCLES 

In dealing with series already divided into 'stages', it has 
seemed legitimate to lag the series of construction contracts 
by one stage, always recognizing that this is a very rough 
and ready procedure. 

If this is done, it seems fairly clear that the high and low 
points of the aggregate movement of the group will occur 
in the fifth and eighth periods. If the average movement of 
each series, then, be taken between these two periods, the 
result will be a series of percentages which, if properly 
averaged, would give a fairly true measure of the aggregate 
movement of the group. Since the behavior of the construc
tion series is regarded as abnormal for the last two cycles, 
and two of the other series go no further back than 1919, 
completely comparable series are available for only two 
cycles: 1919-24. Most of the series are available, however, 
for three cycles: 1915-24. The following evidence may, then. 
be used. 

SERIES 

Producers' goods, physical pro
duction (Leong's study), 1919-
24, 2 cycles ............... . 

Manufacture of basic mate
rials (Harvard series adjusted), 

AVERAGE 
MOVEMENT, 
STAGES 8-5-8 
(PERCENT) 

1919-24, 2 cycles. . . . . . . . . . . . 34 

Passenger cars, physical pro
duction, 1915-24, 3 cycles .... 

Trucks. physical production, 

18 

1915-24. 3 cycles. . . . . . . . . . . . 69 
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REMARKS 

Peak in stage 
4; sharp drop 
to stage 5. 



Construction 
awarded 1915-24, 
(lagged one stage) 

APPENDIX 

contracts 
3 cycles 

44 

Further evidence afforded by these same series taken for 
a longer period where available, together with other par
ticular series of the same character (involving some over
lapping) is as follows: 

SERIES 

Producers' goods, physical pro
duction (Leong's study), 1919-
27, 3 cycles _ .......... - ... -

Manufacture of basic mate
rials (Harvard series adjusted). 

AVERAGE 
MOVEMENT, 
STAGES 8-5-8 
(PERCENT) 

1919-27, 3 cycles ..... - . _ . . .. 28 

Passenger cars, physical pro-
duction. 1915-27,4 cycles. . . . 19 

Trucks. physical production. 
1915-27. 4 cycles ........... 58 

Con s t r u c t ion contracts 
awarded, 1912-27, 5 cycles. .• 32 

Same series, lagged one stage 52 

Pig iron. 1885-1927, 13 cycles 40 

Steel ingots, 1919-27, 3 cycles 48 

REMARKS 



STRATEGIC FACTORS IN BUSINESS CYCLES 

Coke, 1912-27, 5 cycles. . . . . . 37 

Machine-toolshipments(yearly 
basis, 1904-21, 5 reference cy-
cles, 4 specific cycles ....... . 

Fabricated structural steel, 
sales, 1915-24, 3 cycles. . . . . . 71.8 

(Stage 8 lack
ing. Monthly 
figures would 
show larger 
fluctuations) 

One must allow for the fact that construction contracts 
are reported in money terms, thus exaggerating the actual 
physical movement, and for the further fact that the dif
fused effects of construction work are somewhat distributed 
in time. Taking these facts into consideration, it may very 
roughly be estimated that the aggregate fluctuation of this 
entire group in an average cycle could be not less than 
about 30 per cent. 
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